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The Jewish National Fund – How the Land Was ‘Redeemed’
Dan Leon
Dan Leon explains why the concept of exclusively Jewish land is an anachronism. This paper was originally published in
the Palestine-Israel Journal in 2005*.
__________________________
The Jewish National Fund was founded more than a century ago by the fifth Zionist Congress at Basle in 1901
for the purpose of land purchase and development in Palestine. The JNF (Keren Kayemeth LeYisrael, KKL in
Hebrew) was more than a charity for it saw itself as ‘the custodian of the land for the Jewish people’, according to
the biblical injunction that ‘the land shall not be sold in perpetuity’ (Leviticus 25:23). It was to become the most
prominent Zionist symbol for Jews everywhere before the establishment of the State of Israel. Hundreds of
thousands of collection boxes would be placed in Europe, the US and elsewhere – altogether forty countries –
where ‘the kopecks, pennies and centimes went into the little blue box’. In 1948, its role changed but its
importance was not diminished.
__________________________

A popular mission
For many Jews, the idea of ‘redeeming the land’ under public ownership, rather than relying on the egotism of
private property, appeared as a liberal and universal ideal.1 Above all, the JNF’s work was seen as yielding
highly beneficial practical results all over the map of Israel. In the economic field, its adherents viewed it as
facilitating the development of modern agriculture and of efficient farming units. The kibbutz and the moshav
(communal and cooperative settlements), which could only be built on national land, appeared as exciting new
social forms.
It was apparent for all to see that JNF afforestation had beautified and enriched the Israeli landscape over the
length and breadth of the country. The JNF states that at the end of the 20th century, Israel was the only country
in the word which had more trees than there were at the start of the century. The JNF has also invested major
efforts in education and in publicity in order to foster an attractive and constructive image of the benefits it
brings to the state and to ordinary citizens, be they from Left or Right, secular or religious. There may be
criticism here and there but the recognition of the JNF as an organization carrying out an important mission
was, and remains, widespread in Israeli public opinion.
In effect, hardly any other Jewish organization could compete with the special appeal of the JNF, which was
first incorporated in England in 1907, controlled by the World Zionist Organization. It made its first purchase

* Palestine-Israel Journal of Politics, Economics and Culture Vol 12 No 4 (2005) 115-123. Republished with permission of the
journal, © 2005 www.pij.org. Some sections of text appear on the journal’s website, but not in the original print edition. The
additional text on the website has been included in the present publication, although notes/references are missing from
source. A few sentences have been omitted from various sections of the paper for brevity.
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of land in Palestine in 1905 in the areas of Tiberias, Ramle and Lydda. Since its foundation, it has purchased 2.6
million dunams (one dunam is a quarter of an acre) of land all over the country for 1,000 settlements (including
the kibbutzim and moshavim)2, planted 240 million trees and built 150 dams and water reservoirs and 400 parks.
The JNF is among the most important ‘green’ organizations in the country and were it not for JNF forests, and
other projects, the countryside would look quite different. Nowadays the JNF claims that annual donations
amount to US $25 million, 40% coming from the US. 3 In 2003, even the small Jewish community of Australia
still collected over a million dollars through the blue JNF boxes. However, most of the JNF’s income now comes
through more sophisticated methods like revenue from lands it owns, legacies etc. The JNF’s annual budget is
about US $150 million, illustrating the vast scope of current JNF activities in all areas of work connected with
land and development.
__________________________

Another side of the coin
Despite this record of well-publicized achievements, accompanied by propaganda campaigns conducted
abroad and in Israel, there has been no lack of unfavorable evaluations of the JNF’s record. These negative
viewpoints deserve equal attention. Let us take a brief look at some of these items of criticism. First, ‘redeeming’
the land before the establishment of the State of Israel was often at the expense of Arab fellahin. The British Hope
Simpson Report in 1930 said that ‘the Arabs gradually were being driven off the soil by Jewish land purchases
and by the JNF not allowing Arab employment on Jewish tracts.’4 There are, however, widely differing
estimates as to how many fellahin were evicted.5
Second, after the 1948 war, it was the holdings of Arab refugees or of ‘present absentees’ (internally displaced
people) that accounted for most of the JNF’s land. They were not ‘redeemed’ but conquered. This is quite
contrary to the image that JNF holdings were bought by mutual agreement from the former owners of the land
at fair prices. It is also contrary to international law: land acquisition and settlement by an occupying power
contravene the Hague Conventions of 1907 and the Geneva Conventions of 1949. Incidentally, in Israel itself
the JNF ‘often buys land for prices well above the market value in order to prevent their being sold to Arabs
who may have been negotiating to buy them.’6
Third, the JNF undertook projects with dubious moral overtones, like planting Canada Park on the still visible
ruins of three Arab villages destroyed in the 1967 war. Canadian Jews financed the project with donations of
US $15 million. [This was a continuation of the JNF programme, following the 1948 war, of planting parks and
forests over many of the Arab villages that had been captured – ed.] Visitors to Canada park, with its
archaeological sites, scenic lookouts and hiking trails, read signs about Jewish, Byzantine, Roman and Ottoman
history, but without mention of the thousand-year Arab presence there.
Last but not least, the JNF claims that it does not operate over the ‘Green Line’ (the 1967 border) but the JNF
subsidiary Himnuta, as an instrument for the implementation of JNF policies, makes no such claim. Himnuta
was established by the JNF in 1938 and registered in Ramallah in 1971. Its original function in the 1930s was
mainly to circumvent legal restrictions on land dealings so that there is a degree of continuity in its current
endeavors. As a private rather than a public company it enjoys the advantage that its activities are not properly
supervised. Hence it can avoid too much public exposure. 7 When the public eye is turned upon Himnuta, it
appears, for example, under the headline ‘Ring suspected of trading in stolen Palestinian land’8. We read that
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Haim Cohen the former director of Himnuta, and four others, were suspected of ‘purchasing stolen Palestinian
lands in exchange for bribes… police suspect that the ring was responsible for at least five deals in which West
Bank lands were stolen from their Palestinian owners and sold to Himnuta for a total of more than NIS 20
million. Nineteen lawyers were said to be involved in the fraud. The stolen lands are located near Hebron, Gush
Etzion, Jericho, Ma’aleh Adumim and Givat Ze’ev.’ All these areas are, of course, in the occupied West Bank,
or in formerly Palestinian-owned Jewish neighborhoods in Jerusalem, settled since 1967.
There are other such examples. It is known that in 1972 the JNF paid half the cost of a highway through the
West Bank linking Jerusalem with the upper Jordan valley. 9 JNF Director Shimon Ben Shemesh said in 1997
that during that year the JNF had purchased lands in the territories for the sum of over US $66 million, including
lands in the Nebi Samuel area, huge tracts in the area between Ramallah and Latrun. 10 Another report spoke of
JNF land deals in the northern part of the Jordan valley, southeast of Nablus, near Kiryat Arba, south of
Ramallah, east of Kafr Kasim, and in Gush Etzion. 11
The JNF itself sometimes inadvertently lets the cat out of the bag in connection with the occupied territories.
For instance, in a reference in the official 2003 JNF website we read that the 1967 Six-Day War ‘started a fresh
page in the history of Israel and the JNF was enlisted to develop new areas for settlement.’ In addition to areas
within the West Bank, one of the areas developed for settlement was none other than Rafah (in the Gaza Strip,
then occupied by Israel). In general, since, as we have noted, such activities in the territories are not publicized
and do not appear in JNF reports, the random examples quoted here, which somehow manage to escape the
secrecy, may well be only the tip of the iceberg. At any rate, all this is summed up by the statement: ‘Himnuta
has made extensive purchases in the territories, where the JNF does not operate’12 (my italics).
__________________________

Perpetuating an anomaly
There is still a naive belief in the old myth that the land in the State of Israel was acquired dunam by dunam
through donations to the JNF from the diaspora. This idea has no historical foundation, since before the
establishment of the state only 7% of the land in Palestine was owned by Jews, and not all of that was JNF land.
Though impressive for a voluntary organization, the results of the JNF’s land acquisition before the
establishment of Israel were quite modest - 22,363 dunams by 1920, 516,000 dunams by 1940, and 936,000
dunams by May 1948. Most of the land now owned by the JNF – 13% of all public land – was conquered during
the 1948 war and ended up in the hands of the JNF. This includes some of the best lands in the center of the
country. And in spite of its minority status in ownership of all public land, the JNF, according to an agreement
signed in 1960, appoints about half of the board of directors of the Israel Land Authority (ILA). [The ILA
manages over 90% of the land in Israel, including the land owned by the JNF; all of this land is public land,
much of which may be leased, but which may not be transferred to private ownership – ed.]
The JNF could have been abolished, and the land taken over by the state after 1948. Why was this anomaly
perpetuated? The Zionist leader and Israel’s first Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion had originally thought that
the role of the JNF would end once the state was declared. Then came the UN resolution on the return of
refugees (UN General Assembly Resolution 194 on 11 December 1948), arousing the fear of grave international
repercussions if the state were to take over Arab land directly. The JNF was used to circumvent the issue and it
was given a new mandate, later popularized in the slogan, making the desert bloom.
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In The Israelis: Founders and Sons, Amos Elon has noted that ‘the Zionists, pursuing a national and social
renaissance in their ancient homeland, were blind to the possibility that the Arabs of Palestine might entertain
similar hopes for themselves.’ In The Question of Palestine, Edward Said has written that ‘Zionism has been
studied and discussed as if it concerned Jews only, whereas it has been the Palestinian who has borne the brunt
of Zionism’s extraordinary human cost… large but unacknowledged.’ There were various Zionist responses,
too many and complex to be described here, to the sort of Arab opposition forcibly brought home in the Arab
Revolt of 1936-39. Among these, it is significant that Joseph Weitz, who was director of the JNF since the early
1920s, had hinted at future developments when he wrote in 1940 that ‘the Zionist enterprise had been fine and
good in its own time and could do with “land buying” [but now] there is no way beside transferring the Arabs from
here to the neighboring countries’13 (my italics).

The concept of transfer
This opinion by the veteran head of the JNF should not come as a surprise for though Zionist historiography
tries to indicate otherwise, in ideological terms Zionists frequently raised the concept of transfer for the Arab
population. Herzl had written in his diary in 1895 that ‘we shall try to spirit the penniless population across the
border … denying them employment in our own country’. In 1930, speaking to a high British official the
reputably liberal Chaim Weizmann, who was to become Israel’s first President, called the idea of transfer a
‘quasi-exchange of population’ and ‘a courageous and statesmanlike attempt to grapple with a problem that
had been tackled hitherto half-heartedly’. Though careful about public declarations, after the British Peel
Commission had at one stage mentioned the possibility of transfer, David Ben-Gurion had said in 1938 that ‘I
support compulsory transfer. I do not see in it anything immoral.’ Later, he even compared the expulsion of the
Arabs to the expulsion of the Indians from North America.
It was the Revisionist Jabotinsky who had written in 1923 that voluntary agreement with the Arabs was
impossible and Jewish settlement depended upon building an ‘iron wall which they would be powerless to
break down’. By 1938 Ben-Gurion also saw the Arab Revolt as ‘a national war declared upon us by the Arabs’
and thought that now ‘only war, not diplomacy, would resolve the conflict between Zionism and the Arabs’
‘The Arabs would reconcile themselves to the Jewish presence only after they had conceded their inability to
destroy it.’ Ben-Gurion refrained from issuing clear or written expulsion orders, preferring during the 1948 war
to let his generals ‘understand’ what he wanted, as in his approval of the largest expulsions from Lydda and
Ramle in July 1949.
Ben-Gurion tended to convey the image of Israel as a de-Arabized society, writing in 1952 that the state ‘was
set up in a desert land [after] it was virtually emptied of its former owners’. Neither Ben-Gurion, nor the more
moderate Moshe Sharett (the second prime minister, who unlike Ben-Gurion knew Arabic and understood
Arab sensitivities) shared the illusions about a land without a people for a people without a land. As far back as 1914,
Sharett wrote that ‘we have not come to an empty land to inherit it, but we have come to conquer a country
from people inhabiting it’. Chaim Weizmann called the 1948 Arab exodus ‘a miracle’.

After 1948: less Arabs, more land
According to the official Israeli version, which welcomed the Arab exodus, the Arab population left of its own
accord; on the other hand, Arab and Israeli new historians believe they did not leave but were expelled. Martin
Buber, the veteran philosopher of dialogue, remarked in 1949 that ‘there is nothing sillier than to be overjoyed
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because the Arab population has left’. Be that as it may be, it seems fair to sum up the Jewish position as follows:
after the Holocaust, after the Arabs rejected the 1947 Partition Plan and took up arms against Israel, after the
Arab exodus and as the new state faced the prospect of mass Jewish immigration, Israel wanted still less Arabs
and still more land.
The United Nations had resolved in December 1948 (Resolution 194) that ‘refugees wishing to return to their
homes and live in peace with their neighbours should be permitted to do so’. Israel’s official line was that these
people, who made up a majority of the former Arab population and numbered about 700,000, be resettled in
Arab countries and that issues of return and compensation should be held in abeyance pending an Israel-Arab
peace agreement. Buber proposed that a certain number of refugees be allowed to return, taking into account
security conditions. But the Israeli authorities created irreversible facts on the ground as Arab lands were
formally taken over by the ‘Custodian of Absentee Property’ and sold to a fictitious ‘Development Authority’
which had the options of selling to the state, to the JNF, to municipalities, or to ‘an institution for settling
landless Arabs’. The latter option was not used and in fact most of the land was sold to the JNF.
In the biggest real estate transaction ever carried out in Israel, at the end of 1948 the JNF bought one million
dunams of lands for eleven million Israeli pounds. Meron Benvenisti noted that in this case ‘the uprooted
Palestinians, including tens of thousands of “present absentee” citizens, did not get a single agora for their land
that was given to the JNF, while the government of Israel was compensated in their stead in a deal that was
illegal even according to the heads of the JNF.’14 This was followed later by additional sales of some quarter
million dunams. Apparently, the JNF had no more money to buy further lands from the Israel Land Authority.
__________________________

An indefensible policy
The JNF was not owned by the government, and according to the 1929 Constitution of the Jewish Agency, JNF
land is ‘the inalienable property of the Jewish people’. So ‘it is not obliged to act for the good of all its citizens
[but] for the good of the Jewish people only,’ according to JNF Chair Yehiel Leket15. Therefore, the State of Israel
as such could not be accused of expropriating the land. In 1954, more than a third of Israel’s population lived
on property which had belonged to Arab refugees or to ‘present absentees’ (the latter being some 30,000
Palestinian Arabs whose property was confiscated after they fled in 1948 to other areas within the nascent state
and who became Israeli citizens)16,17.
Though Arabs account for about 20% of Israel’s population, they own only 4% of the land. The real problem
posed by the JNF is that in acting as caretaker of the land for only the Jewish people, in a period of Arab-Jewish
conflict, it was bound to be discriminatory. However, it seems that most Jews did not ask the question: From
whom was the land ‘redeemed’? The JNF published a survey in 2005 showing that over 70% of the Jewish public
opposed allocating JNF land to non-Jews (over 80% preferred that Israel be defined as the state of the Jewish
people and not the state of all its citizens).
These subjects generated a stormy public debate in the late 1990s when Adel Ka’adan, a Palestinian Arab and
citizen of Israel, applied to lease a plot of land in order to build a house for his family in the new neighborhood
of Katzir in the lower Galilee. The JNF-owned land is seven minutes ride from his own village. While the
Ka’adan family had lived in Galilee for some 200 years and Ka’adan, a male nurse with three children, was
prepared to pay the full price of $17,000 for the lease, the Katzir residents’ committee refused his application
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because, as JNF land, it was earmarked for Jews only. In March 2000, the issue went to the Supreme Court which
handed down a landmark decision that though Israel is a Jewish state ‘every minority member enjoys full
equality and the government could not give state land to the JNF which could only allocate that land to Jews since it
was established to serve the Jewish people’ (my italics).
In January 2005, Attorney-General Menahem Mazuz declared that ‘the state cannot defend a policy in which
the ILA prevents Israeli Arabs from applying for building plots on land belonging to the Jewish National Fund’
and ‘all land managed by the ILA, including land owned by the JNF, will be marketed without discrimination or limits,
including to non-Jews’ (my italics). Mazuz added that while the state could not defend discrimination in the
marketing of JNF lands by the ILA, if any ILA tender for land owned by the JNF is won by a non-Jewish citizen,
the ILA will transfer alternative land to the JNF. He thought that this would both honor the principle of equality
while maintaining the JNF’s quota of land ‘for the purpose of settling Jews’. A few months later, after prolonged
legal wrangling, Ka’adan was permitted to sign a contract with the ILA.
There were various and contradictory reactions to the Attorney-General’s decision, which the press described
as ‘revolutionary’. Perhaps surprisingly, JNF Chair Yehiel Leket welcomed it since ‘it permitted his organization
to continue its mission’ and ‘the JNF will continue to safeguard the land’. Without going into detail, he referred
to ‘smart solutions to uphold the principle of Jewish settlement without having to face the High Court of Justice’.
Unlike Mazuz, he was not convinced that the JNF would have lost the case had it reached the High Court, but
he preferred ‘a non-confrontational solution’ and welcomed the establishment of a committee to discuss
‘arrangements which would satisfy the Supreme Court without injuring the JNF’, a subject which had up to
now been based on informal agreements.
The concept of ‘safeguarding’ the land through the sort of discrimination which is built into the JNF’s
constitution is today widely unacceptable. While the Association for Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI), which had
petitioned the court along with other organizations, welcomed the Attorney-General’s decision, it saw the land
compensation arrangement between the JNF and the ILA as ‘problematical’ since ‘it does not provide a full
answer to concerns about anti-Arab discrimination’. Journalist and leader of the Peace Bloc, Uri Avnery, saw
the decision as ‘a sleight of hand which allows a body based on discrimination to maintain its hold over 13% of
land in the state’. The Arab Advocacy Center Mossawa saw ‘a glimmer of hope’ in the decision but felt ‘we will
still have a situation in which 13% of the land will not really be accessible to Arab citizens’. The decision ‘will
effectively protect the original reserve of land controlled by the JNF and its principles [so that] discrimination
against Arab citizens in terms of land allocation will continue.’18
__________________________

Equality for all
The 1948 Declaration of the Establishment of the State of Israel promised ‘it will foster the development of the
country for the benefit of all… it will ensure complete equality of social and political rights to all its inhabitants
irrespective of religion, race or sex’19. The dictionary defines an anachronism as ‘the error of placing a person
or thing in the wrong period’. This is a precise definition of the JNF today, and it is true however one evaluates
the JNF’s past. In our day and age, the JNF’s historical concept of exclusively Jewish land is wholly anachronistic
and should surely be considered incompatible with the vision of a democratic society founded on equality
between all its citizens.
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__________________________
About the author
Dan Leon (1925-2010) was a long-time peace activist, former senior editor of New Outlook and a former co-managing editor
of Palestine-Israel Journal. He authored The Kibbutz: A New Way of Life (Pergamon Press, 1969) and edited Who’s Left in Israel?
Radical Political Alternatives for the Future of Israel (Sussex Academic Press, 2004).

Notes
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Estimates of land thus acquired by the state from Arab citizens who remained in the country vary, with some claiming
that as much as 40% of their land was expropriated (see ‘Early state policy toward the Arab population, 1948-1955’ by Don
Peretz in New Perspectives of Israeli History edited by Laurence J. Silberstein). Of the present 1.1 million Israeli Arab citizens,
25% were the victims of expropriation of their land or property and over 15% were displaced from their original towns and
villages, according to the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (in a report of 15 May 2005).
16
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Commonly known as the Israeli Declaration of Independence. With all its unique historical importance, it is not a law, but
the principle of equality has been endorsed by the Knesset in the Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty.
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The Bulldozer State – Chinese Socialist Development in Xinjiang
Ildikó Bellér-Hann
This work was originally published as a chapter in a book, Ethnographies of the State in Central Asia: Performing Politics,
Indiana University Press (2014)*. This was before the establishment of internment camps in Xinjiang.
__________________________
This chapter explores ongoing modernization processes in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR)
of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). In recent years this region has been frequently labeled by the Western
media as China’s “restive region” or “most troublesome province.” Situated in the northwest and constituting
the largest administrative unit of the PRC, the XUAR has long been characterized by interethnic conflict
between the Han Chinese and the Turkic-speaking Muslim Uyghurs. The latter constitute a minzu, a minority
group recognized by the Chinese state; they view the Han as colonizers whose continuing immigration into the
XUAR is aimed at the appropriation of the region’s resources, at securing its international borders as well as its
internal stability (Becquelin 2000). Following Mao Zedong’s death in 1976, far-reaching economic reforms were
implemented in the early 1980s. Decollectivization and the introduction of a market economy were initially
accompanied by certain freedoms and privileges for the recognized minorities. This economic liberalization,
however, did not mean political liberalization. Due to accelerated Han immigration, interethnic competition for
resources, and above all ethnic discrimination on the labor market, Uyghur discontent with Chinese rule has
been growing since the 1990s (Bovingdon 2004). Economic liberalization has continued uninterrupted, but in
Xinjiang it has always been carefully harnessed to serve the stability of the region and Beijing’s firm control
over it, while cultural and religious policies have become increasingly repressive.
In 2000, in an attempt to redress the economic backwardness of the western provinces relative to the rapid
development of East China and thereby to contain the discontent of the vast borderlands inhabited mostly by
ethnic minorities, the “Develop the West” campaign was launched. This intensification of the modernization
strategy initiated in the last decades of the twentieth century is viewed by the Uyghurs with a great deal of
suspicion, since in the tense political climate all top-down policies are seen through the prism of ethnic
polarization. Many Uyghurs fear that Chinese modernization is intended to eradicate Uyghur culture and to
achieve their full assimilation into the Han mainstream. Under these circumstances the state tends to be
conceptualized by the Uyghurs as omnipresent, omnipotent, heavy-handed and threatening, as an external
force working against local society. In the Uyghur imagination this opposition corresponds to the ethnic divide:
the state is Han Chinese, the Uyghurs are its valiant, victimized opponents, and the remaining eleven officially
recognized ethnic groups of the XUAR are excluded from the picture altogether. 1 These dynamics form the
background to this chapter, which focuses on how material forms of modernization bearing directly on Uyghur
culture shape experiences and conceptions of the state in the local context. 2
After earlier attempts to eliminate it as an object of scholarly enquiry, anthropologists have now for some

* Madeleine Reeves, Johan Rasanayagam and Judith Beyer (eds) Ethnographies of the State in Central Asia: Performing Politics
Indiana University Press, Bloomington IN (2014) 173-197. Reprinted with the consent of the author and the book editors,
and with the permission of the publisher, © 2014 iupress.org
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decades been at pains to bring the state back into their purview (Mitchell 1999; Krohn-Hansen and Nustad 2005;
Sharma and Gupta 2006). The rediscovery of the state as an object of ethnographic research has been
accompanied by new theories to explore how the state is materially constituted through everyday social practice
and discursively reproduced through popular talk about corrupt politicians (Gupta 2006). In Xinjiang, however,
extreme forms of repression mean that one can hardly speak of a “discursive construction” of the state in public
culture (Gupta 2006, 212). The voices of both Uyghur intellectuals and liberal Han Chinese are muted through
censorship and self-censorship. Nevertheless, here as everywhere the state is “implicated in the minute texture
of everyday life” (Gupta 2006, 211). It is imagined and articulated in multiple ways and forms: through cautious
private discourse, through everyday bureaucratic practices, through ritual and symbolic performances, through
the implementation of new policies that in the XUAR often assume the form of shocking intrusions in people’s
daily lives and practices, and, last but not least, through myriad forms of material presence.3 This chapter
elaborates upon the last of these, or what Penelope Harvey has called the “materiality of state effects” (Harvey
2005). She adapts the concept of state effect from Timothy Mitchell, who has argued that the state should be
approached “not as an actual structure, but as the powerful, apparently metaphysical effect of practices that
make such structures appear to exist” (Mitchell 1999, 89-90). For both authors, the binary opposition of state
and society masks the complexities of those social practices that produce the opposition and confirm the nature
of the state as an “external structure” to society.
In Xinjiang both Uyghur villagers and urban residents experience the state through a multiplicity of forms, the
most extreme being the violence used by security forces in the summer of 2009 during and after the Urumchi
“riot,” in the course of which almost 200 people lost their lives (Millward 2009).4 Following this event, the
presence of armed troops and police along major roads and in strategically important cities has become a
permanent feature of everyday life, as has the increasing use of surveillance cameras. Other, less tangible “state
effects” include the isolation of the region from the outside world through closing down internet
communication and international telephone connections that lasted for almost one year. But state effects are
also produced by top-down projects represented as benign interventions to deliver modernization and
development. This contribution will explore how these goals can lead to friction in the domain of culture, where
they both divide and unite the local Uyghur community, demonstrating the cultural embeddedness of the
complex relationship between state, space, and power. 5 Using the metaphor of the “bulldozer state,” various
spatial strategies employed by the Chinese state in the oasis center of Qumul will be explored, showing how
state directives realized in acts of demolition, construction, preservation, and reclassification reflect the often
ambivalent and wavering policies of the center toward its Uyghur periphery and to what extent the “state
effects model” is applicable to extreme authoritarian conditions.
__________________________

Developing the West: Creative Destruction?
The XUAR constitutes about one-sixth of the total area of the People’s Republic. It occupies an important
geostrategic position since it shares international borders with several Central Asian republics (Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan), with Russia, Mongolia, India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, and internal borders with Tibet
as well as the provinces of Gansu and Qinghai. Thus the internal stability of the XUAR is of paramount
importance since ethnic unrest in such an important border area can pose a real danger to the state. The region
is rich in oil deposits and other raw materials, but in addition to its natural resources it also offers an outlet for
impoverished Han Chinese migrants who pour into the XUAR from China proper. Han immigration serves
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two purposes: first, it takes some of the pressure off the overcrowded inland and eastern provinces, second, it
“dilutes” and therefore weakens Uyghur presence in the XUAR itself.
Official encouragement of Han immigration has antecedents in imperial policies under the Manchu Qing
dynasty (1644-1911), when the region served as a buffer between China and Russia. For a long time the Manchus
relied on indigenous elites to mediate between them and the subjugated Turkic-speaking Muslims, thus
realizing their own brand of indirect rule, but the imperative to increase Han Chinese presence was soon
recognized, especially in the north of the region (Millward 1998). The socialist state has renewed this stimulus.6
Indirect rule has ostensibly been replaced by nominal autonomy with the Uyghurs as the titular group, but in
practice the region is increasingly regarded not as a buffer with special characteristics but as just another
integral part of the Chinese nation-state (Becquelin 2000, 67-68). From the Uyghur perspective, the demographic
consequences of immigration policies have been disastrous: the pre-socialist ethnic ratio of about 5 percent Han
Chinese to over 80 percent Uyghurs had by 2000 changed officially to 40.6 percent Han to only 46.6 percent
Uyghur; in reality, if the floating Han Chinese population (i.e., the unregistered migrants) are also included, it
is likely that Han now outnumber the Uyghurs (Toops 2004).
Economic development of the region was stepped up in the early 1990s through investment in infrastructure
and the promotion of cross-border trade. These measures were intended “to bind Xinjiang more closely to the
rest of the PRC: by neutralizing the impact of the new Central Asian states; by developing communications axes
linking Xinjiang with the rest of China; by reinforcing military and paramilitary forces in Xinjiang, especially
in the south; and above all through measures aimed at speeding up Han migration to the region” (Becquelin
2000, 67). The Develop the West campaign launched in 2000 is a continuation of these policies and can be seen
as the fulfillment of the promise made by Deng Xiaoping in the early phase of the reform period to resolve the
problem of regional inequalities (Lai 2002, 433). Alleviating economic disparities between the coastal regions
and the inland provinces is intended simultaneously to defuse resistance to Chinese rule among the minorities
of the western borderlands and to mobilize the natural resources of the west; special attention has been paid to
the “one white, one black,” that is, to cotton and oil production (Millward 2007, 298-306). Investments into
infrastructure, roads and railways in particular, facilitated the movement of people and goods between Xinjiang
and the rest of China. This massive development program has many other facets not discussed here, such as
fiscal reform, new environmental policies, urbanization, land reclamation, the opening up of new Han Chinese
settlements, the establishment of new industries and the upgrading of others. All this has been implemented
through a careful balancing act by multiple agents considering both Han Chinese interests and the cultural
rights of minorities. Foreign analysts agree that the political aims of the campaign supersede the economic ones.
One has written of a political “Trojan Horse” which uses development as a vehicle to increase Han immigration
into the XUAR (Moneyhon 2003), another talks about multiple senses of “staged development,” describing it
as:
a temporally phased development strategy (by stages) as well as … the building of a new
“theatrical stage,” a horizon of untold riches which merely wait to be untapped, as well as the
elaborate orchestration of symbols associated with this push westward, designed to foster
nation building and, last but not least, bestow renewed legitimacy to Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) rule. (Becquelin 2004, 361)
Of course modernization is not confined to the XUAR or to borderlands inhabited by ethnic minorities.
Demolition of what has been deemed old, backward and outdated is going on all over China. The Three Gorges
Dam on the River Yangtze and its tributaries is exemplary of these developments: the world’s largest hydraulic
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project has required the flooding of numerous settlements and the resettlement of over 1.2 million people
(Yardley 2007).7 Urban demolition and renovation processes, but also increasing public criticism, are widely
reported nowadays in the mass media.
Such development projects initiated in minority areas are understood locally as expressions of Chinese
territorializing efforts, that is, as a spatial strategy to exert control over land, resources, and populations,
simultaneously delineating territories and endowing them with social meaning (Sack 1986; Lefebvre 1991;
Joniak 2009). Place and space are mobilized in support of “the practical, discursive, and representational aspects
of power” (Radcliffe 2001, 143). The rulers initiated such control of space soon after the incorporation of Xinjiang
into the Qing Empire, through the establishment of settler colonies and the construction of colonial cities outside
but in close proximity to the native urban settlements. Spatial control was extended and stepped up at the
expense of local space following the occupation of Xinjiang by the People’s Liberation Army in 1949 and
especially after the founding of the XUAR in 1955. Techniques included the building of new highways, land
reclamation through the construction of irrigation canals and dams, the establishment of new industrial plants,
the construction of new public squares and buildings, and of course the accompanying demolition of many old
buildings. Such large-scale construction projects were a hallmark of the Great Leap Forward. Although the
policies of this period were later officially discredited, mass mobilization of men and women were still
mentioned with pride by my Chinese co-researchers and by local officials during my fieldwork in Kashgar in
the mid-1990s (Bellér-Hann 1998). By contrast, villagers I talked to emphasized the suffering caused by these
projects. In occasional unsupervised conversations I heard about singularly destructive interventions, typically
focused on the demolition or desecration of mosques, shrines, or other historical buildings by Mao’s Red Guards
during the Cultural Revolution (cf. Loubes 1998, 174).8 Following the Cultural Revolution, Chinese territorialization efforts prioritized infrastructural development, not only in towns but also in many villages where
asphalt roads were built. Even if many villages in the XUAR have remained almost exclusively Uyghur to the
present day, the new regularity and modernity represented by these roads constitute a “Sinicization of space”
(Loubes 1998, 13-15). This may be partly explained by the fact that here road construction can only take place
under state control. The Sinicized nature of road building is further reinforced by the fact that construction
workers tend to be Han Chinese rather than Uyghur. 9 This ethnic bias in employment in the construction sector
is all the more conspicuous because both men and women work at such sites. The employment of women in
such hard physical work, widely criticized by the Uyghur population, is reminiscent of conditions under
Maoism and therefore very closely associated with Chinese socialism.
The case of Kashgar has attracted international outcry. 10 As an article in the China Daily warned, redevelopment
plans for one of the Silk Road’s most celebrated cities, one that has strong symbolic relevance for Uyghur history
and identity, were particularly unfortunate because, in Western eyes, they confirmed the stereotype of “Han
people ill-treating ethnic minorities.” The article highlighted the powerlessness of local communities to counter
renovation plans all over China and demanded a more considerate and above all transparent policy from
municipal authorities.11 The reasons given for large-scale demolition in this case included the safety of the
population, whose traditional adobe structures would be replaced by new, earthquake-resistant houses. Some
of these would be built in Uyghur style to preserve Uyghur culture, but according to the plans many sections
of the Old Town would be replaced with modern apartment buildings (Wines 2009). The international publicity
surrounding the demolition of old Kashgar has drawn attention to the ambiguous role of Uyghur cadres,
themselves residents of the Old Town, whose job it is to enforce evictions. Many Uyghur cadres find themselves
in a position when they are simultaneously subjects and objects of state coercion, both within and outside the
context of development policies.12 Also controversial are the questions to what extent the threat of earthquake
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can be invoked to justify the planned renovations, and how far residents participated in the decision-making.
Kashgar’s absence from the list of cities that China is nominating for designation as a new Silk Road United
Nations World Heritage site (Wines 2009) confirms suspicions that the demolition of the Old Town is not just
another example of the aggressive development drive affecting the whole of China. The promise to reconstruct
at least parts of the traditional Muslim quarters cannot disguise the reality that Uyghur cultural heritage will
be replaced with Potemkin structures: invented, artificial and stylized, they can stand only for the Han vision
of a folklorized Uyghur materiality.13 The reinvention of Uyghur material culture can take place not merely
within the parameters set by the Chinese (as a renovation would do it) but only on Han Chinese terms. 14
Although assimilation policies are becoming less and less covert in Xinjiang, efforts to uphold appearances are
sustained, if only for the sake of the international community. Development is projected as a socialist variant of
“creative destruction,” to borrow Schumpeter’s concept originally coined to describe the dynamics of capitalism
(Schumpeter 1934). However, the indigenous people of Xinjiang see these policies as a barely disguised vehicle
to bind Xinjiang more closely to Beijing. In addition to fostering Han immigration to the region, language and
educational policies have been amended to promote Chinese at the expense of Uyghur and other minority
languages. Uyghurs are also critical of what they perceive to be the forceful recruitment of young unmarried
women from rural areas of the XUAR to work in faraway southern Chinese cities. Such measures are justified
by the authorities in terms of development: better knowledge of Chinese will provide young Uyghurs with
better chances on the job market, no matter that this can only be achieved at the cost of the mother tongue;
recruiting young women to work in distant factories puts money in their pockets and may even enable them to
support their families at home, no matter that this violates local custom and undermines local ideals of morality.
Young Uyghur men are recruited too, but their recruitment is voluntary and is organized through agencies set
up by the government. Uyghurs themselves wonder why they have to travel so far for factory work when more
attractive jobs in the XUAR are available for Han immigrants. The simultaneous stepping up of religious
repression and the continuation of family planning restrictions (admittedly more generous for the minorities of
Xinjiang than for the Han Chinese) are further examples of how coercive state measures affect the biological
and social reproduction of its minority subjects. 15
__________________________

Demolition and Construction in Qumul
Although Kashgar is the most infamous case of what I have dubbed “socialist creative destruction” in the
XUAR, similar state effects are pervasive throughout the region. However, not all such schemes are so blatantly
antagonistic to local cultural traditions. I turn now to consider an example of demolition and reconstruction
from Eastern Xinjiang, from the oasis of Qumul, which took place in the first years of the Develop the West
Campaign.16 Even if Qumul had the same media and scholarly visibility as Kashgar (which it does not), this
case has features that appear to distinguish it from the demolition of Kashgar or Lhasa. The projects
implemented in Qumul reflect the same development impulse. However, here we can observe a subtler attempt
to embed “socialist creative destruction” in Uyghur cultural understandings of what makes their oasis unique.
This invites contestation within the Uyghur community, even if this is necessarily articulated within parameters
set by central policies. The material state effects thus emerge as a consequence of censorship, self-censorship,
and local visions of an idealized Uyghur cultural authenticity. 17
In 2006-2007 I spent six months working in two villages in the oasis of Qumul, which have also seen a great
deal of infrastructure development. 18 One fieldsite was situated on the southern edge of the modern city. Here
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urban and rural spaces are juxtaposed, demarcated by a wide boulevard completed in a burst of creative
destruction around the turn of the millennium. The physical appearance of the urban space along the road is
strikingly different from the rural settlement behind it: modern style panel architecture dominates at the
roadside, while the houses just behind represent traditional Central Asian architecture, the same adobe
structures that are being demolished in Kashgar. The road both divides and connects: many families in the
densely populated rural settlements take advantage of the opportunities offered by the city, including access to
the market, to jobs and to education. At the same time, residence regulations (hukou) here as elsewhere in China
divide the population into rural and urban categories, each entailing its own set of entitlements, rights and
obligations. In the XUAR these divisions inevitably have an ethnic flavor: modernity and urban space are
dominated by Han Chinese. Some Uyghurs have come to share this urban space, but the adjacent village space
remains predominantly Uyghur both architecturally and demographically.19 The construction of this new road
required the demolition of a significant part of an Uyghur cemetery.
This particular road is a rather special boundary, which is also indicated by naming traditions: the rural
settlement is called Inner City (Şaharici) in Uyghur and Muslim City (Huicheng) in Chinese. At its heart stood
until the 1930s the walled residence of the wang, the indigenous Muslim dynasty that ruled Qumul under the
Qing from 1697 onward (Su and Huang 2001, 3). Like other colonial powers, the Qing set about constructing a
colonial town (New Town) outside but close to the Muslim City (also known as Old Town). Although the
distinction between the two has become increasingly blurred in the socialist era, it is upheld by the registration
regulations and remains engrained in local memory and language use, in Qumul as in many other oasis centers.
What remained of the wang palace after the fall of the dynasty in 1930 was demolished later in the turbulence
of the warlord period20, with only some parts of the old city wall surviving these and the later depredations of
the Maoist era. An Islamic college (madrasa) is locked up and a dervish cloister (xaneka) is in a similarly neglected
state, awaiting renovation. Apart from these material traces, many people know where the palace, its treasury
and the city gates were situated, and such historical memories anchored in space seem to be passed down to
the next generation. Wang rule is prominent in local historical awareness and in local publications.21 These are
mostly the work of Uyghurs but some Chinese authors writing on the subject are also read by teachers and
young educated villagers, mostly in Uyghur translation. Thus scholarly knowledge trickles down and becomes
incorporated into the transmission of oral tradition concerning the personalities and governing style of the
dynasty. Official versions of history project the local rulers as feudal exploiters of the poor Uyghur population;
but oral tradition and local intellectuals’ censored and self-censored publications provide more nuanced
accounts, an unofficial discourse laden with contradictions. While some vilify the dynasty in general and the
last ruler in particular, echoing the official version of history, others emphasize its good governance and
attribute wang benevolence to their having been “one of us,” although it is often unclear whether this
identification has an ethnic (Uyghur) or religious (Islamic) basis or both. Some individuals tried to strike a
balance between all these possibilities.
Even the official version of local history is not free of contradictions, since the wang were both rulers over the
local population and close allies and supporters of the Qing dynasty (Qumul Wilayitlik Täzkirä Komiteti 2005,
1428-1440). The latter probably explains why the new road that the bulldozers drove through the Uyghur
cemetery used by families residing in Şaharici did not infringe on the family tombs of the wang, which have
been restored to form an impressive museum complex, the city’s principal tourist attraction. 200 metres further
down the road, the wangs’ palace was reconstructed in 2005 and linked to the shrine complex. This palace,
according to local people, has little in common with the original palace that used to stand about a kilometer
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away. The problem for Uyghurs my research partner and I talked to was not only that reconstruction did not
take place in situ but also that the Chinese style of the architecture was considered as lacking authenticity. When
architects were invited to submit plans for the reconstruction, those proposing exclusively Central Asian Islamic
architectural features were rejected. The plan accepted and realized displays the typical pagoda style of Chinese
imperial architecture. In the course of an informal guided tour, an Uyghur cultural official was at pains to
explain the symbolism of the various styles employed: according to him, the style of the buildings was eclectic,
reflecting a mixing of Chinese, Mongolian22, and Muslim traditions and thus representing the unity and
harmonious co-existence of all nationalities, which echoes the official ideological stance increasingly imbued
with Confucian values.23 Locals see the reconstructed palace as a colorful creation for the benefit of outsiders: a
handful of foreign tourists mostly from Japan and Korea, but mainly Han Chinese visitors.24
Historical facts have little significance in the unofficial discourse: for Uyghur residents of the vicinity, who had
lived in or around the Muslim dynasty’s residence, the reconstructed palace museum is alien, inauthentic and
another symbol of Han Chinese hegemony. During an informal conversation one Uyghur teacher expressed
these sentiments by saying that the palace reconstruction was the Chinese interpretation of history that Uyghurs
disagreed with, which also explained the choice of the Chinese architectural style. Several residents of the
nearby village pointed out that to look for history in the palace museum is a waste of time, since real history is
located in the village itself.

Figure 1. View of the wang mausoleum complex
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The renovated wang mausoleum, by contrast, boasts original buildings dating from the late 18th and 19th
centuries, some of which, including a vast mosque, represent Central Asian Muslim architectural styles in
unadulterated forms. Like the reconstructed palace, this complex is a museum and is visited by the same
tourists who traipse around the palace museum, but Uyghur visitors are also more frequently seen here.
Although they consider the shrines a holy place that they would like to visit regularly, villagers do not do so
because the entrance fee of 20 Yuan (2 euros) is high for them. One woman, resident in the village, who claimed
to be a descendant of the former ruling family, expressed indignation at the idea that she would have to pay to
fulfill her religious obligation to pray at the tombs of her dead ancestors. She also added that a few individuals
are in practice allowed in without payment whenever they wish since the ticket collectors, being local people
themselves, know them and have sympathy for their feelings. In saying this she was not necessarily expressing
respect for the wang themselves, but rather protesting at the state’s appropriation of what they consider to be
communal sacra.
The old cemetery nearby also belongs to the communal sacra, parts of which had to be bulldozed down in order
to build the new road. That the mausoleum and the cemetery have been perceived as a spatial and sacral unit
is testified by the fact that the same name is used for both: Altunluq (Golden Mound). At the time the plans for
the demolition became clear, protests were waged by the inhabitants of the Inner City whose dead were buried

Figure 2. Worshippers at the mosque on the premises of the mausoleum during the Festival of Qurban
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there. As an Uyghur teacher explained, one of the most memorable means employed by the local government
in reaction to the protests was to enlist the support of the leading Imam of Inner City, who issued a fatwa (legal
opinion) to legitimate the act, by declaring that it is legal to destroy a Muslim cemetery after forty years had
passed (following the last burial). Locals had no way of checking the legal basis of the fatwa, but they had no
doubt that the Imam acted under great pressure. 25 Thus, legitimation remained shaky and it was fear that
persuaded inhabitants to accept.
As elsewhere in Central Asia and much of the Muslim world, the veneration of the dead is an overriding
principle of Uyghur religious belief and practice. The spirituality emanating from the mausoleum complex
confers on it a shrine-like status, even in the eyes of those who do not hold positive opinions about the wang.
Twice a year, on the first day of the two major Islamic holidays, Rozä and Qurban, the gates are opened and
thousands of male believers enter to participate in the communal service. On these occasions the site ceases to
be a museum and state property; it assumes a sacred character. The mosque is unable to accommodate the
crowd, which fills the large courtyard and then spills out onto the pavement and even onto the new asphalt
road. A few police cars are positioned here, ostensibly to control the traffic to ensure public safety, but one
suspects that the state needs to be alert when so many Uyghurs gather. For these holiday prayers loudspeakers
(normally forbidden for mosques in the XUAR) are allowed. Participants are exclusively Uyghur, since Chinese
Muslims attend their own mosque. 26 The authorities’ decision to allow the temporary transformation of the
museum into sacred space, and even to encroach into the public space of the new road, can be interpreted as a
reversal in Victor Turner’s sense (1995). The “normal” territorial arrangements are temporarily lifted, the state
museum reverts to Uyghur sacred space and for a few hours Sinicized modernity gives way to Uyghur sacra.
The renovation of the mausoleum in the same neighborhood where not long afterwards ordinary cemeteries
were razed reveals a double irony. The wang are vilified as feudal exploiters of the poor people, but it is their
burial place that is renovated and turned into a museum, to which access is assured by bulldozing the
graveyards of the downtrodden. While many local people embrace the same negative rhetoric concerning the
wang, some through internalizing the official discourse, others perhaps reflecting the oral traditions of their
families at the time of the Islamic festivals, this burial complex is wholeheartedly embraced as communal sacra.
In contrast, the reconstructed palace of the same wang is unanimously rejected as lacking authenticity, as a
falsification of local history.
Socialist creative destruction in this part of town did not stop there. On the other side of the road, equidistant
between the mausoleum complex and the fake palace and again on land formerly occupied by graves, a
monumental building has been erected to house an Uyghur cultural center. This is dedicated to the Uyghur
musical tradition known as the twelve muqam. Today this large musical canon is listed in UNESCO’s intangible
heritage program, one of 29 items from China. The muqam tradition has many local variations, among which
the Qumul muqam is one of the most famous; this has given local officials an opportunity to capitalize on the
prestigious UNESCO listing, and the new cultural center is a spinoff of their efforts. Architecturally, the
building defies clear-cut classification. It lacks explicit Chinese characteristics and can be described as modern
but with some echoes of traditional Central Asian styles. In any case its raison d’être is unmistakably underlined
by the oversized sculptural representations of traditional Uyghur musical instruments in the forecourt. At the
time of my most recent visit in 2009 the internal decoration was not yet complete, although some office workers
had already moved in ahead of the formal inauguration. Local officials were proud of the fruits of their
lobbying, but I had no opportunity to ask local Uyghur residents what they thought about this imposing
tangible idealization of authentic Uyghur culture. 27
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Figure 3. The Qumul Muqam Heritage Centre

Locating the reconstructed palace and the new institution for researching Uyghur folk music along this road is
at one level, the level perhaps of most tourist visitors, in harmony with the old Uyghur cemetery on the edge
of the city. What the tourists do not appreciate is how these interventions have disturbed relations between the
living and the dead, which are of such central importance for Uyghur social relations (Bellér-Hann 2001, 2008;
Schrode 2007). In Qumul, male family members are expected to pray at the graves of their ancestors on the eve
of the major holidays28, but many communities also perform weekly rituals there.29
Given this context, this building can also be seen as yet another form of state intervention through spatial
territorialization and transformation of pub lic space. Yet this building is undeniably a monument of Uyghur
tradition. The muqams have been revised and institutionalized “to craft an image of the Uyghur Twelve Muqams
as a treasured artistic canon from the Uyghur past that belongs to all Uyghurs” (Light 2008, 26). Nathan Light
has shown how the muqams, even in their reworked and reedited versions still retain elements of Sufi poetry
and the Central Asian romantic epics, the dastan. Moreover the editing took place offstage, “largely outside of
the sphere of Chinese government interests and cultural management” (Light 2008, 298). The canonization of
the muqams therefore belongs to the intimate zone of Uyghur cultural autonomy. It is the work of Uyghur
scholars rather than the result of Chinese state policy. Yet in spite of this Uyghur agency, the final products of
national culture are highly contingent. Light is critical of works that, in focusing on the production of cultural
representations and their connectedness to structures of domination, tend to essentialize power and homo-
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genize the groups exercising it. In the Xinjiang context this inevitably means endorsing the dichotomy of
Chinese state versus Uyghur society (Light 2008, 294-298).
The Qumul muqam is only one of several regional muqam traditions, and musically it is not linked to the central
corpus of the twelve muqams at all (Harris 2007, 78). The very label “Qumul muqam” is therefore a misleading
“recent coinage applied to suites of local folk songs” (Harris 2007, 79). This makes it all the more remarkable
that Uyghur officials in Qumul should assert their contribution to the idealized twelve muqam. It was no doubt
the only way in which they could legitimate their share in that slice of Uyghur intangible heritage that has been
recognized by UNESCO, while simultaneously promoting their own regional variant.30 Informal interviews
implied that the promotion of the twelve muqam in Qumul as idealized Uyghur heritage, to which the Qumul
muqam is a regional contribution, has taken place in a sphere of Uyghur “cultural intimacy” (Light 2008;
Herzfeld 1997); this sphere has at least a degree of autonomy from direct Chinese state interference.31 This public
recognition of a sanitized, canonized, approved version of the muqam might be conceived by the uninformed
as the promotion of a purely national tradition at the expense of regional and religious traditions. Yet locals are
well aware of the religious connotations of the muqam as well as its potential for political symbolism; at an
informal evening gathering of local intellectuals working in government offices or schools, the performance of
some romantic epics of the Qumul muqam clearly conveyed a message of social discontent and even resistance;
although most of the epics sung on this occasion are available in the bookshops in Uyghur-language folklore
anthologies, many of the verses performed contained variations that had been left out of the censored
publications, in line with the muqam tradition, which welcomes improvisation. But even without such additions,
the themes of the songs relating the heroic fights of local people against the enemy or the sufferings of the
prisoner were perceived as symbolic of the Uyghurs’ plight within the Chinese nation-state. Significantly, this
particular evening entertainment had the mixed atmosphere/aura of secrecy and anxiety. In my experience,
both villagers and urban residents cherish traditional folk music (equated with the muqam tradition) and many
villages boast some tradition bearers who benefit from occasional small grants distributed by Uyghur cultural
officers. Even those may benefit whose engagement is not necessarily in the field of music but, for example, in
skillful embroidery of folk garments characteristic of the oasis of Qumul, or in creative writing that may reach
local literary journals. For some, such support may be essential for their livelihood, for others the prestige of
such public recognition outweighs the importance of the material benefits. At the time of my last visit there was
no doubt that the activities of the offices moving to the new premises were generally approved by those who
were aware of them. Therefore attitudes toward this building are likely to remain less antagonistic than those
harbored toward the reconstructed palace. But it is common knowledge that the road and these new structures
serving cultural purposes replaced the ancestors’ tombs, which may explain the reluctance of some people to
express an opinion about the building, while others saw in it the recognition of Uyghur cultural achievements.
__________________________

The Bulldozer State
To what extent does the concept of “state effect” help in understanding the state under authoritarian conditions?
It remains useful for conceptualizing the state as a structural effect, even in circumstances when it is used for
spectacular, large-scale spatial reorganization, as described here, rather than for everyday, mundane arrangements (Mitchell 1999, 89-90). The ideological underpinnings of the demolition of Kashgar emphasized the
existential danger for citizens: the threat of earthquake is eliminated by a benevolent state that protects its
citizens against natural disaster by means of sending in the bulldozers. This representation also makes the
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inevitability of the demolition absolutely clear. This rhetoric avoids any reference to ethnic belonging. The case
of Qumul is more intricate, since modernization here has affected communal sacra, local culture and local
history and involves complex forms of demolition, (re)construction, and preservation. Protests against the
demolition of the cemetery were countered by the state by enlisting religious legitimation. However, if we
question the distinction between ideology and practice, the two cases are very similar in a number of ways:
they both fit well in the nation-wide project of development, which in itself contributes to creating the illusion
of a unified state. They both touch a nerve through interfering with important and inti mate dimensions of
everyday life: through the destruction of traditional dwellings and with it a way of life, and through erasing
ancestral tombs. In both cases state effects are created in at least two ways: first, through the appropriation of
citizens’ decision-making power and the enforcement of this decision through mobilizing machinery and
technology, themselves the symbols of the very modernity and development the Chinese state is trying to
promote; and second, through the territorialization of intimate spaces. Although the case of Kashgar ostensibly
builds upon the struggle between people and nature, development projects in their everyday manifestation are
ethnicized in both oases since the booming construction industry mostly employs Han Chinese workers: the
bulldozers are more likely to be driven and operated by Han Chinese than by Uyghurs, and modernization is
widely perceived as top-down development.32 Thus modernization reinforces not just the externality of the
state but the externality of the Chinese nation-state that defines itself against its internal others. In both Kashgar
and Qumul, bulldozers are sent in to reinforce state presence in a territory the external borders of which are
sufficiently secured; it is therefore not so much geopolitical sovereignty which they aim to achieve, but
“internally oriented justifications and explanations of territory” (Radcliffe 2001, 143-144).33 Bulldozers may well
symbolize development and simultaneously pursue a legitimation quest, justifying the presence of the Chinese
state through good governance but also through measures that define and shape local culture and tradition.
The bulldozer state is not an emic metaphor but I believe that it could potentially find resonance with many
local actors. It conjures up images of irreversible, irresistible destruction and violence, which inevitably
accompanies destruction. It also lives up to the term’s original usage, which referred to “a person who
intimidates by violence.”34 Violence is a state monopoly, and the Develop the West campaign that provides the
framework for large-scale development projects in contemporary Xinjiang has been initiated and sponsored by
the central government. The symbols of development, the three-dimensional materiality of bulldozers also
implies change. Inasmuch as the bulldozer state promises something new in the form of new building,
renovation or reconstruction, it also stands for good governance. But bulldozers also represent the imposition
of non-negotiable state control, the disruption and irreversible transformation of existing spatial organization.
They also represent the technology and knowledge necessary for modernization, and thus reinforce the
selfimage of the Chinese state as carrier of a mission civilisatrice in frontier regions inhabited by “backward
minorities.” They are the material embodiment of the state, which physically invade, colonize, and reorganize
space. The metaphor of the bulldozer state implies the physical power of the state to rearrange space, which
can be achieved through a number of regulations, ranging from literally

sending in the bulldozers to

introducing administrative reclassifications, such as degrading an urban quarter into a village or turning a
Muslim shrine into a museum. Through their materiality bulldozers remind minority citizens of the power of
the state and thus contribute to the making of the state in space (Radcliffe 2001, 123).
Metaphors include numerous but not endless possibilities for interpretation, and one possible deficit in this
case is that it attributes a privileged role in the development of Xinjiang to the state and to its local
representatives, bureaucrats, planners, builders, and architects, leaving little room for Uyghur agency. This
deficit could be made good by an ethnographic exploration of the workings of the extreme authoritarian state.
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However, the very nature of authoritarianism renders such a venture very difficult; it could be achieved only
by risking the safety of local actors. It also impedes expressions of Uyghur agency publicly in the form of social
movements, public debates, NGOs, and delegates it to the sphere of “hidden transcripts” (Scott 1990). My
preliminary work suggests that, like the muqam, informal and semi-formal Uyghur discourses on local history
are also produced within the intimate zone of Uyghur cultural autonomy. What from the point of view of the
bulldozer state appears as making concessions to the subject population, from the Uyghur point of view may
well appear as the expressions and result of the workings of Uyghur agency: when on the Islamic holidays the
mausoleum complex turned into a museum reverts into a shrine, when the authority of a local Muslim religious
dignitary is enlisted to legitimate the demolition of a Muslim cemetery, when homage is paid to a local Muslim
dynasty through reconstructing its palace (albeit in Chinese style), when an Uyghur musical tradition is
sponsored and promoted. Furthermore, such acts may well be attributed to the fear of the center of further
antagonizing a sizeable troublesome population. However, local interpretations of central directives also
suggest that many of these outcomes are achieved by the (ethnographically still insufficiently documented)
activities of Uyghur representatives of state power on various administrative levels, whose co-option by the
bulldozer state rarely becomes complete: they do not operate the bulldozer and when they do, they may well
mobilize their local knowledge and familiarity with the terrain to modify its route. State effects result not only
from a rigid implementation of top-down policies but also from their interpretations by state officials whose
vision of authentic culture is constantly being reworked – of course within political parameters that they do not
control.
__________________________

Conclusion
In this chapter I have considered some of the material aspects of how the state is performed into being in two
localities in the XUAR. The relatively small stretch of a new road in Qumul reveals a great deal about the
complexities of what at first sight appears to be the benign implementation of a nationwide modernization
drive combined with the promotion of local history and culture in the light of official minority policies. The
boulevard and the modern buildings alongside it where it approaches the city center are the products of a
singularly Chinese modernity that divides urban (Han Chinese) from rural (Uyghur) space and in the process
redefines them, diminishing the old Muslim city to rural, second-class space. This bureaucratic degradation of
the Old Town into a village, which physically pushed its inhabitants to the margins of the city, can be compared
to the demolition of Kashgar Old Town, which pushes large numbers of Uyghurs to the new housing estates
away from the traditional center. It can also be taken as a reflection of the continuing uncertainty surrounding
the evaluation of the role of the wang in local and national history, oscillating between vilifying them as feudal
exploiters of their own people or glorifying them as faithful allies of the Qing against common enemies of the
Chinese empire. Yet for local people a third possibility may also be attractive; recognizing the wang as an
Uyghur Muslim dynasty who existed as a buffer between them and the alien colonizing power. It is unlikely
that such a view can be embraced overtly in the foreseeable future, not only because of censorship but also
because local reminiscences (influenced by censored publications) are contradictory, but the possibilities of
salvaging elements of this past remain available, a potential resource that can be mobilized.
Taken separately, the old Uyghur cemeteries, the reconstructed Potemkin palace of the wang, the renovated
mausoleum complex of this Muslim dynasty, and the muqam center all embody local history and tradition. But
each is at the same time the product of state territorialization. Their juxtaposition along a short section of a new
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road shows how state effects come into being, replete with contingencies, uncertainties and ironies. The
conditions of field research did not permit enquiries into how the various decisions concerning the demolition
of the cemetery, the renovation of the mausoleum and its classification as a museum, the reconstruction of the
palace and the building of the muqam center were made. Even if local Uyghur officials conceived many of the
details, they had of necessity to conform to guidelines, which allow certain forms of national expression and
repress others. The appropriation and partial demolition of Uyghur sacra (the cemetery) has been used to
promote a facet of Uyghur culture that fits with official, reductionist visions of ethnic minority representations
(“the Uyghurs who dance and sing”) and is also compatible with global projects as epitomized by the
prestigious UNESCO listing of the Uyghur muqam. Unlike Kashgar, in Qumul the bulldozers have been
followed by projects of preservation and renewal in which members of the local Uyghur elite have been actively
involved or co-opted. They are complicit in creating a new vision of what Uyghur culture should be, within the
framework of a singularly Chinese vision of Uyghur modernity. What is presented by the Han Chinese as the
destruction necessary to modernize a “backward” society becomes an arena of contestation over cultural
authenticity and the right to control an ambiguous, unruly past. The resulting transformation of the cityscape
has immediate consequences for people’s everyday lives and ritual practice, but it also shapes their notions of
identity and cultural heritage. As in Kashgar, in Qumul, too, the bulldozers are both the instruments in the
decentering and marginalizing of the Uyghur within the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region and a blunt
reminder of the reach of Han Chinese power.
In the increasing absence of any real means for Uyghurs to go along the road of grassroots democratization, the
threatening pace of the bulldozers on their way of modernizing Xinjiang and Sinicizing the Uyghur has one
unintended consequence; it further strengthens Uygur ethnic nationalism at the expense of traditional regional
loyalties in the face of the bulldozer state. The realization of central directives effectively contributes to the
further externalization of the state, which, however, does not remain a distant abstraction but is experienced in
its materiality through its attempts to appropriate and control local space.
__________________________
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Notes
Although the multi-ethnic nature of the XUAR is formally acknowledged, few analysts have addressed the predicament
of other groups such as Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Hui, and so forth.
1

This chapter is based on observations made in the course of joint fieldwork focusing on social support carried out with
Chris Hann in Eastern Xinjiang in 2006–2007. I thank Chris Hann and the three editors of this volume for their helpful
comments and suggestions.
2

Due to increasing authoritarianism, much of the recent scholarly literature on the XUAR bears the imprint of the literature
on resistance, emphasizing a sharp division between the (colonial) state and local society. In Jonathan Spencer’s words, “In
the literature on resistance, the state is never a resource, or a place to seek justice, let alone a zone of hope, however distant
or deferred, in the political imaginary. It is, if it appears at all, an ‘absolute externality,’ a source of coercion, violence, or
fear; and thus the only theoretically correct response to the state is resistance” (Spencer 2007, 45–46). Local intellectuals are
unable to elaborate their views and foreign scholars work under difficult circumstances, typically under the watchful eyes
of appointed “minders” within the parameters set by them (Mitchell 1999, 89).
3

The Urumchi riot was the culmination of a series of violent “incidents” initiated by Uyghurs since the early 1990s. Initially
these were typically labeled in the Chinese media as examples of “splittism” and treated by and large as a domestic problem.
After 9/11 they were upgraded as the acts of “Islamic terrorists” and thus of international concern.
4

This chapter does not aim at a comprehensive account of the ways in which Uyghurs come into contact with the Chinese
state. Experiences and conceptualizations vary enormously according to regional and professional affiliation, residence
status (rural vs. urban), income source and level, gender, age, and other factors. As I showed in research in rural Kashgar
5
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in the mid-1990s, abstract concepts such as state (dowlat), government (hokumat), and Communist Party (partiya) may be
conflated and used interchangeably to denote a central, omnipotent authority, but when emotions run high, centralized
power is condensed into an ethnic category: the discourse turns against the Han Chinese. Depending on the context, villageand even township-level cadres may be blamed for corruption as agents of the state or classified as fellow victims of state
aggression. But different forms of authority may be conceptualized in similar ways: villagers also habitually drew on
parallels from the religious realm to explain the workings of the state, for example, the mediation of cadres and their meting
out of punishment if obligations were not fulfilled (Bellér-Hann 1997).
This recent emphasis on stimulating Han migration to the west to achieve homogenization and promote national unity
amounts to a “paradigm shift in the national minorities doctrine” of the early socialist decades. The strategy has been
dubbed “The Peacock Flying West”; see Becquelin (2004, 373–374); Millward (2007, 309).
6

In 1992, plans were announced to relocate approximately 470,000 of those about to lose their homes to Kashgar in the
XUAR. Following protests both by the villagers and by Xinjiang officials, the plans were withdrawn (Millward 2007, 309–
310 n. 34).
7

8. More recently, bulldozers have been used with purely destructive intent in the case of those buildings in Urumchi that
belonged to Rebiya Kadeer, once the most successful female entrepreneur of the XUAR, who, however, after falling out of
favor and eight years of imprisonment, has now become one of the leading Uyghur dissidents. See Millward (2007, 356–
361).
8

9 9. A recent study of the provincial capital, Urumchi, suggests an ethnic division of

labor between the Han, mostly employed
in construction, and the Uyghur, mostly employed in demolition (Hopper and Webber 2009, 187). I have not found any
evidence for a comparable ethnic division of labor in Qumul or Kashgar. In some Uyghur villages in the oasis of Qumul
Han Chinese laborers were brought in to take care of both demolition and construction.
10

For a summary see, for example, Hammer and Brown (2010).

“In the Name of Renovation”, China Daily (May 30, 2009)
www.chinadaily.com/cn/cndy/2009-05/30/content_7953396.htm (accessed November 10, 2010)
11

They are under stricter measures of state surveillance and control than ordinary Uyghurs since they are supposed to be
model citizens: for disobedience they may lose their jobs and may be subjected to harsher forms of sanctions. As agents of
enforcing unpopular policies they frequently become targets of popular resentment. High-level cadres and religious
dignitaries perceived as collaborators of the Chinese state and therefore traitors of the Uyghur cause have been victims of
violent attacks; low-level cadres are more typically accused of corruption. Those who use their position to protect fellow
villagers’ interests in the face of state coercion have to tread carefully and take enormous risks. For a more detailed account
of the ambiguous role of Uyghur cadres in the rural context, see Hann and Bellér-Hann (1999).
12

Other aspects of reconstruction include the question of surveillance: the maze of small, winding streets and courtyards of
the Old Town made policing difficult, while the modernized, regular street plan of the reconstructed neighborhoods will
facilitate the functioning of security cameras.
13

Since the winter of 2009 this work has been well under way; the information presented here is derived from official
government pronouncements, newspaper articles, and internet blogs (see Delius 2009; UHRP 2009; Summers 2009;
Sainsbury 2010). It is too early to know how Uyghurs who lose their homes in the Old Town and are relocated will take to
their new, modern, earthquake-proof lodgings. While some will no doubt enjoy the mod cons offered by the new houses,
for others the new Potemkin houses, constructed in fake Uyghur style, will be an unwelcome imposition. For a scholarly
treatment of the reconstruction of Kashgar, see Dillon (2011).
14

For a similar example of the tactical mixing of repressive measures with development in Uzbekistan, see Trevisani, this
volume.
15

16

The Chinese name is Hami.

17

For an elaboration of idealized cultural authenticity in the context of Kazakhstan, see Dubuisson, this volume.

For road-building activities in the oasis of Qumul during the socialist period, see Qumul Wilayitlik Täzkirä Komiteti
(2005, 848–862).
18

19

In recent years a few Han enclaves have also appeared in the village, mostly market gardeners who have been allocated
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plots near the city.
20

That is, the Republican period (1912–1949).

An analysis of these materials is in progress. Apart from Su and Huang (2001) and the Qumul wilayiti tazkirisi (2005), most
of these articles have appeared in publications clearly marked as “for internal use only.” This means that allowing foreigners
access to these works is in itself a criminal offense. The fact that several local people were prepared to share these materials
with me was in itself a sign of resistance. This in turn illustrates the extreme political conditions characteristic of the region,
which renders fieldwork increasingly difficult and even ethically questionable. In this chapter I have adopted a generalized
tone in order to protect the many people who talked to me and shared their views and knowledge of the past and present
with me.
21

22

He may have meant Buddhist architectural tradition, though he kept on referring to the Mongols rather than Buddhism.

23

On the growing importance of Confucianism in contemporary China, see, for example, Bell (2008).

At the time of fieldwork Qumul had very few Western visitors since it was not included in popular tourist guides such as
the Rough Guide or Lonely Planet.
24

Religious dignitaries are in a very similar position as Uyghur cadres described above. Those appointed as “official Imams”
are under close surveillance, have to regularly participate in reeducation meetings, and are often used as conduits of state
policies. Perceived by some as ethnic traitors, a number of such co-opted religious dignitaries have been attacked and even
killed by fellow Uyghurs (Dillon 2004, 70).
25

They are also exclusively male since local custom forbids women entering the mosque. The only women to be seen around
the mausoleum at the time of the Islamic festivals are beggars who stand outside the gates and receive alms from the men
after the prayers.
26

27

For a discussion of the architectural complex described here in the context of secularism, see Hann (2012).

I heard disapproving comments about the desecration of cemeteries in several other villages. During a visit to a saintly
shrine in the Tianshan mountains, I was told how it had been destroyed during the Cultural Revolution by Red Guards
recruited from local youth. My guide, an elderly man and self-appointed guardian of the isolated shrine, commented with
satisfaction how the saint had later punished all those who took part in the destruction, all of whom died young.
28

The integration of the dead in the community of the living through communal ritual focusing on graves is not only
fundamental to local religious beliefs and practices, but all such land is considered sacred even after the bones have been
removed, as long as the site is remembered as a cemetery (Bellér-Hann 2008, 289). In one rural settlement farther away from
Qumul I observed how religious communal rituals continued to be performed by local men on the site of a former cemetery,
which no longer contained any graves.
29

A certain regional rivalry has persisted and in certain ways even intensified during the decades in which modern Uyghur
ethnic identity was effectively disseminated (Rudelson 1997).
30

This supposition remains speculative, since I was unable to inquire into the exact processes of planning approval and
financial allocation. I am certain that final decisions were taken in the provincial capital Urumchi, but I do not know if
Uyghur as well as Han were involved. It is well known that, since the early 1990s, the editors of Uyghur scholarly journals
and literary publications have sometimes sought to publish “hidden transcripts” that escape the Chinese censors’ attention.
31

Although Chinese-driven bulldozers may well reinforce the ethnic coloring of the antagonism toward development, the
occasional Uyghur driver is likely to be seen as a clog in the machine.
32

33 Although on occasion, as is the case of Kashgar,
34

internally and externally oriented elements may be inextricably connected.

www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=bulldozer (accessed on November 9, 2010).
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Gardeners of the Grasslands – Yaks and Nomads of the Tibetan Plateau
Michael Buckley
In China’s rush to plunder Tibet, the intimate bond between nomads and the grasslands has been shattered. Michael
Buckley explains why yaks, herded for millennia by Tibetan nomads, are vital to the grassland ecosystems of the Tibetan
plateau. This article was recently published in The Travel Club*.
__________________________
For more than 20 years, maverick Russian scientist Sergei Zimov and his son have been populating a 160km 2
piece of land in Chersky, in Russia’s far northwest, with a motley collection of hardy animals. The beasts include
yaks, muskoxen, bison, horses, sheep and other grazers. His logic is that these grazers will trample over shrubs,
moss and larch trees to help create the kind of fertile grasslands that prevailed during the Pleistocene era, a
long-lived epoch that lasted until around 12,000 years ago.
Dubbed ‘the prophet of permafrost’, Zimok says he is building an ‘ark’ with animals that will slow down the
thawing of Arctic permafrost (an underground layer of frozen soil and ice), thus preventing the release of
greenhouse gases such as methane that will accelerate climate change. Trapped in the permafrost, methane is
thought to be at least 30 times more potent as a greenhouse gas than CO 2. While it doesn’t linger as long as
carbon dioxide, methane absorbs heat – and consequently warms the atmosphere.
Zimov is not the only one experimenting with this idea. Allan Savory, a former park ranger from South Africa
and TED Talk author of The Grazing Revolution: A Radical Plan to Save the Earth, developed a system of reviving
grassland savannah through controlled grazing of domestic animals. To reclaim land that was turning into
desert, he introduced holistic grazing of domestic animals that replicated the movements of wild herd animals
to increase carbon sequestration in the soil and thus reduce the amount of carbon in the atmosphere. After some
setbacks and false starts, Savory came up with the right ‘formula’ for success, and methods are now practised
on vast tracts of land across four continents, taking scrubby wastelands and reverting them to robust
ecosystems. But not so in Tibet.
__________________________

The importance of the yak
Yaks have evolved with the grasslands of Tibet over four millennia. This is not a natural landscape: it is a
cultivated one, and yaks are the gardeners. Unlike other ruminants like sheep and goats, yaks nibble at the
grass, not uprooting it. They trample down grasslands to compact them. Their hooves allow for oxygenation,
and their dung makes soil more fertile.
Why is this process so important? Because desertification is sweeping through Tibet like a plague, threatening
to turn the place into one vast wasteland. Grasslands act as a carbon sink, keeping carbon in the ground and
* The Travel Club Issue 13 (May 2021) 4-7. Reprinted with the permission of the author, © 2021 The Author/Bradt Guides
www.bradtguides.com.
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Figure 1. Yaks walking across the permafrost in Tibet
(Source: Wikimedia Commons, © Yuriy Rzhemovskiy)

keeping permafrost where it should be – as permanent frost. Without grasslands, carbon releases into the air –
and most likely methane with it.
In some remote pockets of Tibet, such as Kham and Amdo, nomad culture clings on. Though today using solar
panels and riding motorcycles, Tibetan nomads still rely on many parts of the yak for survival. Yak dung is
used for fuel, and yak milk, yoghurt and cheese can be bartered for other goods much-needed by farmers, such
as barley. (Incidentally, yak cheese is among the most nutritious of all cheeses in the world. Why? Because
unlike cows, yaks dine on a wide range of grasses and herbs and other fodder, and they frequently move
pasture.) Yak hide can be used to fashion boots or bound together to make a coracle, a vessel for river crossings.
Yak hair is used for clothing, ropes and tents, despite its harsh texture.
__________________________

The silence of the grasslands
But in China’s rush to plunder Tibet, the intimate bond between the Tibetan nomads and the grasslands has
been shattered. The grasslands have suffered one catastrophe after another at the hands of the Chinese
occupiers, who know nothing about their management and continue to trial experiments that devastate the
ecosystem.
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Figure 2. Tibetan nomads depend on yaks for milk, butter and cheese
(Source: Author photograph)

In pre-1950 Tibet, before Chinese invasion, there were vast herds of wild herbivores on the grasslands, and the
thundering hooves of wild yaks were heard widely across the plains. Immense herds of Tibetan antelopes,
Tibetan wild asses and Tibetan gazelles were often sighted too – after all, this was the Serengeti of High Asia.
Tibetan nomads largely left the wild grazers to do their thing, though sometimes wild yaks would try to mate
with domestic ones, which caused problems. The resulting crossbred yaks are not docile like domestic yaks,
instead wild-tempered and very difficult to control.
It is extremely rare to find a wild yak in today’s Tibet. Tibetan delegations of the early 1980s were horrified at
what they saw inside Tibet among the impoverished people, but they were also horrified by what they did not
see – any wildlife. They remarked on the total silence of the grasslands, where not even the honking of barheaded geese was heard.
So what happened to all that magnificent wildlife? To put it bluntly, the Chinese invaders ate it. With the rise
of a wealthy Chinese middle class came an exponential increase in the consumption of yak meat. Yaks were
hunted for sport or use in traditional Chinese medicine, and their fine-haired bushy tails are still sought after
today by wealthy Indians and Nepalis as flywhisks and dusters. In the entertainment industry yak hair is valued
for making opera and circus clown wigs, and in the pre-synthetic era, yak tails were considered the best material
for making Santa Claus beards.
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Figure 3. Nomads have been forced to resettle in concrete ghettoes
(Source: Author photograph)

Over the last few decades, the grasslands have been dealt another terrible blow. Tibetan nomads, who for
thousands of years have acted as custodians of these plains, have been removed en masse by the Chinese
government, forcing them into concrete ghettoes and selling their yaks to slaughterhouses – an idea that is
abhorrent to Tibetan nomads. An anti-slaughterhouse movement has grown since 2000, originating at Larung
Gar in Sichuan where prominent (now deceased) monk Khenpo Jigme Phuntsok encouraged Tibetans to
embrace vegetarianism. In June 2020, ten Tibetans, including two monks, were handed sentences of between
eight and 13 years for trying to block construction of a commercial slaughterhouse in Gansu province.
The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) rationale behind these moves is that nomads were overgrazing and thus
damaging the grasslands. But in reality, it is the Chinese occupiers who are destroying the plains – first, by
introducing extensive wire fencing on the plateau, which prevents rotational grazing of domestic yaks. And
then, much worse, by allowing mega-mining companies to plunder the grasslands and dig deep to exploit
Tibet’s previously untouched stores of precious minerals. Over 100 minerals have been discovered by Chinese
researchers; earlier Chinese surveys of the Tibetan plateau indicate mineral and oil deposits worth over US$125
billion, but the real value could be ten times that amount (over US$1 trillion). The valuable minerals that China
covets include large deposits of lithium, copper, lead, zinc, gold and silver. Northeast Tibet holds huge oil and
gas deposits, as well as oilsands and shale-gas deposits.
The yak is an amazing beast – one that offers so much to the ecosystems it populates. With its demise, those
grasslands are in peril – and when that happens, desert will advance across the Tibetan plateau and permafrost
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Figure 4. Yaks are vital for the survival of the grassland ecosystem
(Source: Wikimedia Commons, © Travelwayoflife)

will thaw faster, allowing for the release of deadly methane as a greenhouse gas. The way China’s disastrous
policies on the grasslands are going, Tibet may be left with a situation like Zimov’s Ark – where only a handful
of yaks and related grazers remain trying to maintain and restore these grassland ecosystems, the rest being
devoured by desert.
__________________________
Author’s note
Material in this article has yet to be verified by extensive research. The opinions and hypotheses expressed here are purely
theoretical. However, consider this: Tibetan nomads have herded yaks, goats and sheep on the grasslands of Tibet
successfully for millennia. That would indicate the grassland ecosystem with grazing animals has worked well – until the
Chinese occupiers of Tibet severely disrupted that grassland ecosystem, starting in the 1960s, and continuing to the present
day.

About the author
Michael Buckley is a keen environmentalist and author of Meltdown in Tibet, a major expose of China’s devastation of Tibet’s
natural resources, as well as a companion digital photobook, Tibet, Disrupted. He is also the author of the Bradt Guide to Tibet
and Shangri-La: A Travel Guide to the Himalayan Dream.
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Decolonising the Environmental Movement – Break with the JNF
Eurig Scandrett
In November 2021, Glasgow will be hosting COP26, the UN summit to combat climate change. The JNF, in its guise as
an environmental organisation, is expected to attend as part of the Israeli delegation. Eurig Scandrett writes of the colonial
role of the JNF, the imperative to challenge the JNF’s standing in the global environmental movement, and the campaign
to make the JNF unwelcome in Scotland.*
__________________________

Introduction
The JNF (Keren Kayemeth LeIsrael, KKL) has adopted environmentalism as its distinctive identity. The KKLJNF website, under the strapline KKL-JNF: For a Sustainable Future for Israel, claims “KKL-JNF is Israel’s largest
green organization and the oldest green organization in the world”1. Quite apart from being factually incorrect
on many counts (The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds was established in the UK in 1889; the Sierra Club
in USA in 1892; JNF by the World Zionist Congress in Basel, 1901), this self-representation demonstrates that
environmentalism has become central to the way the JNF wishes to portray itself.
The environmental credentials of the JNF have been repeatedly demonstrated as weak. Most notoriously the
infamous draining of the Hula wetlands by the JNF in the 1950s and 60s led to the extinction of five species of
aquatic plants, two fish species and the near extinction of the Hula painted frog, as well as hydrological and
other ecological damage2. Its planting of non-native trees and ecologically damaging, dense monocultures of
indigenous species to ‘Judaise’ the landscape of Palestine has led to environmental destruction, water scarcity
and fire risk. JNF’s role in Mekorot water company and its construction of the National Water Carrier essentially
destroyed the Jordan River ecosystem. Afforestation in the Naqab/Negev desert with water-dependent species
has disrupted ecologically sensitive agroecosystems practiced by Bedouin for centuries and its use of toxic
chemicals to destroy Bedouin farmlands has poisoned land and watercourses. Palestinian land in the hands of
the JNF has been polluted by intensive agriculture and industrial developments.
However, it is not the legacy of environmental damage that is the crux of its poor green credentials. Should the
organisation start behaving with ecological sensitivity (as some Zionists have argued that it should3), this would
not change the fundamental purpose of the JNF, that is and always has been the colonisation of Palestinian land
by Jews and expulsion of the Palestinian population – i.e. ethnic cleansing. Its establishment by the World
Zionist Congress; the initial control over it by founding shareholders of the Jewish Colonial Trust; its purpose

* This article includes material previously published in JNF eBook 4 (May 2011), pp 13-22 and material from a complaint
submitted to the Office of the Scottish Charities Regulator in November 2020.
1

www.kkl-jnf.org/about-kkl-jnf/kkl-jnf-id [all websites accessed 27/09/2021]

onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1467-8470.00171; www.wired.com/2011/11/hula-painted-frog-extinction;
portals.iucn.org/library/sites/library/files/documents/2011-014.pdf
2

Alon Tal (2002), ‘The Forest’s Many Shades of Green’ in Pollution in a Promised Land, University of California Press, pp.
69-111
3
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to acquire (‘redeem’) Palestinian land and subsequently become custodian of the land as ‘Jewish territory’; all
attest to the JNF’s objective of settler colonialism and ethnic cleansing. Its activities over the past 120 years
demonstrate that the JNF has pursued this objective consistently and ruthlessly. Its environmentalism, whether
through its long history of raising funds from international donors to plant trees or its more recent research in
renewable energy technology, is a means to that end.
__________________________

The Role of the JNF
The JNF was established by the World Zionist Organisation (WZO) at its Fifth Congress in Basel in 1901 and
incorporated in England in 1907 (as Keren Kayemeth LeYisrael Ltd) as a cooperative association limited by
guarantee under the Companies Act. The purpose of the JNF was to ‘redeem lands in Zion’: that is to acquire
land in Palestine which, with reference to the biblical book Leviticus, it would hold as custodian for the Jewish
people, and contribute to the subsequent development of that land for Jewish settlement in Palestine. Once held
by the JNF, land would therefore be held in trust on behalf of its ‘owners’, the entire Jewish population of the
world, and would no longer be available for sale or occupation by non-Jews, in perpetuity, therefore ensuring
the progressive colonisation of Palestine by Jews, which was the objective of the WZO. As Israeli historian Ilan
Pappe put it “the JNF was the principal Zionist tool for the colonization of Palestine” (Pappe 2006, 17).
The website of KKL-JNF (kkl-jnf.org) states the continuity of its goal to the current day:
“KKL-JNF was established in 1901 to purchase and redeem lands in Zion [ie Palestine], and
was appointed trustee and custodian of this land on behalf of the Jewish People, which they
serve to this very day.”
In their history of the JNF, Walter Lehn and Uri Davis note that there was a debate within the WZO about
whether the JNF should be established as a charity. It was decided that it would not meet the legal definition
of charity in England, because its purpose was the Jewish colonisation of Palestinian land, at the time under the
Ottoman Empire. They quote the opinion of lawyer Hannah Bodenheimer:
“If the purpose of the Fund, as stated in the resolution of the Zionist Congress, is to promote
the return of the Jews to Palestine through purchasing land there and leasing it to Jewish
settlers, we cannot state that the purpose is charitable within the framework of British law. It
would be different if those to whom the land is to be leased were limited to poor and indigent
Jews. This, however, is not the case and to our knowledge no such limitation is intended. In
fact it seems evident that in the view of the Zionist movement it will be of great importance to
favour particularly the settling of well-to-do Jewish families in Palestine rather than to regard
the land as a charitable shelter for needy Jewish families. We therefore conclude that the
purpose of the fund will be a political rather than charitable one, and that limiting the Fund’s
use to strictly charitable purposes would run counter to the main purpose of the Fund.” (Lehn
and Davis 1988, 28-29)
In order to ensure that the political purpose of colonisation was to be secured, the JNF’s original Articles of
Association required that ‘“members of the Association”, the ultimate authority within the JNF, had to be
holders of founders’ shares of the Jewish Colonial Trust (articles 4-6), thus assuring that the JNF and the Trust
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would co-operate closely and effectively (all founders’ shares of the Trust were held by the WZO)’ (ibid, 33).
Moreover, the original and current purpose of the JNF, to ‘redeem lands’ and act as ‘trustee and custodian …
on behalf of the Jewish People’ means that once held by the JNF, even for a short period of time, land can never
subsequently be owned or leased by anybody who is not Jewish. This constitutes a twentieth-century
interpretation of the Hebrew Bible verse Leviticus 25: 23 “the land must not be sold in perpetuity, for the land
is mine”. By such a device, the JNF became one of the principal bodies of Zionist colonisation of Palestine. The
form of colonisation envisaged and practiced by the Zionist movement and its institutions is termed by
sociologists ‘settler-colonisation’, in which settlers purposefully replace the indigenous population (to
distinguish from forms of colonialism the purpose of which is exploitation of land and indigenous labour for the
benefit of a colonising state, and which therefore does not necessarily require permanent settlement).

JNF planning for the war of 1948 and its role after the establishment of the State of Israel
In the build-up to the 1948 war, as the British Mandate was crumbling in the face of Zionist militias such as the
Haganah, and Palestinian resistance, the JNF was central to the settler-colonisation of Palestine as a result of
the influence of Yosef Weitz. Weitz was the director of the JNF’s Lands Department, and a member of David
Ben-Gurion’s inner circle (the ‘Consultancy’). As leader of the ‘transfer committee’ from early 1948, he was an
architect of the plan for ethnic cleansing, drawing on the JNF’s detailed database of Palestinian villages – the
‘Village Files’ (Pappe 2006, 17-22 & 63).
The Israeli historian Benny Morris, in his analysis of the depopulation of Palestinian villages during the period
1947-49, emphasises the key role in many such evictions of the JNF, and especially its Lands Department. In The
birth of the Palestinian refugee problem, 1947-1949, Morris provides the following account:
“There is a tendency among our neighbours … to leave their villages,” the director of the Jewish
National Fund’s Lands Department, Yosef Weitz, wrote on 31 March 1948 to the JNF’s
chairman, Avraham Granovsky (Granott). Weitz, writing after a visit to the North, cited the
organised departure, in British army trucks, of the inhabitants of Qumiya in the Jezreel valley
on 26 March.
This “tendency” was being promoted and expanded in part by Weitz himself, who was
responsible for the Yishuv’s land acquisition and, in great measure, for the establishment of
new settlements. Soon after the start of hostilities, Weitz realised that the circumstances were
ripe for the “Judaization” of tracts of land bought and owned by Jewish institutions (the JNF,
PICA) on which Arab tenant farmer communities continued to squat … Already in early
January 1948 … Weitz wrote in his diary: “Is not now the time to be rid of them? Why continue
to keep in our midst these thorns at a time when they pose a danger to us?” …
[In March 1948,] Weitz, on his own initiative, began to implement his solution to the problem
of tenant farmers. First he tried, and failed, to obtain a Haganah General Staff decision in
principle to evict the tenant farmers. Then, using his personal contacts in the settlements and
the local Haganah units, and Haganah Intelligence Service officers, he organised several
evictions… Weitz and his JNF colleagues in the North then decided to raze the tenant farmers’
houses and to destroy their crops, and to pay the evicted Arabs compensation. (Morris 1987,
55-56)
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Of significance here is the JNF’s role in establishing settlements for the dual purpose of territorial expansion
and land settlement. In other words, it was about occupying land seized in military operations (involving the
expulsion of Palestinian inhabitants), including land outwith the borders identified for a Jewish State in the
United Nations’ 1947 partition plan, for strategic purposes. Initially this programme was developed under the
‘surplus lands’ policy, in which land would be set aside for the Palestinian refugees who returned. However,
as Morris documents, this policy was largely fictional.
On 20 August [1948], the executives submitted a revised plan, calling for 32 new settlements
on JNF, State and Arab-owned lands. They stressed that settlement on Arab land would be
only on sites where there would be sufficient surplus land to accommodate and maintain the
original inhabitants, should they return … (ibid, 184).
On 18 December, Weitz asked Ben-Gurion whether, in planning settlements, “surplus land”
should still be set aside for a possible refugee return. Ben Gurion replied “Not along the
borders, and in each village we will take everything, as per our settlement needs. We will not
allow the Arabs back”. In the course of September-December 1948 and January 1949, the bulk
of the 32-settlement plan approved in August was carried out … (ibid, 186).
And so, with the establishment of the state of Israel, the role of the JNF changed from acquiring land by purchase
and donation, to receiving and developing land obtained from military conquest. This was made official
particularly through the Absentees’ Property Law passed in 1950. In 1953, an act of the Israeli parliament gave
the JNF formal status as a parastatal body (as Keren Kayemeth LeIsrael, KKL-JNF). In 1959 the JNF forestry
division merged with the (considerably smaller) Israeli state forestry division of the Ministry of Agriculture,
under the directorship of Yosef Weitz (Cohen 1993, 71). In 1960 new Israeli legislation gave the JNF significant
control over all state-owned land (80% of the total land of Israel) through the Israel Land Authority (ILA), in
addition to the 13% owned by the JNF, and in a Covenant between the Israeli Government and the JNF signed
in 1961, the JNF principles of land-holding applied to all ‘Israel Land’ – state and JNF.
As Lehn and Davis (1988, p. 115) point out, this means that well over 90% of the land which constituted Israel
between 1948 and 1967 was held in trust on behalf of the global ‘Jewish people’ in perpetuity, could only be
leased to Jews and employ Jewish labour, and any exception to this can only be authorised by a body (the ILA)
comprising appointees of the Israeli Government and the JNF. The vast majority of Jews who live outside Israel
have greater right to Israel Land in Israeli law than the Palestinians who were forcibly evicted from it. As the
custodian of land on behalf of the Jewish people, the JNF thereby plays a key role in disenfranchising the
indigenous Palestinian population from their land and denying their right to return under international law.

International Offices and the Scotland Office
Since the establishment of the State of Israel, the JNF has not abandoned its international fundraising activities.
The website of the KKL-JNF names over 20 ‘national offices’ across the world4, including KKL Scotland. In
many countries, KKL-JNF offices host organisations registered locally with charitable or equivalent tax-exempt
status, thereby presenting their activities as for public benefit and worthy of subsidy by the citizens of those
countries.

4

www.kkl-jnf.org/about-kkl-jnf/kkl-jnf-offices-worldwide
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An insight into the strategic relationship between KKL-JNF in Israel and its international offices was provided
in a presentation to the Israeli Knesset in 1959 by Levi Eshkol, Finance Minister and chairman of the
government-JNF committee (on which the JNF was represented by Josef Weitz) on the future role of the JNF
England office following the establishment of the State of Israel and the parastatal KKL-JNF. As quoted in Lehn
and Davis (1988, pp. 104-105):
“The mission entrusted to the JNF by the WZO at its Fifth Congress was to redeem from aliens
[sic.] the land of the Land of Israel … the aim being the settlement of Jewish immigrants from
the diaspora. … This mission was almost completed in the War of Independence, when the
Israeli army liberated the greater part of the land within the boundaries of the state. …
“With the establishment of the state, the mission of the JNF was transformed; the redemption
of the land from people became the redemption of the land from desolation …
“The [English-registered JNF], as an independent institution of the WZO, will act within the
Jewish public in the country and in the diaspora to collect money for the redemption of land
from desolation: for reclamation, development and afforestation. The JNF will also promote
information and Zionist-Israeli education in the diaspora and among the Jewish youth abroad
in order to draw them closer to the idea of Jewish colonization (hitnahalut) in the homeland [ie
Palestine].”
The strategy of the JNF ‘family’ of institutions post-1948 was clear, its purpose “the redemption of land from
desolation: for reclamation, development and afforestation” and working “in the diaspora and among the
Jewish youth abroad in order to draw them closer to the idea of Jewish colonization”. In order to achieve that
purpose, the JNF has taken on a variety of green roles, including environmental improvement, water
conservation and agricultural development on Palestinian land, and has established institutions of various
kinds in different parts of the world, aiming to be compliant with local jurisdictions but ultimately facilitating
the “Jewish colonization (hitnahalut) in the homeland”.
In Scotland, the relevant institution is registered as a charity and in its current Memorandum and Articles, the
Objects of KKL Scotland include:
To promote the advancement of environmental protection or improvement by supporting
charitable projects within the State of Israel, particularly but not exclusively those carried out
by Keren Kayemeth LeIsrael which promote the environmental reclamation of the lands of the
State of Israel … the building of water reservoirs … and other projects to enhance the physical
and natural environment of the State of Israel for the benefit of all its residents.
As I explain below, KKL Scotland does not act ‘for the benefit of all’.
__________________________

Al-Tira, Kibbutz Gazit and KKL Scotland
Each KKL-JNF office outside of Israel takes responsibility to develop selected tracts of Palestinian land – lands
from which Palestinians have been displaced. The land is developed for the benefit of the Jewish population
and to the exclusion of the original inhabitants. Following its registration as a charity, over the period of 2007-
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2009, KKL Scotland focused its fundraising activities on the Gazit reservoir in the Galilee, on the lands of the
depopulated Palestinian village of al-Tira5.
During the 1948 war that accompanied the withdrawal of the British Mandate and led to the establishment of
the State of Israel, al-Tira was depopulated. Walid Khalidi, in his authoritative book of the depopulation of
Palestinian villages, has the following account:
The JNF decided to expel the people of al-Tira as early as 26 March 1948, when it organized a
series of expulsions around the country in the weeks before the major military operations were
launched. Israeli historian Benny Morris describes a meeting of JNF officials in which the
director of the Lands Department, Yosef Weitz, argued that the inhabitants of al-Tira and
nearby Qumya “must be forced to leave” because they were “not taking upon themselves the
responsibility of preventing the infiltration of irregulars [i.e. Palestinian guerrillas]”. But the
decision was not implemented for almost three weeks. On 15 April the village was emptied
“after receiving ‘friendly advice’ from the Haganah” according to Morris. (Morris also writes,
inconsistently, that the villagers “were ordered to leave by Arab irregular forces” over one
month later, on 20 May.)
… The settlement of Irgun Borokhov, founded in 1943, was close to the village site. On 10
September 1948, it was taken over by a different settler organization and renamed Kibbutz
Gazit, and in late 1948 it absorbed the village of al-Tira. Gazit is 1.5 km southwest of the village
site, on village land … The ruins of stone houses, covered with grass and thorns, are all that
remain of al-Tira. The site is fenced in … and serves Israeli farmers as pasture land. (Khalidi
1992, 63)
As Khalidi notes above, there is some confusion in Morris’s details of the evacuation of al-Tira. “On 26 March
… at a meeting with JNF officials, he [Weitz] called for the expulsion of the inhabitants of Qumiya and Al Tira”
(Morris 1987, 56); “Weitz, writing after a visit to the North, cited the organised departure, in British army trucks,
of the inhabitants of Qumiya in the Jezreel valley on 26 March” (ibid, 55); “Al Tira, in the Galilee, was evacuated
finally on 15 April after receiving ‘friendly advice’ from the Haganah” (ibid, 311, footnote); and “On 20 May
the villagers of … Kafr Misr, Al Tira, … , were ordered to leave by Arab irregular forces (who apparently feared
that the villagers intended to throw in their lot with the Yishuv)” (ibid, 67). It is certainly possible that the village
was partially depopulated at different times and under pressure from both sides in the war. However, it is clear
that the JNF played a significant role in the depopulation.
Following the establishment of the State of Israel in May 1948, the residents of al-Tira were prohibited from
returning to their village and some of the village lands were transferred to the JNF. Morris notes that in

Much of these notes on Al-Tira are based on a complaint by the Scottish Palestine Solidarity Campaign (SPSC) to the Office
of the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR) of 23 November 2020. The complaint was that “KKL (Scotland) raises funds in
Scotland for activities of the KKL-JNF in Israel which are not charitable but are in fact illegal, and further, that the unstated
objective of KKL (Scotland) and all organisations in the JNF ‘family’, is the ethnic cleansing of Palestinians”
(www.stopthejnf.org/full-complaint-to-oscr-re-kkl-scotland). In March 2021, a representative of OSCR stated: “I can
confirm that we have reviewed the information we have regarding the charity, and our assessment is that OSCR have some
regulatory matters which we are concerned about and therefore we have initiated contact with the charity trustees to request
some further information.” At the time of writing, no further information has been provided by OSCR.
5
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September 1948, amongst five new settlements in the Galilee was Kibbutz Gazit at al-Tira (ibid, 186). The land
of al-Tira is recorded in maps compiled by Salman Abu Sitta as being held by the JNF and other Jewish owners
from the early years of Israel (Abu Sitta 2007, 48).

The Reservoir for a Jewish-only Kibbutz
KKL Scotland is a supporter of Kibbutz Gazit and in particular has provided significant support for the
construction of a water reservoir for agricultural purposes. On the face of it, raising funds for the Gazit
reservoir6 would appear to be towards an environmental improvement and therefore charitable.
In 2017, we (Susan Moffat and myself) had the opportunity to visit Gazit and observe the reservoir. The
reservoir is unmarked, fenced and inaccessible, and largely overgrown, and provides irrigation for commercial
agricultural production in Kibbutz Gazit. It is located approximately 1 km northeast of the kibbutz. The
Palestinian village of Kafr Misr is located approximately 3 km west of Kibbutz Gazit and has no access to the
water from the reservoir.
Gazit, as a kibbutz, is entirely occupied by Jews whereas Kafr Misr is entirely occupied by Palestinians.7 Thus,
the Gazit reservoir is solely for the purpose of (commercial) agricultural production of benefit to Jewish citizens,
while access is denied to those nearby citizens with subaltern status. If this constitutes ‘environmental
improvement’ or ‘water conservation’ in Israel – which seems unlikely – as stated as the Objects of KKL
Scotland, it is clearly not ‘for the benefit of all its residents’.
The reservoir, constructed for a Jewish-only settlement on Palestinian land obtained through military conquest,
while presented in environmental and charitable terms, is a contribution to settler-colonisation and is primarily
aimed at reinforcing the privilege (in this case, the privileged access to water) of Jewish residents over Arab
Palestinian residents.
The Gazit reservoir is by no means the only project of KKL Scotland for the exclusive benefit of Jews on land
from which Arab Palestinians have been dispossessed. The charity funded “the development of a park around
a winter pool in Mercaz Shapira situated in the Negev area of Israel” 8. Walid Khalidi records that Mercaz
Shapira was established in 1948 on the land of al-Sawafir al-Gharbiyya, which was depopulated and destroyed
in May-June 1948 by the Givati Brigade of the Haganah as part of Operation Barak (Khalidi 1992, 132). While
we do not have any evidence that the JNF was directly involved in this act of ethnic cleansing, Salman abu Sitta
(2007, p. 119) shows with maps that the land of al-Sawafir al-Gharbiyya was acquired by the JNF at some point
after 1948 and, since it now constitutes ‘Israel Land’, is held in trust on behalf of the Jewish people and cannot
be sold, leased or worked by the Palestinian inhabitants who were expelled.

Following a previous complaint by SPSC, KKL Scotland in producing information to OSCR reported (in a letter of 28
October 2009) that the Gazit reservoir was for “water conservation in the State of Israel” and (in a letter of 28 April 2010)
that it had remitted a total of £120,000 to KKL-JNF Israel for the construction of the reservoir.
6

Most citizens are categorised in Israeli law as having ‘Jewish nationality’ or ‘Arab nationality’. ‘Jewish nationality’ confers
superior status and legal rights over ‘Arab nationality’, which is widely considered as Apartheid under international law –
see for example Falk and Tilley (2017). The legal privileging of Jewish citizens has been exacerbated by the Basic Law: Israel
as the Nation-State of the Jewish People passed by the Israeli parliament in 2018.
7

8

Details in a letter from KKL Scotland to OSCR of 14 May 2010.
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__________________________

The Environmentalism of the JNF
Since 1901, JNF has:
• Planted more than 250 million trees • Built over 250 reservoirs and dams
• Developed over 250,000 acres of land • Created more than 2,000 parks
• Provided the infrastructure for over 1,000 communities …
(from JNF website9)
The JNF is registered for charitable or tax-exempt status in many countries across the world. It owns and
manages land in Israel and the occupied Palestinian territories, on which it plants trees, creates reservoirs and
landscape features, and establishes parks and nature reserves. These activities are a cover for the colonisation
of Palestine: the dispossession of land from Palestinian people which is made available for Jews only and will
‘remain the inalienable possession of the Jewish people’. The mechanisms by which the JNF has obtained land
have varied – commercially, legally, extra-legally, by coercion, by occupation, by terror, and as the result of war
crimes – and are well documented (Lehn and Davis 1988; Khalidi 1992; Abu Hussein and McKay 2003; Pappe
2006).
The end of the British Mandate, around the time the Israeli state was declared in May 1948, was accompanied
by orders for the Haganah and other Jewish paramilitaries to “attack and cleanse” a number of Palestinian
villages between Tel Aviv and Haifa, including Ayd Hawd on the western slopes of Mount Carmel. The village
resisted but succumbed in July that year and its residents forcibly expelled. The buildings were retained and
the village renamed Ein Hod (Pappe 2006, 132). With help of the JNF, it was occupied by Jewish artists from
Europe and it became an artists’ settlement amidst the JNF’s trees in the Carmel hills.10
During the 1948 war, hundreds of villages were depopulated and most destroyed, their inhabitants – some
three quarters of a million in total – forced into exile. On many of these demolished villages, parks were
established and trees planted by the JNF in order to prevent the refugees from returning. According to a JNF
pamphlet aimed at British Jews in 1944, the organization spent its money “afforesting tracts not otherwise
suitable for cultivation, thus paving the way for permanent [Jewish] occupation.”11
One such forest established with funds from the English JNF became the ‘British Park’12, in the Hebron Hills, in
the centre of which is now a scattered pile of rubble, the remains of the village of Ajjur. Prior to 1948 the village
was home to 3730 people who were expelled during a series of military attacks between July and October 1948,
and the land subsequently appropriated by the JNF. With one exception, the buildings were demolished and
the Jewish settlement (moshav) of Agur was built on the lands of the former village. The actions of the JNF in
expelling and excluding the population of Ajjur formed the subject of a complaint to the Charity Commission
of England and Wales by a refugee from that village, whose grandmother was evicted in 1948.

9

www.jnf.org/about-jnf

Max Blumenthal, “The Carmel wildfire is burning all illusions in Israel”, Electronic Intifada, 6 December 2010
electronicintifada.net/content/carmel-wildfire-burning-all-illusions-israel/9130
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Quotation from JNF in Action (1944), JNF Pamphlet, London, UK.
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Uri Davis, JNF eBook 1 (January 2010), pp. 21-29 [available at www.jnfebook.net]
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When Israel expanded its territory in the 1967 war, more Palestinian villages were destroyed and land
appropriated to prevent the return of its inhabitants. The residents of Imwas, Yalu and Bayt Nuba in the West
Bank, some 20 km from Jerusalem, were driven out and their homes, businesses, mosques, cafes and graveyards
bulldozed and dynamited. Trees were planted over the remnants of Imwas and Yalu to form ‘Canada Park’13,
funded by the Canadian JNF, while the Jewish settlement of Mevo Horon was built on the lands of Bayt Nuba.
In 2010, as part of a study tour on the JNF, we visited Ein Hod, where the Palestinian inhabitants had been
driven out in 1948, and whose homes were now taken over and ‘modernized’ by middle-class white European
Jews. We also visited the resurrected Ayn Hawd nearby, the result of a sustained campaign by former residents.
We saw Ajjur, at least all that was left of it, in the middle of the ‘British Park’, and later met a 90-year-old former
resident in the Aida refugee camp in Bethlehem, who recalled her expulsion in 1948 as if it were yesterday. We
also saw the scattered remnants of Imwas in Canada Park, Jewish mountain-bikers cycling through, and met a
group of its former residents, now refugees.
When we saw the village of Al Araqib14, it constituted piles of twisted construction materials on top of children’s
toys, kitchen utensils and furniture. It had been destroyed only six months previously – and its residents’
attempts to rebuild destroyed again and again – to make way for the JNF’s Destiny Forest in the Naqab desert.
We were welcomed by the Bedouin Palestinians, who are Israeli citizens, yet had been dispossessed of their
homes and olive trees, angry yet dignified, sitting amongst the wreckage of their village. During Ramadan in
April 2021, the village was again destroyed, for the 186th time 15.
By this conception of the environment – which is European, afforested, recreational, and universalized – the
JNF excludes the Arab environment, denying its validity or dignity. The destruction of Arabic architecture,
agriculture, landscape and its forcible replacement with Jewish habitation and JNF-funded parks is intrinsic to
a supremacist form of environmentalism. How we value the environment is a question at the core of
environmentalism. The commodification of the environment is often on terms favourable to the corporation,
the state or the developer (Martinez-Alier 2002). In Palestine, the language of valuation is also racial, based on
the assertion of superiority of Jews over Arabs and Bedouins.
A socially just understanding of the environment must end injustice and enable oppressed groups to construct
their environment from their local resources with a fair share of the earth’s resources. This precludes colonial
dispossession, and the JNF, which exists for this purpose, has no place in an environmental movement. The Rio
Declaration on the Environment and Development of the first Earth Summit in 1992, principle 23 (despite
Israel’s attempt to remove it) states: “The environment and natural resources of people under oppression,
domination and occupation shall be protected.” Israel has been dispossessing Palestinians of their environment
and resources since 1948 and the JNF has been its constant ally. The genuine environmentalists are the
Palestinians who continue to resist this dispossession (Al-Butmeh et al 2019).
The JNF is a racist vehicle of colonial exploitation of the environment of the Palestinian people. Yet the JNF
continues to promote its ‘environmental’ credentials at global summits and international conferences.

Uri Davis, JNF eBook 2 (May 2010), pp. 30-46; Ismail Zayid, JNF eBook 4 (May 2011), pp. 100-104 [available at
www.jnfebook.net]
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Salman Abu Sitta, JNF eBook 3 (January 2011), pp. 3-22 [available at www.jnfebook.net]
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www.aa.com.tr/en/middle-east/israel-demolishes-al-araqib-village-for-186th-time/2213917
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__________________________

UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and COP26
The JNF has observer status with the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, which gives it access to
the Conferences of Parties (COPs). The KKL-JNF website states that “KKL-JNF forms part of Israel’s official
delegation to COP every year, as part of its mission to exchange knowledge and expertise with other
countries”16. However, that same website provides information of JNF’s participation in COPs only up to
COP23 in 2017 in Bonn, Germany. There were demonstrations against the JNF by Palestinian solidarity and
environmental justice activists at the COP17 in 2011 in Durban, South Africa, and also when the JNF
participated in the ‘Rio+20’ Earth Summit in 2012, and the website hasn’t always announced in advance its
presence at COP events. At the time of writing, it isn’t known whether the JNF plans to attend COP26 in
Glasgow, 31 October - 12 November 2021, but it is expected to be part of the Israeli delegation, and solidarity
activists have launched a campaign to keep the JNF out of COP26, to ensure that it is not welcome.
Keep the JNF out of COP26 is the product of Stop the JNF (comprising Palestine Solidarity Campaign, Scottish
Palestine Solidarity Campaign, and International Jewish Anti-Zionist Network) and the Palestine COP26
Coalition (PCC), which was brought together through mobilisations of the COP26 Coalition’s international
working group, in particular its international assemblies. PCC is made up of Stop the Wall17, the Popular
Struggle Coordination Committee, Friends of the Earth Palestine (PENGON), the Palestinian Farmers’ Union,
and the Palestine Institute for Biodiversity and Sustainability.
Under the slogan Climate Justice not Ethnic Cleansing, the campaign has drawn up a declaration which is being
signed by individuals and organisations calling for the JNF to be kept out of COP26 on the grounds that it is a
racist agent of colonialism and therefore ineligible for observer status at the COP. 18 The declaration is being
promoted amongst the COP26 Coalition19 as well as members of the two main NGO coalitions that participate
in COPs: the Climate Action Network (CAN) and the Global Campaign to Demand Climate Justice20. CAN
represents a broader range of environmental NGOs including those with a more conservative ethos, yet
membership requires organisations to support its vision of “a world striving actively towards and achieving
the protection of the global climate in a manner which promotes equity and social justice between peoples, sustainable
development of all communities and protection of the global environment”21 (emphasis added).
The PCC and Stop the JNF have collaborated on public events at the international assemblies in the mobilisation
of civil society towards the COP. During COP26, Palestine solidarity blocs will feature the JNF and the slogan
Climate Justice not Ethnic Cleansing. PCC and Stop the JNF will be running a workshop at the People’s Summit
for Climate Justice22, jointly with the Gastivists Collective, campaigning against the Eastern Mediterranean gas
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www.kkl-jnf.org/international-cooperation/climate-change/un-climate-change-conference

Stop the Wall, along with PENGON, have recently issued a call for action on the JNF
[www.amostrust.org/blog/call-for-action-hold-the-jewish-national-fund-accountable].
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pipeline which makes the links between the JNF’s ethnic cleansing and extractivism, militarism and the Israeli
apartheid regime.
Expulsion of the JNF from observer status with the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change is a matter
for the UN and is unlikely to result from pressure from civil society. The particular value of the declaration on
Climate Justice not Ethnic Cleansing is to raise awareness amongst environmental organisations and activists that
the JNF’s purpose is colonisation and ethnic cleansing, and that its environmental persona is a greenwash.
Despite the repeated failure of previous COPs to achieve sufficiently significant reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions, there will continue to be COPs in different parts of the world, and mounting opportunities for
environmentalists and solidarity activists to expose the JNF’s greenwash.
__________________________
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Rooting Diaspora, Reviving Nation – Zionist Landscapes of Palestine-Israel
Joanna C. Long
This paper was originally published in Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers in 2009*.
__________________________
This paper explores the politics of landscape and nature within the process of nation-building. In it I examine
how landscapes can operate in multiple, intersecting ways in the service of an ideological discourse and how
the politics of nature, specifically trees, can contribute to the shaping of a new national space and subjectivity.
Focusing on the multiple renditions of Palestine promulgated by the Jewish National Fund (JNF), I discuss how
landscapes can entangle diaspora and homeland, aesthetics and embodiment, antiquity and modernity, with
both conceptual and material consequences. Drawing on histories of the JNF and on a selection of historic
newspaper articles and children’s literature, I explore the circulation of aesthetic renderings of Palestine and
the performance of embodied landscapes during the children’s tree-planting holiday, Tu B’Shvat. I argue that
the centrality of trees to the JNF, and the imagery of roots, renewal, family and innocence that they conjure,
legitimised Zionist colonisation and naturalised the Israeli nation state and body politic. I also demonstrate how
JNF landscapes and afforestation work assisted in the demarcation of Israeli nation-space and therefore in the
material dispossession of the Palestinians.
__________________________

Saplings in the Sand
Every sixpence collected for the blue and white box of the Jewish National Fund merited
another leaf [on a paper tree]. When the tree was throttled with foliage the whole box was sent
off, and a sapling, we were promised, would be dug into the Galilean soil, the name of our class
stapled to one of its green twigs … The trees were our proxy immigrants, the forests our
implantation. And while we assumed that a pinewood was more beautiful than a hill denuded
by grazing flocks of goats and sheep, we were never exactly sure what all the trees were for.
What we did know was that a rooted forest was the opposite landscape to a place of drifting
sand, of exposed rock and red dirt blown by the winds. The diaspora was sand. So what should
Israel be, if not a forest, fixed and tall? (Schama 1995, 5-6, his emphasis)
This recollection from the landscape historian, Simon Schama, of his time as a pupil at a north London Hebrew
school, speaks of trees, landscapes and the Jewish National Fund (JNF). It tells a story of diasporic children
connecting with the soil of a distant homeland and of imaginative landscapes, ugly and denuded then planted
and beautified, thanks to pennies placed in blue boxes. It speaks, too, of symbolic landscapes, populated by
sand and dictated by the wind, transformed into forests ‘fixed and tall’, where trees embody the people who
have not yet returned, simply holding their place until they do. Yet within these naturalised imaginaries, there

* Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers 34 (2009) 61-77. Reprinted with permission of the author, © 2008 The
Author. Publisher: Royal Geographical Society (with the Institute of British Geographers) www.rgs.org.
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is something uncomfortable in the ‘throttling’ of a paper tree and the stapling of name-tags to the branches of
a live one. Moreover, the children’s excitement at the transformation of their sixpences into a sapling, and their
unerring belief in the imaginative landscapes presented to them by the JNF, meant that any practical purpose
of the trees themselves was overlooked: ‘we were never exactly sure what all the trees were for’. In this paper I
explore some possibilities of what the trees were for and why they were (and are) so important to the JNF. My
main concern is with the entanglement of cultures of landscape with a cultural politics of trees and how these
have been enrolled in a project of colonisation and nation-building, and in the diaspora-homeland circulations
which fuel(led) it. Specifically, I examine how trees have figured in various constructions of Palestine as an
aesthetic and embodied landscape, and how both trees and landscapes have been mobilised in pursuit of an
Israeli national space and subjectivity.

Of landscapes and trees
In doing this, I seek not to define ‘landscape’ but to engage with its various tensions as a mode of representation,
subjectivity and practice, exploring how these come into effect within particular relations of power (Dorrian
and Rose 2003; Wylie 2007). Specifically, I explore different renditions of aesthetic landscape, as an imagined
scene, a pictorial representation and a material manifestation, and explore their intersection with different
modes of embodied landscape, as everyday practice and ceremonial performance. In doing so, the differences
or distances between aesthetic and embodied landscape become less important than how these ostensibly
separate apprehensions of landscape converse with and influence one another. In this paper I also explore how
the material production of landscape is simultaneously the production of ‘subjective meaning, feeling and
fantasy’, particularly in the context of building a national subjectivity (Dorrian and Rose 2003). As Matless has
elaborated with respect to mid-twentieth-century English organicism, the physical experience of manual,
agricultural labour constitutes ‘a thinking through the body’, which invigorates the labourers’ spirit (and, by
extension, the spirit of ‘Englishness’) by embedding them within ‘the sensuous rhythm of life, with its birth,
marriage, parenthood and death, with spring, summer, autumn and winter’ (Rolf Gardiner, quoted in Matless
1998, 136). These narratives resonate with notions of landscape alienation by capitalist forces and nostalgic
attempts to restore a perceived human-environment unity of ‘unconscious living within nature’ that was
imagined to characterise pre-capitalist, rural life (Olwig 2005). They also conjure notions of Tim Ingold’s
‘landscape-as-dwelling’ theses, in which life is governed by cyclical rhythms and characterised by indissoluble
connections between people and land (Ingold 2000).
In JNF discourse, however, these notions of subjects embedded in the natural environment, and of subjectivities
springing from contact with the natural environment, are inseparable from both scenic renderings of the
Palestinian homeland-scape as historically verdant and heroically re-forested by Zionist settlers, and
pathologised imaginaries of the diasporic landscape as a place of ‘drifting sand and exposed rock’ populated
by the morally, spiritually and politically degenerate (Malkki 1992; Schama 1995; Zerubavel 1995). Such
aesthetic depictions, particularly of diaspora, depart from wider Jewish literary conceptualisations of landscape
as a road or as a necessary journey undertaken by merchants and forced migrants. As Leah Garrett points out,
external landscapes were rarely described in pre-twentieth-century Jewish literature, since the ‘ability to present
a positive picture of nature often relies on a pride in the land’. The exception, of course, is the land of Israel
(Eretz Israel) ‘which is envisioned in highly poetic, positive terms’ (Garrett 2003, 116) and which was
aestheticised in early twentieth-century Jewish landscape painting as a ‘calm and pastoral oriental Arcadia with
no conflicts or changes brought by modernity and whose [Arab] inhabitants live in simple harmony with their
environment’ (Manor 2003, 550). Manor suggests that Jewish artists working in Mandatory Palestine were
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influenced in this respect by 1920s French conservative modernism because it ‘came with national values [of
French rootedness and links to the soil] attached to it’ (Manor 2003, 550). Although many of these artists avoided
depicting colonies, forestry plantations and other ‘Zionist enterprises’, they were nevertheless able to represent
a homeland-scape that conformed with political Zionist idealisations of Palestine as a beautiful and fertile land,
where any existing Arab inhabitants were depicted as part of the landscape in the same way as plants, animals
and buildings.
For Stephen Daniels, such ‘legends and landscapes’ frequently define national identity, coordinating it ‘by
stories of golden ages, enduring traditions, [heroic] deeds and dramatic destinies located in ancient or promised
home-lands with hallowed sites and scenery’ (Daniels 1993, 5). Landscape artists have participated in these
processes of identity-formation by ‘picturing the nation’ in various ways; by framing the nation as a scene of
exemplary moral order and aesthetic harmony, as the locus of imperial power, or as the epitome of modernist
energy and dynamism. These representations are always situated insofar as they picture the nation from a
certain (often elitist or hegemonic) perspective, whilst simultaneously effacing that very situatedness by
depicting a natural, national order. Moreover, by asserting certain ‘points of view’ and not others, imaginative
landscapes and communities of nation are also necessarily exclusionary and carry with them both material and
conceptual implications. As Sluyter argues with respect to European colonial discourse, relationships between
people (‘the native’ and ‘the non-native coloniser’) and the landscape are simultaneously material and
conceptual ‘because people transform landscape through processes of labor and categorisation, and the
resulting landscape patterns influence the habits of practice and thought that structure such processes as well
as the conflicts of ‘practice and thought that change structures’ (Sluyter 2002, 23, his emphasis).
As I will demonstrate in the pages that follow, the JNF’s conceptualisation of Palestine as a particular set of
aesthetic landscapes helped to cultivate the diasporic financial support that would enable them to materialise
these landscapes. In turn, the physical process of producing these landscapes was imagined to transform
immigrant workers into Israeli citizens. These fantasies revolved around well-established discourses of trees
promulgated through Biblical narratives of origin as well as European traditions of power and patriotism;
discourses in which trees and forests symbolise primordial human beginnings in the Garden of Eden and tell
the story of civilisation, from the moment royal decree brought the foris within the polis to the enrolment of
scientific forestry in economic and imperial power (see Schama 1995; Tsouvalis-Gerber 1998; Tsouvalis 2000).
Within these discourses trees and the physical act of planting them are invested with profound metaphysical
power to provide emotional (and geographical) stability, enhance citizenship and promote wider senses of
familial and national relatedness, not to mention global environmental responsibility (Cohen 2004).
Correspondingly, the absence of trees can be read as a symbol of ‘the fall’, of under-development, emotional
instability, and human detachment from land and community. Indeed, cartographic representations of
Palestine circulated by the JNF in the early twentieth century projected this myth that Palestine was a ‘naked’
and ‘empty landscape’ in order to negate arguments about Palestinian dispossession and to legitimise Zionist
colonisation. As a particular kind of aesthetic landscape promoting a particular political geography of the
purported homeland, the silences and exclusions contained in these maps facilitated the silencing and exclusion
of Palestinians in the material cartographies of the Israeli nation state (see Harley 1988). The material
implications of casting a landscape as political territory in this way are intimately bound up with the planting
of trees, as this drew ‘unproductive’ lands under the control of the state and pre-state institutions and enabled
the exercise of territorialised sovereignty, in accordance with long-established European traditions of
articulating monarchical and colonial power (see Griffin 2008; Guha and Gadgil 1989; Kiess 1998; Tsouvalis
2000; Vandergeest and Peluso 1995; Vandergeest 1996).
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Furthermore, as Shaul Cohen has effectively demonstrated, trees offer ‘a particularly profound and powerful
tool for reaching people and binding them to the status quo’ (Cohen 2004, 167). Here, the perceived
metaphysical capacity of trees to provide emotional and patriotic sustenance, and to act as an environmental
panacea, generates a ‘hegemonic orientation towards nature’ that is at once intimate and pervasive, but
ultimately fails to challenge the human practices and process by which ‘the environment’ came to be threatened
in the first place (Cohen 1999, 2004). Such uncritical attitudes towards our own socially constructed natures are
central to the capacity of trees to perform political work. Indeed, it was through connotations of innocence and
goodness attached to trees that the JNF was able to cast its geopolitical manoeuvres as both innocuous and
righteous, and through which the resulting landscape now appears ‘natural’. Landscape readings are therefore
vital to excavating Palestinian history in Israel, ‘because little else remains’:
What is most readily visible to the first-time visitor [to the former Palestinian village of
Ghabsiyah, in the Galilee] are the JNF trees planted on the site – the recognizable combination
of pine and other trees that have grown over the past four decades in a manner that makes it
seem as if perhaps that is all that was ever there. (Bardenstein 1998, 9)

A Zionist historiography
My aim in this paper is to explore the myths and practices that have produced this ostensibly natural landscape,
as it is in recognising, exploring and unpacking the multiple bonds between people, trees and the landscape
that we can begin to understand the processes through which they relate to one another within a particular
social construction of nature (Demeritt 2001). Specifically, this paper addresses three central questions: What
are the different forms of landscape through which Palestine has been depicted within JNF-Zionist discourse
and how do trees figure within those landscapes? How are diaspora and homeland, aesthetics and embodiment,
antiquity and modernity entangled within these landscapes? How have JNF landscapes contributed to spaces
and subjectivities of Israeli nationhood, and what have been their material effects? My primary concern is with
the JNF’s own representations of its work and mission in The KKL Story, a history of the JNF from 1901 to 2001
(hereafter cited as KKL). All ten chapters, one for each of the ten decades of JNF’s existence, were freely available
to download via its website in 2004, but gave no indication as to precisely when the story was written or by
whom.1 This history thus effectively reads in the voice of the JNF itself, presenting this organisation of hundreds
and employer of thousands as a unified speaking subject. The result is a gripping story, breathlessly told, of
tree-planting and afforestation, of diasporic imaginaries and homeland settlement, of ancient landscapes and a
revived Hebrew nation. It is a story in which ‘diaspora’ and ‘homeland’ are clearly defined and distantly
separated time-spaces, where the former is considered to have ended with the creation of the latter in 1948. In
accordance with the European nation state, in the image of which Israel was created, home is an insistently
territorialised idea and experience that is incommensurate with diaspora, cast here as the scene of ahistorical
wandering (Whitelam 1996; Piterberg 2001). For the JNF there can be no feeling of home in diaspora, no
simultaneous attachment to multiple places, which denies the complexity of Jewish notions of geographical
belonging (Garrett 2003).
This homogenisation of Jewish experience by the JNF is characteristic of wider political-Zionist rhetoric, which
frequently refers to (and claims to speak on behalf of) a coherent entity called ‘the Jewish People’ and whose
dominance has engulfed alternative conceptualisations of Zionism itself. To briefly clarify, Zionism is a strand
of Jewish thought that considers how and when the Jewish people will return to Zion (Jerusalem and the land
of Israel) having been expelled by the Romans in 70 CE and scattered throughout the world over the ensuing
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centuries. People are, however, divided on how the return to Zion should come about. Many Orthodox Jews
argue that, since exile was a divine punishment, only a messianic miracle can return the Jewish people to Israel
and any human attempts to force God’s hand are arrogant and idolatrous. However, the political Zionist
movement led by Theodor Herzl, argued that settling Jews in Palestine and establishing a Jewish nation-state
there would ‘facilitate’ a messianic miracle and effect the return of all Jews to Israel (Ben-Israel 2003; Kark 1992;
Lehn 1988). This latter movement gained momentum during the nineteenth century, particularly with the
pogroms that followed the assassination of Tsar Alexander II in 1881 and with the increase of antisemitic
sentiments in Europe more generally (Leoussi and Aberbach 2002). However, the situation is yet more complex
as political Zionism encompasses, intersects and collides with myriad other forms of Zionism; practical, socialist
and revisionist Zionism, spiritual, religious and radical messianic Zionism, and so on.
Despite representing only part of one strand of Jewish thought, political Zionist rhetoric asserts itself as
universal and its homogenising narratives of Jewish experience and national aspirations have sedimented into
a monolithic discourse that is continually rehearsed by the JNF in its constructions of landscape and treeplanting initiatives. Of course, such hegemonic constructions have been resisted throughout their history by
various groups and in various ways. In 1935, for example, a tree from the gardens at Windsor Castle was sent
to Palestine for inclusion in a JNF forest honouring the silver jubilee of England’s King George V. Within a year
it had been decapitated, dismembered and finally uprooted, most likely by an underground Jewish movement
opposed to British Mandatory rule (Weitz 1974). Also, the contemporary Israeli group Zochrot have been
challenging the continuum of Israeli historicism and the myth that Palestine was ‘a land without a people’ by
commemorating events in Palestinian history and by sign-posting the remains of depopulated and demolished
Palestinian villages that were later planted over with trees by the JNF (see www.zochrot.org). Furthermore,
during the first intifada (Palestinian uprising), it is claimed that Palestinians instigated forest fires in areas along
the ‘green line’ in an expression of resistance to occupation (Kliot 1996). Whilst these are all vitally important
contestations of the JNF’s monolithic discourse of landscapes and forestry, my goal is to explore how a leading
Zionist institution shaped the monolithic discourse itself, how trees and landscapes came to be enrolled in its
representation and manifestation, and to examine how it worked through them to gain both legitimacy and
ascendancy.
In both The KKL Story and in the writings of other JNF figures, trees are central to bridging the perceived
physical and emotional distance between diaspora and the homeland. Paul Ginsberg, for example, a soil
specialist with KKL, elaborates on how tree-planting work has connected thousands of diasporic immigrants
with their old-new homeland, effecting a reciprocal rebirth of the citizen and national landscape, thus providing
‘an outlet for the realization of national goals for physical, social, and cultural development’ (Ginsberg, 2000,
32). More striking is Joseph Weitz’s ‘chronicle of Israel’s forests’ (1974) in which the (re)development of Israel’s
forests provides an allegory for the revival of the Israeli nation, the four progressive ‘stages’ of which are traced
through the anatomy of the tree itself: roots, shoots, trunks and crowns. A prominent figure within the JNF for
the better part of 50 years and affectionately known as Israel’s ‘father of the forests’, Weitz also provides an
insight into the ideologies guiding JNF tree-planting.
In order to trace how JNF ideas about trees in the Palestinian landscape spill over into the popular imagination,
I also draw on a selection of newspaper articles from The Palestine Post (later The Jerusalem Post), published in
Jerusalem, and the London-based Jewish Chronicle. I particularly concentrate on articles published in February
1949, as this was when Israel’s first Knesset was inaugurated, a momentous event that happened to coincide
with Tu B’Shvat, the children’s tree-planting holiday. The enormous significance of this link was not lost on
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journalists of the time, whose coverage emphasised the return and symbolic rooting of the Jewish diaspora in
the very soil of the national homeland, as well as to the naturalisation of the Israeli state and its citizens. In
order to more fully explore the connections between children, nation and Tu B’Shvat, I also draw on a small
selection of literature aimed at teaching Jewish children about trees, nature and this dedicated tree-planting
holiday that now occupies such a central place in rituals of Israeli nationhood and childhood (Drucker 1994;
Dubos 1983; Swartz 2005). I explore these performances of planting in more detail later in relation to notions of
embodied landscape and the production of ‘subjective meaning, feeling and fantasy’ (Dorrian and Rose 2003).
I then turn my attention to the material implications of the JNF’s forested landscapes, excavating that which
has been ‘rendered invisible in order that this landscape might present the face it does’ (Mitchell 2000, 196).
However, in order to do all of this, I must first examine the principles of ‘development’ guiding JNF treeplanting work and the various aesthetic framings of Palestine as a ‘fallen’, empty landscape demanding
‘redemption’ by Zionist settlers.
__________________________

Renaissance Zion
The JNF was established in 1901 to assist Zionist settlement in Palestine by raising money for the purchase of
land, providing a foothold for the future establishment of a Jewish state (Lehn 1988). This transferral of land
into Jewish ownership is described as ‘redemption’, because it is seen as restoring the divinely ordained
relationship between the Jewish people and the land of Israel that had been severed in 70 CE with the Roman
expulsion of the Hebrews from Jerusalem (Kark 1992). For the JNF, however, redemption went beyond simple
land purchases to include land development for settlement and cultivation:
real redemption is settling, developing and reclaiming the land, restoring to it its colors and
scents … land redemption can be smelled, it can be touched by hand or foot on a plowed furrow
or a Zionist enterprise sprouting on the land and striking deep roots within it. (KKL, 10)
Throughout The KKL Story, Palestine is variously described as ‘a godforsaken land’, a ‘desolate’ place populated
only by ‘barren hills and abandoned rocks’. ‘Reclaiming’ here means rescuing the land from this state of neglect
and wilderness by retrieving it from Arab ownership and stewardship. 2 Moreover, to talk about ‘restoring’ the
land’s ‘colors and scents’ suggests an original fecundity that is being reinstated. This ancient landscape is an
imaginative one, carved out of biblical references and artistic representations of a green and forested land:
‘Palestine as it never could have been’ (Scham 2003, 77; also Weitz 1974). Indeed, for JNF officials surveying the
landscape of Palestine in the early twentieth-century, ‘wild imagination’ was often required to ‘envision the
many-hued landscape of cultivated fields that would replace foul, malaria-breeding water’ (KKL, 15). Yet,
through scientific research into the climate, soil quality and plant life of Palestine, and through the careful
application of this Enlightenment knowledge, the JNF were able to perform ‘agricultural and botanical miracles’
and thus to ‘triumph’ over two millennia of ‘neglect’.

A modern antiquity
Imagining the Palestinian landscape in this way, as a space of modern agricultural practices and afforestation,
resonates with British colonial ideas of ‘development’ that were circulating in Palestine during the early
twentieth century. According to Gideon Biger (1992), the British government saw it as its duty to ‘develop’ this
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Mandatory territory into a ‘modern state’. The civilian administration, which took over from the military in
1920, placed particular emphasis on afforestation as a means of ‘beautifying’ and ‘rehabilitating’ the landscape,
and thus as integral to the country’s development. Although the JNF claimed a similar role of European
developer and moderniser, the civilised landscape and modem state for which the Zionists strove was intended
to benefit the Jewish population only. The ‘natives’ of Palestine were not to be included in ‘the redemptive
mission civilisatrice’, rather they were to be pushed out, excluded, ignored (Said 1992, 68). However, if the
ideology and practice of Zionist colonisation varied from other European projects, its imaginative landscapes
did not. As Daniels (1993) notes, imperial nationalist projects frequently project established European pictorial
codes onto foreign landscapes and their inhabitants in ways that express the coloniser’s estrangement from that
place and its people, whilst also expressing an affinity that subdues this very strangeness. In Palestine this
meant ‘dressing’ the unfamiliar landscape, which was unnaturally barren, desolate, naked, creating an aesthetic
scene recognisable to the European gaze and to Zionist imaginaries of an ancient, verdant landscape. The
redemption is reciprocal, as the restoration of the land’s historic ‘green-ness’ itself renews the spirit of those
who carry out that restoration (Daniels 1993). Similarly, for the JNF, the deforested land of Palestine was herself
[sic] ‘miserable’, her ‘tree-garment’ having been eroded until she was left totally naked (KKL Document, quoted
in Liphschitz and Biger 1998, 171). The rejuvenation or redemption of Palestine through forestry, and with it
the heroic rescue of this feminised landscape and her modesty, rejuvenated and redeemed the settlers
themselves (Ginsberg 2000).
In addition, the JNF cast itself as the moderniser and humaniser of the wasted Palestinian landscape, a
landscape ‘without the fragrance of flowers, the song of birds, the exhilaration of natural scenery’, which if left
unredeemed could only result in ‘an impoverishment of life, a progressive loss of the characteristics that make
us human’ (Dubos 1983, 9). In doing so, the JNF mobilised the modern and mystic power of nature, in which
modern science is seen as revealing nature to be ‘more than a mechanism’ or resource for human exploitation,
rather as a mode of spiritual and possibly also national wholeness and wellbeing (see Matless 1991, 998). From
its earliest days, the JNF invested a great deal of time and energy into researching soil quality, plant life, climate
and water resources across Palestine, which allowed it to perform ‘agricultural and botanical miracles’ (KKL,
41). This kind of scientific knowledge helped to legitimise Zionist colonisation, as the Jews were seen as making
use of areas that Arabs could not, particularly the Negev desert, where techniques of irrigation could ‘make it
again what it was in antiquity – a fertile garden – and settle there perhaps 2,000,000 refugees’.3 In a similar way,
trees were not to be the casualties of modernisation but the harbingers of it, through which ‘the harmony of
natural creation’ might be restored (KKL Document, quoted in Liphschitz and Biger 1998, 171). In other words,
trees were enrolled by the JNF to show how it worked with nature in order to triumph over it (see Cohen 2004).
Thus, through forestry and agriculture, the JNF aestheticised the Palestinian landscape, cultivating a scene of
social and natural order and harmony from a land which had been ‘plundered’ and ‘ruthlessly exploited’ by
Arabs (Weitz 1974). The JNF also sought to display the power of their Enlightenment knowledge over the
environment, which underwrote their exclusive national claims as codified in the landscape through agriculture
and forestry. I refer not only to the settlers’ capacity for farming, which legitimised their claims to the land
Arabs had found no use for, but also to the purported originality of the forested landscape of Palestine.
According to Joseph Weitz, the long-standing director of the JNF Lands and Afforestation Department, when
in Biblical times ‘the Hebrews took possession of the land of Canaan… they found mixed woods of fruit trees
and forest trees… [which were] of considerable stature and possessed well-developed crowns’. He dismisses
as ‘fundamentally erroneous’ claims that the ‘forest’ of the Bible actually refers to a type of rocky, non-arable
hill country and instead he employs the term ‘in the ordinarily accepted sense’ of a ‘group of large trees covering
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an extensive area’, or an area covered by closely spaced trees bearing no edible fruit, which either grow there
naturally or have been planted by man’ (Weitz 1974, 11). Moreover, the specific species thought to have
populated these forests was the Aleppo or Jerusalem pine (Pinus halepensis) and it was partly for this reason
that this was chosen as the main afforestation species by the JNF, as well as because this pine was fast-growing,
shady, adaptable and disease-resistant (Liphschitz and Biger 2001). Using archaeological pollen and tree-ring
research, as well as analyses of biblical texts and historic travel literature, Liphschitz and Biger have recently
disproved this thesis on the ancient prevalence of Aleppo pine. However, the factual accuracy of these ideas
about Israel’s ancient forests matters less than how such ideas influenced attitudes towards and representations
of trees and JNF tree-planting, since assigning socially constructed ‘ancientness’ and ‘originality’ to trees and
forests invites special treatment of them within the landscape, and adds particular national-historical
significance to the act of implanting them (see Tsouvalis-Gerber 1998; Tsouvalis 2000).

Circulating homeland
These imaginative geographies of Palestine, as historically well-forested, denuded by generations of
irresponsible Arabs and now being (re)developed by Zionist settlers, needed to travel across the diaspora in
order to generate ideological and financial support for the JNF’s work in the homeland. To this end, the first
chairman of the JNF, Johann Kremenetzky, instigated the production of special stamps for use on official
documents of Zionist institutions, on correspondence among Jewish communities in Palestine and alongside
official postage stamps in diaspora. Landmarks and landscapes of Palestine were often depicted on stamps,
including such iconic sites as the Western Wall in Jerusalem or more general scenes of agricultural and arboreal
development. The political landscape of ‘the homeland’ was also depicted on one stamp, which featured the
words ‘The Contribution of Youth to the Redemption of Land’ encircling a map of mandatory Palestine (Figure
1). The low monetary value of the stamps and the correspondingly small sums they raised were seen as
secondary to their ability to ‘convey the Fund’s symbols and scenes to the entire Jewish world’. Similarly, the
gap between these idealised imaginaries and the reality of life/landscape in Palestine was less important than
the emotional sustenance provided by the idea of the homeland they promoted (see Manor 2003). Thus for
Kremenetzky, these stamps would ‘refocus Jewish hearts on the landscapes pictured on [them]’. The image
contained on a stamp could ‘traverse continents and reach across great distances’, transmitting ‘to every corner
of the world the fact of the Fund’s existence and the goal that it strove for: the land of Israel’ (KKL, 3).
Another fundraising and promotional device instigated by Kremenetzky and still in worldwide use today is
the Blue Box; a simple metal collection tin, painted in blue and white, and inscribed with the words ‘National
Fund’ (Figure 2). As with stamps, their financial contribution would be outstripped by ‘their contribution to
Zionist education and to bonding diaspora Jewry with the land of Israel… [infusing] Jewish hearts with love
for the homeland’ (KKL, 4). These boxes were intended to be displayed prominently in diasporic homes and
the Teachers Movement for KKL-JNF encouraged schools, including Schama’s in north London, to set up a ‘JNF
corner’ in their classrooms that would centre on the Blue Box:
The coins dropped into the Blue Box and the purchase of KKL-JNF stamps were the most
meaningful expression of the Jewish People’s bond to Erez Israel. The picture of Erez Israel that
featured on the stamp journeyed, along with the letter, from one coast to another, reaching the
most far-flung places. There, a Jewish child could hold it, ‘touching’ the far-away land and
sharing in its redemption. (KKL, 18)
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Figure 1. ‘The contribution of youth to the
redemption of land’ – JNF Stamp 1936

Figure 2. Jewish National Fund ‘Blue Box’
(Source: www.jnf.org, reproduced by permission of JNF)

(Source: www.jnf.org, reproduced by permission of JNF)

The geographical imaginings of homeland encouraged by the Blue Box, as well as the ‘youth contribution’
stamp, were politicised insofar as they carried maps of Mandatory Palestine, recast as the borders of the future
Jewish state, which were speckled with dots representing the JNF lands and settlements that promised to make
this state a reality. These maps helped to legitimise the Zionist colonisation by reinforcing the myth of Palestine
as a ‘land without a people’ and representing that territorial dispossession as an innocent process of colouring
in. Moreover, sketching these particular political borders etched a particular (Europeanised) political
geography of the national homeland into the minds of diaspora donors (Harley 1988; Whitelam 1996).
Representing the idealised Jewish State as stretching uninterrupted from the Jordan River to the Mediterranean
Sea ensures that this homeland will remain a geopolitical ‘work in progress’ for as long as some semblance of
a Palestinian state exists in the West Bank and Gaza.
__________________________

Framing Palestine
It is important to note the different kinds of aesthetic landscapes that are at work here: imagined, pictorial and
material. Throughout their history, JNF have relied on all three registers of landscape, but emphasised them
differently during certain periods. In the earliest days of Zionist settlement, the imaginative register was
particularly important, for in order to construct the prospective homeland as ‘without a people’, the fact that
the land was already well-populated and successfully cultivated by Arabs had to be imaginatively erased. At
the same time, imaginaries of the ancient forested landscape would have been assisted by artistic
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representations of Biblical Palestine as a green and forested land (Weitz 1974; Scham 2003). Over time, the
progress of JNF agricultural and afforestation work transformed these imagined-aesthetic landscapes of the
homeland into material-aesthetic landscapes of the nation, by creating physical scenery for the appreciation of
diasporic, settler and later Israeli audiences. Indeed, Israel’s forests are described as having undergone a
‘renaissance’ thanks to JNF, which added a ‘palette of greens’ to the ‘pastels of Erez Israel’ (KKL, 48).
These imaginative and pictorial renderings of Palestine sustain various tensions associated with aesthetic
landscape, the first of which is between what is inside and outside the frame of an image, where the ‘inside’
includes both the contents of the image and a ‘beyond’ to which those contents refer, with the observer being
located ‘outside’ (Dorrian and Rose 2003). Dalia Manor (2003) alludes to this tension in her discussion of earlytwentieth-century Jewish landscape painting by arguing that, since Zionist settlers were rarely depicted,
viewers were distanced from the scenes presented but invited to feel a sense of ownership over them, especially
where modern processes of soil cultivation were featured. The JNF’s imaginative and pictorial landscapes blur
the distinction inside and outside in a similar way, as those viewing these landscapes in diaspora have in a
small way participated in their physical materialisation by purchasing the stamp itself or by placing money in
the Blue Boxes, and they are thus invited by the JNF to feel attachment to and ownership of the maps and scenes
depicted. A second and related tension is that between past, present and future. This concerns how projections
of the past (in which the landscape was forested and then denuded) and the future (in which the landscape has
been re-forested and agriculturally developed as a geopolitical whole) are refracted through a viewing moment
located in a spatial and temporal present. The ‘present’ for the JNF was a specifically diasporic one, as the
stamps and Blue Boxes sought to appeal to the imaginations and pocketbooks of those located outside the
purported homeland. However, to locate this spatial and temporal present in diaspora is not to suggest that the
‘viewing moment’ was diffuse and multifarious, primarily because political Zionism did not conceptualise
diaspora as such. Indeed, as a project inspired and implemented by European Jews and coordinated through
European-based conferences, Europe, and by extension the United States, was the focus of political Zionist
diaspora imaginaries (Shohat 2006). Moreover, the pogroms and growing antisemitism in Europe during the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries provided grist for the political Zionist movement, as Palestine
offered refuge to the persecuted (Leoussi and Aberbach 2002). Thus, the JNF’s attempts to cultivate financial
and ideological support from a Europeanised diaspora were articulated through imaginaries of the Palestinian
landscape as populated by Europeanised forests and motivated by darkening European sentiments towards
Jews. Joseph Weitz, who arrived in Palestine from Wolhynia, Russia, in 1908, makes direct links between the
forests of his youth and the forests he envisions for Eretz Israel, with apparent prescience for the Nazi
‘deforestation’ that awaited those who did not emigrate in time:
Once my father took me with him to the forest where he was surveying pine trees. They were
tall and straight with good spaces between them. I was distressed to think that these handsome
trees were doomed to fall to the axe, and I told my father how I felt. In Eretz Israel, I said to
him, forest trees will not be cut down; I will plant trees and they will stand forever. (Weitz 1974,
3)

From picturing to practising nation
These imaginative landscapes of Eretz Israel, the political landscapes of Zionist settlement represented on
stamps and Blue Boxes, and the unfolding material, forested landscape enabled by the JNF (Figure 3), all suggest
a particular ‘way of seeing’ Palestine as the Jewish homeland and the future State of Israel. Daniels (1993)
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Figure 3. JNF’s Biriya Forest, near Tsfat (Safed) in the Galilee
(Source: Author photograph)

describes this ‘symbolic activation of time and space’ in aesthetic landscape as a means of ‘picturing the nation’
in order to shape imaginative communities among the viewing audience. Such scenes might channel national
imaginaries through a specific site, a certain feature of the landscape, or a particular regional scenery in order
to articulate particular things about the nation and its character. In their turn, JNF landscapes pictured the
nation as an aesthetically (and politically) harmonious scene, which normalised and naturalised the violence of
colonisation. Moreover, Zionist landscapes centre Jewish identity on Palestine as the site of the Jewish people’s
self-determination, and the primacy attached to forestry within those landscapes expresses not only modem
Zionist power but points to natural Jewish affinity with Palestine. Landscapes are, however, more than scenic
objects, they are processes of forming social and subjective identities and by ‘picturing the nation’ for specific
audiences they invite those viewers to picture themselves as subjects of that nation. As W.J.T. Mitchell explains,
landscape representations are operationalised by appealing to the beholder, by ‘[greeting] us as space, as
environment, as that within which “we” (figured as “the figures” in the landscape) find – or lose – ourselves’
(Mitchell 1994, 2). The various ‘ways of seeing’ Palestine as a landscape, through imagined, visual and material
scenes, are therefore also ways for diasporic Jewish audiences to see themselves as not only a national
community but also as the natural residents and citizens of that land. Indeed, it is by ‘figuring’ the observer in
the landscape, both as a nationally representative subject and as the creator of the representation itself, that the
financial appeals discussed earlier are effective. Within JNF landscapes, the nationalised subject is, to adapt
Matless’s term, the citizen-planter. Physically fit, adventurous and rooted in nature, the citizen-planter is a
fearless pioneer and seeker of freedom who is emotionally attached to the very soil of Palestine. As well as
being a figure within the aesthetic homeland scene, the citizen-planter’s work creates the scenes itself and, by
extension, so does the financing/viewing audience. There is thus an imaginative equivalence between viewing,
representing and represented subjects in which the first is imagined to be a citizen-planter both by proxy and
in potentia.
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__________________________

Performances of planting
It is at this intersection of aesthetics and embodiment that I would like to turn my attention from ways of seeing
to practices of doing landscape, from the viewers of an idealised Palestine to its producers: tree-planting settlers.
From the outset of the political Zionist project the JNF was a key agent of settlement, providing not only lands
but also jobs and housing for Jewish immigrants. Tree-planting was the JNF’s biggest employer, to the extent
that settlement and forestry became synonymous. Reminiscing on 25 years of afforestation, a 1945 issue of the
JNF’s bulletin stated that ‘[w]ithout forests, settlement of the hills would not be possible at all’ and marvelled
at how JNF forests ‘revive desolate land, dress arid rock, create soil amid stone’ (KKL, 33). These acts of
‘reclaiming’ the land from its wild, desolate, neglected state dovetailed with the JNF’s settlement goals, by
providing a ‘receptive home’ as well as employment for thousands of Jewish immigrants to Palestine. However,
these immigrant forestry initiatives served symbolic as well as practical functions, in which the subjectivity of
the tree-planters and their place in the imagined, future, Israeli national community is as much at stake as the
aesthetic national landscape.

Cultivating citizens
As discussed earlier, JNF tree-planting was imagined to effect a reciprocal redemption of Palestine and the
Jewish settlers that was bound up with conceptions of nature as a simultaneously modern and mystic force. As
Paul Ginsberg writes, tree-planting not only provided an income for new immigrants, but also ‘an introduction
to their new homeland’. More than a cursory handshake, this introduction was in fact an embodied, spiritual,
national induction, as it was in ‘the process of physically rejuvenating the land through forestry, [that] the
immigrants themselves were rejuvenated and renewed’ (Ginsberg 2000, 34). The restoration of the landscape’s
prior verdancy is thus tied to the restoration of a prior subjectivity; the recapturing of an ancient Hebrew spirit
of connectedness to nature and to the land through the act of planting trees. Having pursued primarily
agricultural lifestyles, ancient Hebrews are described as living ‘close to nature’s rhythms’, depending on the
land for their very existence, knowing it intimately and caring about it deeply. In exile the Hebrews are
described as ‘wandering far’ from this earlier understanding, either due to discriminatory legislation against
Jews in diaspora or through economic choice (Swartz 2005; Botticini and Eckstein 2007). This disconnection
from nature is part of a wider characterisation of exile as lack and of exilic Jews as weak, passive, submissive,
spiritually degenerate and politically regressive (Zerubavel 1995). However, by migrating to Palestine and
planting trees with the JNF, these Jews could be cleansed of diaspora’s dust and reborn in the image of what
Yael Zerubavel has termed the ‘new Hebrew’: strong, energetic, adventurous, freedom-fighting, close to nature
and emotionally rooted in the homeland. Thus, the symbolic transformation of diaspora’s shifting sands into
‘fixed and tall’ homeland forests is simultaneously the transformation of the diasporic Jewish Other into a new
Zionist national Self.
Tree-planting thus participates in what Matless (1998) describes as a process of disciplining citizen-subjects –
here, citizen-planters – through various cultures of landscape. These disciplinary processes were (and are)
ritualised by the JNF around Tu B’Shvat, a relatively minor Jewish holiday that was resurrected during the
1920s by the Teachers Movement for KKL-JNF as a specifically tree-planting festival for children. Literally
meaning ‘15th day in the month of Shvat’, Tu B’Shvat marks the ‘new year for trees’, which was historically
used to calculate a tree’s age and levy the correct taxes on its fruit. Although Tu B’Shvat found significance
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among Kabbalists and Sephardi Jews, for centuries many others barely celebrated this festival as it has no
religious or historic significance, is not mentioned in the Torah, and has no liturgical requirements
(Encyclopaedia Judaica 1997). The meaning of this minor holiday was therefore open to reconstruction by the
Teachers Movement as a ritual through which to cultivate modern Hebrew identity in Palestine-Israel. Tu
B’Shvat was designated a national holiday in Palestine by the British Mandatory government and at the centre
of the celebration were ‘trowel-wielding children planting the botanical equivalent of themselves in cheerful,
obedient rows’ (Schama 1995, 6). The equivalence here refers to both innocence and eternity, as the perceived
natural purity of the tree is linked with the figure of the uncorrupted child, and arboreal cycles of death and
rebirth echo the future embodied in children. Twinning nature and childhood in this way imbues Tu B’Shvat
with considerable symbolic power to legitimise Zionist colonisation as it naturalises both the Israeli nation state
and body politic, and roots them, along with the global Jewish community, in the soil of Palestine (see Cohen
2004).

Enrooting the State
It was on Tu B’Shvat 5709 (14 February 1949) that Israel’s parliament, the First Knesset, opened. In acknowledgement of this coincidence, delegates to the Constituent Assembly, including the new Prime Minister, David
Ben Gurion, spent part of the inauguration day in a tree-planting ceremony.4 Earlier on there was also a parade
of Jerusalem schoolchildren up to the government buildings, where they were addressed by Ben Gurion before
marching off to the tree-planting site on the southwestern outskirts of the city.5 Today the Knesset continues to
celebrate its ‘birthday’ on Tu B’Shvat, with Members of the Knesset planting trees alongside schoolchildren.
These practices enact the recovery of the lost roots of the Hebrew nation, first by returning to the site of its
mythical beginning and now by establishing a modem, working State. Given that Tu B’Shvat falls when spring
is dawning on the eastern Mediterranean, when trees are ‘reawakening’ from their winter sleep, this festival
marks the ‘natural’ rebirth of the Hebrew nation from diaspora dormancy. The cycle of death and renewal
embodied by trees thus becomes a metaphor for the much longer cycle of exile and return in Jewish history, as
well as narrating an everlasting future for the State of Israel. The children who plant trees on Tu B’Shvat
reinforce this imagery of eternity by performing the natural rebirth of the ancient Hebrew subject as the modern
citizen-planter. Within this disciplinary process, the physical exertion of being out in the landscape constitutes
an embodied exchange with that landscape, which is seen to establish an intimacy between people and their
homeland that is the fabric of a Zionist citizen-subjectivity. Tu B’Shvat tree-planting provides an opportunity
for children to tangibly learn about the place of trees in the Israeli landscape and therefore also about the place
of Zionists in Palestine (see Ploszajska 2006). Just as immigrants got to ‘know’ the land in the daily grind of treeplanting work, so children would ‘know’ the land through ritualised tree-planting on Tu B’Shvat and emerge
from the experience emotionally rooted, naturally connected to their national homeland. In the process, the
Israeli body politic is naturalised, not only in the sense of assimilating immigrants but more importantly in the
sense of asserting the wholeness, indigeneity, and legitimacy of the national community.

A global nation
This national community extends well beyond the political boundaries of Palestine to include the global Jewish
population as a reservoir of potential and proxy citizen-planters. Indeed, the revival of Tu B’Shvat, along with
other agricultural festivals, was part of a wider initiative to incorporate the JNF’s work into global Hebrew
education and thus to ‘engage children’s souls’ in the land redemption work that simultaneously redeemed the
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Jewish People. This practical work was considered ‘the essential foundation for education of the younger
generation’ by providing ‘a point of reference for the national and human ideals of the Hebrew renaissance
movement’. By holding up to them the JNF’s ‘national accomplishments’, Jewish children everywhere were
encouraged to see this redemption-through-afforestation work as their own ‘national duty’ (KKL, 20). In the
words of one JNF Chairman, Menachem Ussishkin:
The penny that a child gives or collects for land redemption is not important in itself, not by it
will Keren Kayemeth be built up nor the land of Erez Israel redeemed. The penny is important
as an educational element: it is not the child that gives to the Fund, but rather the Fund that
gives to the child. It gives him a lifelong foothold and lofty ideal.
Moreover, the physical characteristics of trees evoke imagery of family, relatedness and global/national Jewish
community (Daniels 1988). The Book of Isaiah, for example, sets up the tree as a symbol of the Jewish people:
‘for as the days of a tree shall be the days of My people’ (65:22). Similarly, a promotional image used by the
Zionist Federation shows a tree with lots of green leaves but one dead branch. The caption reads: ‘Branches of
our people are chopped down and fall off, but the tree is alive and well. Give your hand to our national renewal’
(Zerubavel 1996, 60). This imagery suggests a connectedness among the global Jewish community, a very large
family tree, of sorts. Indeed, on Tu B’Shvat 5729 (1969), children began planting a ‘Brother to Brother Forest’ in
the Jerusalem hills which was to contain 13 million trees, ‘one for every Jew in the world’.6 In the process of
these plantings, Israeli children learned about their place in the global Jewish community and that global
community’s place in Israel. This global-national Jewish community, along with the naturalised Israeli state
and body politic, are all irrevocably rooted in the soil of Palestine on Tu B’Shvat. As with Joseph Weitz’s
determination to plant trees that would stand forever (see earlier quote), Tu B’Shvat conjures the powerful and
prevalent imagery of tree-planting as rooting Zionist settlers in Palestine, expressing their deep and continuous
attachment to this landscape throughout exile and their immovability from it now that they have ‘returned’
(see also Bardenstein 1999). Tree-planting imaginatively secures Zionist claims to Palestine, protecting Jewish
communities there from another upheaval, and curing the supposedly ‘pathological condition’ of diasporic
wandering7 (Malkki 1992). Those remaining in diaspora and therefore not physically rooted in Palestinian soil
could be emotionally enrooted through tree-planting, imaginatively returning to Palestine with trees as their
‘proxy immigrants’.
__________________________

Haunted landscapes
Throughout this ceremonial and symbolic rooting of the Israeli state and its population, trees are also at work
creating geopolitical landscapes with material effects. According to Charles Harrison (1994), to speak about
landscape ‘effects’ is to speak about the experience of the viewing subject. Thus the question of what landscapes
do is bound up with for/to whom they are intended to do it. Furthermore, discussion of effects must include
attention to what is withheld and who is disqualified as spectators of, participants in and figures within the
scene. It should be clear from the foregoing that the aesthetic and embodied landscapes produced for and
through JNF afforestation are intended to speak to Jewish audiences alone, both in Palestine-Israel and beyond.
As spectators and participants, these audiences, and particularly children, have been imaginatively, visually
and physically engaged in landscapes of community, citizenship and state. As such, these landscapes are
haunted by a constitutive Palestinian outside. Villages, olive groves and pastureland that had been worked and
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enjoyed by Palestinians for centuries cannot be represented in JNF landscapes, primarily because they disrupt
the fundamental myth that Palestine was ‘empty’ when Zionist settlers arrived. I would therefore now like to
turn my attention to the ways in which trees have structured relationships between Palestinians, Zionist settlers
and later the Israeli state, particularly through their role in claiming and securing land.

Laws of land and tree
In the earliest stages of Zionist settlement, Ottoman law over land rights and tree rights encouraged the use of
trees to claim land by the JNF. As Shaul Cohen (1993) explains, under the 1858 land code, lands that were left
unused for three years reverted to the state for re-leasing, in order to encourage economic cultivation. Moreover,
the right to own trees and the right to own land were separated, so that trees planted by one person would
remain their property even if the land was sold to someone else, whereas trees ‘growing naturally’ on the land
were considered part of the land transaction. However, trees planted by another but left undisturbed for three
years would become the property of the landowner. Given that lands purchased and settled by the JNF were
sometimes of poor agricultural quality, the planting and subsequent care of trees made use of the land in ways
that demonstrated active ownership in the eyes of Ottoman law, thereby securing Jewish tenure. Without trees,
such lands would have been left as ‘natural grazing area’, interpreted by the law as ‘unused land’, and would
therefore have been open to Arabs to ‘come onto the land with their flocks and claim possession’:
As a result, among those dealing with settlement, recognition rooted and grew that the forest
was of value, both as a sign of Jewish settlement and as a tool for maintaining possession of
Jewish areas not given to other use. (Shiloni, quoted in Cohen 1993, 49)
Later on, trees and settlements provided vital ‘facts on the ground’ that helped to determine the future borders
of the State of Israel. Between 1937 and 1947, various proposals were being put forward for a Jewish and an
Arab state, which tended to recognise the lands already purchased and settled by the JNF. This decade therefore
witnessed a clamour to acquire land, regardless of its quality, beyond the proposed Jewish territory, ‘in order
to secure our country’s borders to the extent feasible’ (KKL, 25). ‘Tower and stockade’ settlements would be
established overnight and in the morning residents set to work laying water pipes and planting trees. In this
way, afforestation was seen as enabling the population and development of areas that were geopolitically
significant but otherwise unfit for habitation or crop cultivation, activities which the JNF claims influenced the
borders of the 1947 UN Partition Plan. In the early years of Israeli statehood, settlements and forests were also
strategically established throughout the Galilee, where the Arab population constituted a significant majority
and thus a threat to Israel’s integrity as a Jewish state. Settlements stifled communication among Arabs in the
local area and in neighbouring states, and forests provided effective barriers to the residential and agricultural
expansion of Arab villages. In the words of Mordechai Ru’ach, a recent director of JNF’s Forestry Division, the
forests serve as ‘a clear sign to the villagers … [that the] Arab villages end where the forest begins’. For him,
trees are ‘the best guards of the land. There is no better. Walls and fences can be cut down. A tree says “we are
here.” If you plant a tree, that’s your land’ (Cohen 1993, 67). Following the establishment of Israel, careful
execution of British forestry legislation enabled the policing of lands that had been planted with trees and thus
the consolidation of Israeli territorial control. Stipulations against the cutting of specific trees without a licence
from the government were set down by the British in the Palestine Forest Ordinance of 1926, which was
augmented by the Israeli government during the 1950s and 60s. Anyone breaking this law earned a six-month
jail term and/or a hefty fine (Cohen 1993; also Weitz 1974).
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Fragments of a different history
Perhaps the most important political function of trees is their role in securing territory seized during the 1948
war and preventing the return of Palestinian refugees. During the violence which followed the announcement
of the UN Partition Plan in November 1947, hundreds of thousands of Palestinians fled their homes, villages
and lands for relative safety in Arab majority areas. Areas ‘abandoned’ or ‘vacated’ by Palestinians could not
be left unattended lest the former residents attempted to return and two bills were therefore passed authorising
the Ministry of Agriculture to redistribute lands to Jewish settlers via the JNF. The Absentee Property
Regulations in particular created a new legal status of ‘absentee’ as, among other things, ‘a citizen of Palestine
who abandoned his or her normal place of residence’ (Forman and Kedar 2004, 815). This bill rendered tens of
thousands of Palestinians ‘absentees’, despite being present within the borders of the new state, and their
‘abandoned’ land consequently reverted to the Custodian of Absentee Property, which illegally sold one million
dunams8 of this land to the JNF in January 1949 and a further 1.3 million dunams in October 1950 (Lehn 1988).
The state used the revenue from these sales to purchase military equipment from abroad and in return the JNF
acquired ‘in one year as much land as it [had] acquired in the long period of 47 years of unremitting effort’
(Lehn 1988, 347, note 285; KKL). The decade following the 1948 war is therefore dubbed by the JNF as the
‘mighty afforestation endeavour’, as tree-planting work provided jobs for the influx of immigrants to the new
state and helped to secure ‘acquired’ territory. In several cases this meant planting over the rubble of Palestinian
villages. Indeed, of the 418 Palestinian villages that were depopulated and demolished during the 1948 war, 71
lie in tourist and recreation sites managed wholly or partially by the JNF. Just over half of those sites are covered
with or surrounded by JNF forests (Kadman 2001; Figure 4). Where previously trees provided ‘facts on the
ground’ to assert Jewish ownership and ensured their inclusion in the proposed Jewish state, forests now also
served as a propaganda tool to ‘sober’ refugees from their ‘illusions of return to Israel’. Remaking the material

Figure 4. Remains of the village of ‘Aqqur, which now lie in ‘The British Park’
(Source: Author photograph)
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landscape as a forested one, the JNF sought to interfere with Palestinian landscape memory by rendering it
unrecognisable. In doing so, the JNF hoped to dispel Palestinian desires to return, since the place they left no
longer visibly existed (Piterberg 2001).
During summer 2007 I had the opportunity to visit some JNF forests, including ‘The British Park’, which is
located less than an hour’s drive from Jerusalem-Tel Aviv highway, on a site previously occupied by the
Palestinian village of ‘Aqqur. It was a typically hot day and, having parked my rented car in a shady spot, I
reluctantly left the safety of its air-conditioned environment and began following one of the many trails that
led off into the trees, mourning as I went the tranquillity of the place, with only the buzz of insects, the rustle
of leaves in the breeze and the sound of my own footfalls for company. I was not far along the trail when I
began to notice the remains of walls, which the path would sometimes run alongside, sometimes skip over. At
times, the remains were substantial enough to reveal shapes, such as the corner of a house or a courtyard; spaces
through which wanderers such as myself could pass through in the manner of a fleeting, uninvited guest. The
stones lining the pathway, guiding me through the park, were of a similar size and shape to those of the tumbledown walls and were occasionally daubed with coloured paint to indicate special routes through the forest.
Elsewhere, picnic tables nestled beneath old, shady trees, and I could imagine infinite children’s games being
played out in the myriad nooks of the dilapidated terraces. English and Hebrew signs within The British Park
commemorated donations from JNF Great Britain that made this place possible, although none explained to
what buildings the ruined walls had belonged or through whose courtyard I had ambled that afternoon. The
effect is that visitors do not have to ‘see’ the demolished village they are walking through and over which these
trees have been planted; the rubble is simply part of the natural landscape.
__________________________

All that remains
Having been excluded from the outset from Zionism’s mission civilisatrice, JNF forests now physically exclude
Palestinians from the landscape and efface the history of their presence. The myth of the vacant land, as depicted
on JNF stamps and the Blue Box, is slowly being materialised, and the innocence and organicism of treeplanting (especially by children) naturalises this dispossession by creating a harmonious scene that is imagined
to exist somewhere beyond politics. There is, of course, nothing natural about the process of Zionist colonisation
or the resulting forested landscape. As I have demonstrated, these landscape imaginaries and the trees
populating them have been mobilised by the JNF to perform important geopolitical and ideological work
towards the establishment and perpetuation of Israeli nationhood. By positing Palestine as a formerly verdant
landscape, currently denuded and empty but being rejuvenated and redeemed by Zionist settlers, and by
circulating these myths across the Europeanised diaspora, the JNF was able to generate the financial support
necessary to materialise these demographic and arboreal fantasies. Moreover, the centrality of trees to the JNF’s
work, and the imagery of roots, renewal, family and innocence that they conjure, legitimised this colonisation
and naturalised the Israeli nation state and body politic.
This material and ideological landscape work relied on an entanglement of diaspora and homeland, aesthetics
and embodiment, antiquity and modernity. The JNF’s ambitions of acquiring land and planting trees in the
‘homeland’ were impossible to materialise without the imaginative and financial investment of diaspora
donors, fuelled by the circulation of particular imaginative and cartographic landscapes of Palestine.
Aestheticising Palestine as an empty, denuded landscape and promoting a political geography of Eretz Israel
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on stamps and the Blue Box generated support for and enabled the (re)materialisation of a de-Palestinianised,
ancient (forested) landscape. The embodied process of producing this particular aesthetic landscape
transformed diasporic Jewish workers into ‘new Hebrew’ citizen-planters, a transformation that is annually
reproduced among successive generations of children during the ceremonial plantings of Tu B’Shvat. Here, the
daily work and annual rituals of homeland tree-planting are imagined to address the spiritual and political
deficiencies wrought by diasporic living, rooting the settlers in the very soil of their purported homeland and
linking them to their ancient ancestors by (re)awakening their connection to ‘nature’. The only perceived
difference between the modern and ancient Hebrew is the former’s Enlightenment knowledge, without which
the ancient landscape itself could never have been resurrected.
This co-production of landscape and the citizen-planter dramatises the conceptual and material effects that
these entanglements have had on the spaces and subjectivities of Israeli nationhood. Moreover, landscapes
imaginatively bind the state and its subjects together through the figure of the tree itself, which represents the
global Jewish population as a nationalised family, eternally rooted in the soil of Palestine. The annual plantings
that take place on Tu B’Shvat ritually perform these bonds, whilst the twinned innocence of children and trees
effaces the colonial agenda that has pervaded the JNF’s landscape imaginaries and their associated tree-planting
initiatives. The political geographies of Eretz Israel promoted by the JNF helped to generate ideological and
financial support for Zionist dispossession of the Palestinians; that is, for the acquisition and later the seizure
of lands, for the ‘development’ of those purchased and captured lands to legally secure Jewish ownership and
to prevent Palestinians from returning. By contributing in this way to the demarcation of Israeli nation-space,
the JNF’s imaginative landscapes and practical afforestation work have assisted in the material dispossession
of the Palestinians and the invisibilisation of Palestinian history. The complicity of other colonial regimes of
power in these processes of dispossession and invisibilisation should not be understated. Indeed, the
establishment of the Forestry Commission in Britain in 1919 in order to combat post-First World War timber
shortages may account for the alacrity with which the British Mandatory government supported JNF
afforestation initiatives and the dedicated tree-planting holiday of Tu B’Shvat (see Tsouvalis 2000). Moreover,
the mobilisation and manipulation of Ottoman and British land regulations by pre-state Zionist institutions and
later the Israeli government points to continuing histories of territorial control, even while these inherited
traditions are deployed anew for the purposes of outright exclusion.
What all of this suggests more broadly is that landscapes can operate in multiple, intersecting ways in the
service of a particular ideological discourse, with material political consequences. As I have shown in the
context of Zionist colonisation, imagined, pictorial and material aesthetic landscapes exist in reciprocal relation
to the daily work and ceremonial rituals of embodied landscapes. Moreover, picturing and materialising the
nation in the ways pursued by the JNF blur the boundaries between what is inside and outside either an
aesthetic or embodied landscape by inviting those living in a diasporic ‘beyond’ to participate in the scenes and
ceremonies of the purported homeland, whilst excluding those already living there. Moreover, aiming to
resurrect an ancient landscape ties together past and future through audiences/participants located in their
own spatio-temporal present. In colonial landscapes, however, the conceptual is irrevocably tied to the material,
in this case through the politics of nature, specifically the politics of trees. Indeed, I have deliberately focused
on the planting of pines, rather than on the Israeli practice of uprooting Palestinian olive trees, as the former is
widely perceived as inherently good and therefore apolitical (Cohen 1999). Fortunately there have been various
groups over the last century that have recognised the political significance of the JNF’s trees and forested
landscapes, and challenged their homogenising narratives. However, the trees and forests themselves are
engaged in a form of resistance too. For whilst they may tell Schama and his classmates the story of return to a
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homeland ‘fixed and tall’, they are also the guardians to another story, this time of expulsion and dispossession,
which is inextricably bound to the first.
__________________________
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Notes
‘Jewish National Fund’ translates into Hebrew as ‘Keren Kayemeth Le’Israel’ (KKL). The KKL Story has since been
significantly truncated into ten interactive snapshots of each decade.
1

These narratives of Palestine’s plight were widely rehearsed by prominent figures beyond the JNF, including C.R. Conder,
Winston Churchill and Mark Twain (see Gregory 2004, 81; Said 1992, 80).
2

3

‘Only Jews can make use of the Negev Desert’, The Palestine Post, 24 January 1949.

4

‘Constituent Assembly to meet in Jerusalem today’, The Jewish Chronicle, 14 February 1949.

5

‘Arbour Day’, The Palestine Post, 15 February 1949.

6

‘40,000 saplings planted in Tu Bishvat rites’, The Jerusalem Post, 4 February 1969.

7

‘“End of Jewish Homelessness”: Dr. Goldstein at Hendon’, The Jewish Chronicle, 18 February 1949.

8

Ottoman unit of land area, later defined as 1000m2, roughly equivalent to a quarter of an acre.
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International Crimes of the JNF Office in London
Mortaza Sahibzada
This paper is based entirely on four reports sent to the War Crimes Unit and Counter-Terrorism Command (CTC) of the
Metropolitan Police, London, UK. The four crime reports were submitted from April-July 2021*.
__________________________

First crime report, relating in particular to the Terrorist Financing Convention
This is the first supplementary report I am submitting following my call to Police 101 on 3 April 2021 and the
in-person interview with officers who visited my home the following day (a transcript of the interview is
provided at the end of this report). I am also submitting four volumes of the JNF eBook to provide you with
background on the JNF (Jewish National Fund).
This and future reports relate to crimes being committed by the JNF office in London in terms of contraventions
of international laws that have been ratified by the UK and written into our national laws. This first report
relates in particular to contraventions of the 1999 International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of
Terrorism and associated UK legislation.
The investigation of the most serious of crimes – Crimes Against Humanity, War Crimes, Genocide and
Terrorism – is the responsibility of CTC, and I will try to satisfy your guidance for referrals to CTC in another
supplementary report. For those crimes that fall outside the remit of the CTC in this and future reports, please
ensure that the reports are circulated to the appropriate departments.
The JNF is a charity registered with the Charity Commission. Under the auspices of the Commission, I would
estimate of the order of £100 million has been transferred abroad to Israel in a decade, much of it for (complicity
with) Crimes Against Humanity, War Crimes, Genocide and Terrorism on both sides of the 1949 Armistice
border commonly known as the Green Line.
The Commission has received numerous complaints about the JNF’s violations of international law, as well as
the JNF’s violations of the Commission’s own regulations, but there has been a consistent failure to act. It may
be that the Commission is negligent and knowingly (in the case of some of its past and/or present officers) or
unknowingly culpable in these crimes.
You will know that the involvement of a government agency, in this case the Charity Commission, in
contraventions of international laws makes the UK itself liable. You may wish to look at the Commission as
part of your investigations, given the seriousness of these crimes and the possible implications for the UK’s
liability.

* Four reports titled ‘Crimes committed by the JNF office in London, including (complicity with) Crimes Against Humanity,
War Crimes, Genocide and Terrorism’ were sent by email on 14 April, 21 April, 16 May and 10 July 2021. The crime reports
followed a call to Police 101 on 3 April 2021 and a visit by police officers to interview the author of this paper on 4 April
2021.
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International laws that apply to JNF crimes
Below is a limited list of international laws/conventions ratified by the UK. The JNF office in London has been
violating and continues to violate these particular laws since its establishment as the JNF Charitable Trust in
1939:
Universal Declaration of Human Rights - 1948
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide - 1948
Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War - 1949
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees - 1951
Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons - 1954
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination - 1965
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights - 1966
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights – 1966
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court - 1998
International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism - 1999
Similarly, the JNF office in London has engaged in crimes that contravene a number of UN Security Council
Resolutions, not listed here. The UK is bound to uphold these Resolutions according to Article 24 and 25 of the
UN Charter, and has a particular responsibility to do so as a Permanent Member of the Security Council.

Financing of terrorism by the JNF
In this first supplementary report, I would like to draw your attention to the crime of terrorist financing being
committed by the JNF office in London. Here are the salient excerpts from the 1999 International Convention for
the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism:
Preamble: “Recalling… States Members of the United Nations solemnly reaffirmed their unequivocal
condemnation of all acts, methods and practices of terrorism as criminal and unjustifiable, wherever
and by whomever committed, including those which jeopardize the friendly relations among States
and peoples and threaten the territorial integrity and security of States… all States to take steps to
prevent and counteract, through appropriate domestic measures, the financing of terrorists and
terrorist organizations, whether such financing is direct or indirect through organizations which also
have or claim to have charitable, social or cultural goals… including the exploitation of persons for
purposes of funding terrorist activities, and in particular to consider, where appropriate, adopting
regulatory measures to prevent and counteract movements of funds suspected to be intended for
terrorist purposes… Noting that the number and seriousness of acts of international terrorism depend
on the financing that terrorists may obtain…”
Article 1: “Proceeds means any funds derived from or obtained, directly or indirectly, through the
commission of an offence set forth in article 2…”
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Article 2: “Any person commits an offence within the meaning of this Convention if that person by any
means, directly or indirectly, unlawfully and wilfully, provides or collects funds with the intention that
they should be used or in the knowledge that they are to be used, in full or in part, in order to carry
out… Any other act intended to cause death or serious bodily injury to a civilian, or to any other person
not taking an active part in the hostilities in a situation of armed conflict, when the purpose of such act,
by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a government or an international
organization to do or to abstain from doing any act…”
Article 6: “Each State Party shall adopt such measures as may be necessary, including, where
appropriate, domestic legislation, to ensure that criminal acts within the scope of this Convention are
under no circumstances justifiable by considerations of a political, philosophical, ideological, racial,
ethnic, religious or other similar nature…”
Article 8: “Each State Party shall take appropriate measures, in accordance with its domestic legal
principles, for the identification, detection and freezing or seizure of any funds used or allocated for
the purpose of committing the offences set forth in article 2 as well as the proceeds derived from such
offences, for purposes of possible forfeiture… Each State Party shall consider establishing mechanisms
whereby the funds derived from the forfeitures referred to in this article are utilized to compensate the
victims of offences referred to in article 2…”
Article 18: “States Parties shall cooperate in the prevention of the offences set forth in article 2 by taking
all practicable measures, inter alia, by adapting their domestic legislation, if necessary, to prevent and
counter preparations in their respective territories for the commission of those offences within or
outside their territories, including… Measures to prohibit in their territories illegal activities of persons
and organizations that knowingly encourage, instigate, organize or engage in the commission of
offences set forth in article 2…”
Furthermore, here are excerpts from UK legislation on Terrorism and Crown Prosecution Service information
and guidance:
Terrorism is the use or threat of action, both in and outside of the UK, designed to… intimidate the
public… for the purpose of advancing a political, religious, racial or ideological cause. Examples
include: serious violence against a person or damage to property… creating a serious risk to the health
or safety of the public or a section of the public… It is important to note that in order to be convicted of
a terrorism offence a person doesn't actually have to commit what could be considered a terrorist attack.
Planning, assisting and even collecting information on how to commit terrorist acts are all crimes under
British terrorism legislation.1
15. Fund-raising. A person commits an offence if he invites another to provide money or other property,
and intends that it should be used, or has reasonable cause to suspect that it may be used, for the
purposes of terrorism… receives money or other property, and intends that it should be used, or has
reasonable cause to suspect that it may be used, for the purposes of terrorism… provides money or
other property, and knows or has reasonable cause to suspect that it will or may be used for the
purposes of terrorism.2
1

www.cps.gov.uk/crime-info/terrorism

2

www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/11/section/15
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6… there has been an actual or contemplated use or threat of action involving serious violence against
a person… creating a serious risk to the health or safety of the public or a section of the public; the use
or threat of action also involved the use of firearms… if the use or threat of action did not involve the
use of firearms or explosives then it is necessary to consider whether the use or threat of action was
designed to… intimidate the public or a section of the public; and that the use or threat of action is
made for the purpose of advancing a political, religious, racial or ideological cause. 3
7. The actions of individuals who travel from the UK overseas to participate in fighting, may be caught
by the provisions of section 1 of the Terrorism Act 2000. 3
11… it is an offence for a British subject to enlist in the military of a foreign state at war with another
foreign state… That prohibition does not extend, however, to enlistment in a foreign government’s
forces which are engaged in a civil war or combatting terrorism or internal uprisings. 3
13… If the military of any country operate outside of the law, the individuals can be investigated and
there should be consideration as to whether there is evidence that an individual has acted in violation
of war crimes and crimes against humanity.3
14… Potential Terrorism Act offences include… preparation for acts of terrorism… providing and
receiving training… fundraising offences… providing and receiving weapons training… possession of
articles for terrorist purpose… possession of information likely to be useful to a terrorist. 3
15… Where there is the necessary extra-territorial jurisdiction, potential other offences include… War
crimes or crimes against humanity.3
17. If individuals decide to travel to overseas to take part in fighting, if not in accordance with a properly
authorised UK government operation, then it is likely that the public interest would be in favour of
prosecution.3
The JNF office in London provides funding for the creation and development of self-imposed, segregated
Jewish settlements on land that has been expropriated, by force and terrorism, from the Palestinian population
(variously described as Arab or Bedouin). The provision of social and environmental facilities to settler groups,
such as the Or Movement, or (affiliates of) the Har Hevron Regional Council, enables and encourages Jews from
Europe, North America and elsewhere to settle there. Once there, they may engage in the ongoing colonial
conquest of Palestinian land, a process that has largely compromised Palestinian territorial integrity and
contiguity.
Settlers in Jewish communities sponsored to varying degrees by the JNF are trained in the use of firearms and
military tactics, both for the defence of settlements from Palestinian resistance and for the expansion of their
settlements by force of arms. Israeli forces and settlers, combined, routinely harass Palestinians, demolishing
homes, poisoning livestock, vandalizing property, uprooting trees, restricting access and movement, and
engaging in other forms of violence. Agrarian Palestinian communities are under particular threat of physical
harm and death at the hands of settlers, by which the latter intend to intimidate the native population to vacate
their lands and properties.

3

www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/terrorism-guidance-relation-prosecution-individuals-involved-terrorism-overseas
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This is both a colonial and an apartheid enterprise involving the JNF office in London and the JNF offices in
Israel. Funds from the JNF office in London are used to support the development of new settlements on
Palestinian land or the expansion of existing settlements. Then, allotments are leased to settlers on a long-term
basis at preferential rates. This provides a mechanism for the enrichment of the Jewish community and the
destitution of the displaced community, who are concentrated into ever-diminishing territory. The JNF in Israel
benefits from the proceeds of the leasing, and uses the funds to propagate further such activities against the
Palestinian population.
Some of the financial proceeds relating to these genocidal crimes are perhaps outside of the jurisdiction of the
CTC, but they should be borne in mind because these crimes promote long-term conflict and new generations
of terrorists on all sides. These crimes also provide a narrative for the motivation of third-party (or home-grown)
terrorism in other countries. Moreover, the JNF office in London, a spur of terrorist finance, is within the
jurisdiction of UK authorities. Prosecuting the JNF here, as well as a matter of tackling the terrorism emanating
from the UK, is also a means to challenge the narrative behind third-party terrorism.
__________________________

Second crime report, relating in particular to the Genocide Convention
In this second report on crimes being committed by the JNF office in London, I would like to address the crimes
against the Palestinian people (variously described as Bedouin or Arab) that fall under the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide of 1948, to which the UK acceded in 1970.
Further down I will try to satisfy the guidance for referrals to the War Crimes Team (SO15) within the
Metropolitan Police Counter Terrorism Command (CTC), which is responsible for the investigation of war
crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide.

Genocide being committed by the JNF
Here are the salient excerpts from the 1948 Genocide Convention:
“Recognizing that at all periods of history genocide has inflicted great losses on humanity… in order
to liberate mankind from such an odious scourge…”
Article I: “The Contracting Parties confirm that genocide, whether committed in time of peace or in
time of war, is a crime under international law which they undertake to prevent and to punish.”
Article II: “In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent
to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such: (a) Killing
members of the group; (b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; (c)
Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction
in whole or in part…”
Article III: “The following acts shall be punishable: (a) Genocide; (b) Conspiracy to commit genocide;
(c) Direct and public incitement to commit genocide; (d) Attempt to commit genocide; (e) Complicity
in genocide.”
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Article IV: “Persons committing genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in article III shall be
punished, whether they are constitutionally responsible rulers, public officials or private individuals.”
Article V: “The Contracting Parties undertake to enact, in accordance with their respective
Constitutions, the necessary legislation to give effect to the provisions of the present Convention, and,
in particular, to provide effective penalties for persons guilty of genocide or any of the other acts
enumerated in article III.”
The JNF office in London is engaged in crimes that contravene parts a, b and c in Article II. The JNF office in
London works to consolidate the destruction of Palestinian homes and villages, which were destroyed in war
crimes ca. 1948 and 1967, and continue to be destroyed by increments in a methodical process of ethnic
cleansing. The JNF office in London provides funds to plant forests, or contributes to the development of Jewish
settlements, over the remains of Palestinian homes and villages, eliminating the traces of Palestinian dwelling
and destroying the evidence of the crimes that took place there.
With regard to the Palestinian Bedouin population, it is not uncommon for families and villages that were
forcibly displaced and relocated by the Israeli authorities, to have their homes and villages bulldozed again in
the second location. The objective is to disorientate them from their way of life and to transfer them to
concentrated towns that are impoverished as a result of the pre-meditated neglect of regional and state
authorities. This is not a condition of existence that is consistent with their culture or heritage. The JNF office in
London is intimately involved in these activities, funding Jewish settler groups that covet ancestral Bedouin
lands.
Across the Green Line in the so-called Palestinian Territories, settlers are strategically located in bases of
operations (Jewish settlements) supported in part by the JNF office in London. Genocide here as elsewhere in
history is conducted by racial/religious supremacists who are prone to violence against the native population,
viewing them as subhuman. Supported by the Israeli military, armed gangs of settlers roam the Palestinian hills
and valleys, establishing further bases (outposts), perhaps designated by the military as agricultural farms. The
JNF office in London works to improve the comfort and liveability of Jewish settlements, providing the
opportunity for families to be raised there, free from the rule of law, in a culture of segregation and supremacy,
primed for acts of genocide.

Referrals to the War Crimes Team (SO15)
I will try to satisfy your guidelines for referrals to SO15 that is part of CTC and that works in conjunction, where
necessary, with the Counter Terrorism Division (CTD) of the Crown Prosecution Service.
I understand from these guidelines4 that referrals may be made by private individuals. I am also following the
advice on the Charity Commission website to report charities engaged in criminal activities to the police.
I noted in my previous report that the Charity Commission has itself received numerous complaints about
violations of international law by the JNF office in London, but has rejected these complaints. In your
investigations, I would urge you to be alert to denial, obstruction and/or malfeasance on the part of the Charity
Commission.

4

www.cps.gov.uk/publication/war-crimescrimes-against-humanity-referral-guidelines
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Identifiable suspects – The persons involved in the current and previous operations of the JNF office in
London are easily identified, being trustees, executives, patrons, fundraisers and staff currently or
previously working at the office.
Identification of victims – The war crimes that took place ca. 1948 and 1967 including the destruction of
hundreds of villages and the ethnic cleansing of hundreds of thousands of Palestinian people,
generations of whom continue to live in refugee camps to this day, have been widely studied and
documented. Accounts of the ongoing displacement of the Palestinian/Bedouin people are widely
available in the news media and academic journals. The UK probably holds the most resources in the
world for providing evidence of these crimes, given the presence of world-renowned scholars on the
subject and London-based organisations such as the Palestine Land Society (which has mapped out the
Palestine genocide in an extensive Atlas and is an authority on the JNF) and the Palestinian Return
Centre (which has special consultative status at the United Nations). Please contact them; they will put
you in touch with any number of refugee families and their children who fled and had their villages
destroyed and subsequently planted over by the JNF with funds originating from JNF office in London.
There are numerous organisations within the Green Line, both Jewish and Arab, such as the Negev
Coexistence Forum and Regional Council for Unrecognized Villages, who will provide you with details
of Bedouin victims and other internally displaced Palestinian victims. The unremitting acts of violence
by settlers across the Green Line (whose bases are supported in part by the JNF office in London) are
documented in weekly/periodic reports on the websites of several non-governmental organisations.
Public interest – The JNF is a malign influence on the Jewish community in this country, overtly
encouraging segregation in breeding grounds of extremism, and covertly associating the community
with supremacism and colonialism. It would be of particular interest to Jews to rid them of something
that afflicts them. It would be of interest to the public more generally, including the Arab/Muslim
population, that the UK takes a lead on the international stage with helping to resolve the most
intractable conflict of the previous century. It would advance the UK’s particular commitment to the
Protection of Civilians (International Humanitarian Law) that I will address in a future report. As it
states in your guidelines, if there is sufficient evidence of crimes, it is highly likely that a prosecution
would be in the public interest. The UK is perfectly positioned to take a lead on this, having within our
country an embarrassment of resources on the subject. It would be disappointing if another country
such as Canada takes the lead while we play catch-up. There is also the matter of the UK’s liability in
these crimes, given the involvement of a government agency (the Charity Commission) in harbouring
the JNF.
__________________________

Third crime report, relating in particular to the Protection of Civilians
In this third supplementary report, I would like to draw your attention to the crimes being committed by the
JNF office in London that contravene the 1949 Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in
Time of War (Fourth Geneva Convention) and associated conventions.
The UK has made a particular commitment to the Protection of Civilians, and to upholding customary
international law and International Humanitarian Law (IHL) which have developed over the years with the
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Protection of Civilians at its heart.5
In this report, I will refer explicitly to the Protection of Civilians in the context of War Crimes, which relate to
armed conflict. This includes the prohibition of war crimes in the 1998 Rome Statute of the International Criminal
Court. I will not refer here to the articles of the Rome Statute that extend the scope of the Protection of Civilians
beyond the context of armed conflict, to include, for example, Crimes Against Humanity (I will try to provide
details of these crimes in a future report).

War crimes relating to the JNF office in London
The JNF office in London is involved in concealing, consolidating and enabling War Crimes that contravene all
of the following articles of law relating to armed conflict, from the Fourth Geneva Convention to the earlier
Hague Conventions and forward to the 1977 Protocols and the 1998 Rome Statute.
Here are the relevant articles from the 1949 Geneva Conventions:
Article 2: “In addition to the provisions which shall be implemented in peacetime, the present
Convention shall apply to all cases of declared war or of any other armed conflict which may arise
between two or more of the High Contracting Parties, even if the state of war is not recognized by one
of them. The Convention shall also apply to all cases of partial or total occupation of the territory of a
High Contracting Party, even if the said occupation meets with no armed resistance. Although one of
the Powers in conflict may not be a party to the present Convention, the Powers who are parties thereto
shall remain bound by it in their mutual relations. They shall furthermore be bound by the Convention
in relation to the said Power, if the latter accepts and applies the provisions thereof.”
Article 49: “Individual or mass forcible transfers, as well as deportations of protected persons from
occupied territory to the territory of the Occupying Power or to that of any other country, occupied or
not, are prohibited, regardless of their motive. Nevertheless, the Occupying Power may undertake total
or partial evacuation of a given area if the security of the population or imperative military reasons do
demand. Such evacuations may not involve the displacement of protected persons outside the bounds
of the occupied territory except when for material reasons it is impossible to avoid such displacement.
Persons thus evacuated shall be transferred back to their homes as soon as hostilities in the area in
question have ceased. The Occupying Power shall not deport or transfer parts of its own civilian
population into the territory it occupies.”
Article 53: “Any destruction by the Occupying Power of real or personal property belonging

5

See for example:

www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-paper-on-the-approach-to-protection-of-civilians-in-armed-conflict/ukapproach-to-protection-of-civilians-in-armed-conflict
www.gov.uk/government/publications/implementation-of-international-humanitarian-law-at-domestic-level-voluntaryreport
www.gov.uk/government/publications/international-humanitarian-law-and-the-uk-government/uk-and-internationalhumanitarian-law-2018
www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-national-committee-on-international-humanitarian-law-terms-ofreference/uk-national-international-humanitarian-law-committee-overview-and-terms-of-reference
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individually or collectively to private persons, or to the State, or to other public authorities, or to social
or cooperative organizations, is prohibited, except where such destruction is rendered absolutely
necessary by military operations.”
Earlier conventions set the basis for customary international law and the Protection of Civilians (as well as the
protection of their property) that the JNF office in London works against. The most important are the 1899 and
1907 Hague Conventions, in particular the ‘Laws and Customs of War on Land’ (the wording here is from 1899):
“Besides the prohibitions provided by special Conventions, it is especially prohibited… To destroy or
seize the enemy's property…” [Article 23] “The attack or bombardment of towns, villages, habitations
or buildings which are not defended, is prohibited.” [Article 25] “The pillage of a town or place, even
when taken by assault, is prohibited.” [Article 28] “The occupying State shall only be regarded as
administrator and usufructuary of the public buildings, real property, forests, and agricultural works
belonging to the hostile State, and situated in the occupied country. It must protect the capital of these
properties, and administer it according to the rules of usufruct.” [Article 55] “The property of the
communes, that of religious, charitable, and educational institutions, and those of arts and science, even
when State property, shall be treated as private property. All seizure of, and destruction, or intentional
damage done to such institutions, to historical monuments, works of art or science, is prohibited, and
should be made the subject of proceedings.” [Article 56]
The 1977 Protocol (I) additional to the 1949 Geneva Conventions is also applicable to the activities of JNF office
in London:
Article 1 – General principles and scope of application: “… In cases not covered by this Protocol or by
other international agreements, civilians and combatants remain under the protection and authority of
the principles of international law derived from established custom, from the principles of humanity
and from the dictates of public conscience… This Protocol… shall apply in… armed conflicts in which
peoples are fighting against colonial domination and alien occupation and against racist regimes in the
exercise of their right of self-determination, as enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations and the
Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations…”
Article 3 – Beginning and end of application: “Without prejudice to the provisions which are applicable
at all times: a) the Conventions and this Protocol shall apply from the beginning of any situation
referred to in Article 1 of this Protocol; b) the application of the Conventions and of this Protocol shall
cease, in the territory of Parties to the conflict, on the general close of military operations and, in the
case of occupied territories, on the termination of the occupation, except, in either circumstance, for
those persons whose final release, repatriation or re-establishment takes place thereafter. These persons
shall continue to benefit from the relevant provisions of the Conventions and of this Protocol until their
final release, repatriation or re-establishment.”
Article 51 – Protection of the civilian population (2): “The civilian population as such, as well as
individual civilians, shall not be the object of attack. Acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of
which is to spread terror among the civilian population are prohibited.”
Article 54 – Protection of objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population (2): “It is
prohibited to attack, destroy, remove or render useless objects indispensable to the survival of the
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civilian population, such as foodstuffs, agricultural areas for the production of foodstuffs, crops,
livestock, drinking water installations and supplies and irrigation works, for the specific purpose of
denying them for their sustenance value to the civilian population or to the adverse Party, whatever
the motive, whether in order to starve out civilians, to cause them to move away, or for any other
motive.”
Article 85 – Repression of breaches of this Protocol (4/5): “…the following shall be regarded as grave
breaches of this Protocol… the transfer by the Occupying Power of parts of its own civilian population
into the territory it occupies, or the deportation or transfer of all or parts of the population of the
occupied territory within or outside this territory… unjustifiable delay in the repatriation of prisoners
of war or civilians… practices of apartheid and other inhuman and degrading practices involving
outrages upon personal dignity, based on racial discrimination… Without prejudice to the application
of the Conventions and of this Protocol, grave breaches of these instruments shall be regarded as war
crimes.”
The 1977 Protocol (II) additional to the 1949 Geneva Conventions relates specifically to the Protection of
Civilians in non-international armed conflicts:
“The civilian population as such, as well as individual civilians, shall not be the object of attack. Acts
or threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among the civilian population
are prohibited.” [Article 13(2)] “The displacement of the civilian population shall not be ordered for
reasons related to the conflict… Civilians shall not be compelled to leave their own territory for reasons
connected with the conflict.” [Article 17]
The 1998 Rome Statute is also concerned with War Crimes, and here is the relevant text (including the Crime of
Aggression which was introduced later):
Article 8 – War Crimes [international armed conflict]: “… Wilfully causing great suffering, or serious
injury to body or health… Extensive destruction and appropriation of property, not justified by military
necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly… Wilfully depriving a prisoner of war or other
protected person of the rights of fair and regular trial… Unlawful deportation or transfer or unlawful
confinement… Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population as such or against
individual civilians not taking direct part in hostilities… Intentionally directing attacks against civilian
objects, that is, objects which are not military objectives… Attacking or bombarding, by whatever
means, towns, villages, dwellings or buildings which are undefended and which are not military
objectives… The transfer, directly or indirectly, by the Occupying Power of parts of its own civilian
population into the territory it occupies, or the deportation or transfer of all or parts of the population
of the occupied territory within or outside this territory… Intentionally directing attacks against
buildings dedicated to religion, education, art, science or charitable purposes, historic monuments…
Destroying or seizing the enemy's property unless such destruction or seizure be imperatively
demanded by the necessities of war… Declaring abolished, suspended or inadmissible in a court of law
the rights and actions of the nationals of the hostile party… Pillaging a town or place, even when taken
by assault…”
Article 8 – War Crimes [armed conflict not of an international character]: “… Intentionally directing
attacks against the civilian population… Intentionally directing attacks against buildings dedicated to
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religion, education, art, science or charitable purposes, historic monuments… Pillaging a town or place,
even when taken by assault… Ordering the displacement of the civilian population for reasons related
to the conflict… Destroying or seizing the property of an adversary…”
Article 8 – War Crimes [Crime of Aggression]: “… Any of the following acts, regardless of a declaration
of war, shall… qualify as an act of aggression… sending by or on behalf of a State of armed bands,
groups, irregulars or mercenaries, which carry out acts of armed force against another State of such
gravity as to amount to the acts listed above, or its substantial involvement therein.”
(The Rome Statute is also concerned with the Protection of Civilians in situations outside the scope of War
Crimes, which may not directly involve armed conflict. This includes Genocide and Crimes against Humanity,
and I will discuss these violations of international law in a future report.)

Activities of the JNF office in London
The JNF office in London is complicit in all the articles of War Crimes listed above.
The essence of the Protection of Civilians laid out in the above conventions is to deter cowardly attacks against
vulnerable and innocent segments of human population. Yet it is precisely these segments of population that
are the target of the JNF office in London – refugees being prevented from returning to their homes, agrarian
Palestinian communities having their lands appropriated for Jewish settlement, and indigenous Bedouin
families becoming internally displaced persons, their villages destroyed. There are (and have been historically)
understandings between state agencies, JNF offices on the ground, paramilitary organisations and other nonstate actors, and JNF offices worldwide to apportion the tasks necessary for such operations.
The JNF office in London aids and abets organisations on the ground that are directly involved in War Crimes,
promoting conflict against civilians on both sides of the Green Line:
•

The JNF office in London is a conduit for funding to the Benji Hillman Foundation, which provides
transport and residence for lone British recruits to the Israeli military. The foundation serves as a
fraternity from the outset of their service and a residence during leave from combat duties in occupied
Palestine. The Benji Hillman Foundation is entitled to an additional 25% gift aid from Her Majesty’s
Revenue and Customs, despite the following prohibition in customary international law: “Corps of
combatants cannot be formed nor recruiting agencies opened on the territory of a neutral Power to
assist the belligerents.” [Article 4, ‘Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers and Persons in case of War on
Land’, 1907 Hague Convention] (See also Article 8 of the 1998 Rome Statute on the Crime of Aggression,
appended.)

•

The JNF office in London works with Nefesh B’Nefesh, which facilitates the emigration of Jews from
the UK directly to colonial settlements in occupied Palestine, as well as to the segregated Jewish-only
developments in the Negev and Galilee, upon the lands from which the indigenous (Bedouin or Arab)
communities have been cleansed. The JNF office in London contributes funds towards the work of
Nefesh B’Nefesh; the UK branch of Nefesh B’Nefesh is (or was until recently) hosted in the JNF office
(or the previous ‘JNF House’) in London. These offices assist Jews from the UK to resettle in Palestine,
not with the intention to coexist with Palestinians, but for the purpose of colonisation and apartheid.
As such, these offices may be assisting Jewish emigrants in the crime of perfidy, in relation to “the
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feigning of civilian, non-combatant status” (see Article 37 of 1977 Protocol (I), not listed above).
•

The JNF office in London supports HaShomer HaChadash with operational costs and equipment.
HaShomer HaChadash provides military skills training to its agricultural security guards, in order to
repel incursions/resistance by Bedouins or Arabs whose farmland has been taken by Jewish settlements
on either side of the Green Line. This ‘Farmland Watch Program’ operates, for example, in the Rotem
settlement in the occupied West Bank. One of the founders of this settlement is featured on the
HaShomer HaChadash website as a recipient of their protection, though he is a case study of a war
criminal, terrorising the surrounding Palestinian farmers in collusion with the Israeli military (as
documented by B’Tselem), and expanding Jewish settlement over their fertile lands. HaShomer
HaChadash is reportedly active in the Hebron area (where perhaps the most genocidal of Jewish settlers
operate) and its Farmland Watch Program extends to the occupied Golan Heights.

•

The JNF office in London supports the Israeli army (known as the Israel Defense Forces, IDF). Formed
of terrorist units that were committing atrocities well before the ethnic cleansing of Palestine ca. 1948,
the Israeli army persists in committing War Crimes that are associated with the expansion of
settlements in the ongoing conquest and colonisation of Palestine. The JNF office in London contributed
to the 2014 Israeli war effort in Gaza and valorises the operations of the army in memorials to Jewish
combatants. The JNF office in London is quite obsessed with inculcating Jewish school children/youth
in pre-military programmes. The few projects supported by the JNF office for Bedouin
school/scholarship programmes come with the proviso of military training/service (thus encouraging
Bedouins to join combat against fellow Arabs across the Green Line).

•

The JNF office in London supports JNF offices on the ground. Although the London office claims that
it is an independent organisation, it cooperates with the JNF offices on the ground (the latter hosted a
meeting of the London-based executive board in 2015 during which tasks were apportioned). The JNF
offices on the ground were instrumental in planning the ethnic cleansing of Palestine ca.1948 and ever
since (forced population transfer is of course a War Crime in several of the articles listed above – both
the ethnic cleansing of the native population and the transfer of colonial settlers to the occupied territory
are War Crimes). The lands of Palestinian towns and villages were appropriated by the JNF and there
was a coordinated effort by JNF offices around the world to plant parks and forests over the ruins. The
JNF offices on the ground continue to be engaged in war crimes with the ongoing appropriation of
lands in the occupied West Bank and Jerusalem.

There is a dichotomy between the claims of the JNF office in London to carry out legal activities within the
Green Line, and its fidelity with all the above organisations involved directly in War Crimes on both sides of
the Green Line. Are we to accept, as the Charity Commission seems to accept, that the JNF office in London is
acting with propriety in its dealings with organisations engaged in War Crimes? Is it possible to work with
several groups of war criminals, with all of that work having no relation to such crimes? The JNF office in
London is happily relying on these criminals to properly administer its funds, strictly demarcating its legal
projects in the morning, from their terrorism and population transfer in the afternoon. This is a ruse.
The JNF office in London is (and has been) involved in concealing War Crimes (that have taken place historically
in Palestine), in order to prevent punishment of those responsible, enabling further such crimes (including acts
of terrorism, genocide and crimes against humanity) to be committed with impunity, and extending the conflict
indefinitely as a smokescreen for creeping colonisation. The JNF office in London is involved in consolidating
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these War Crimes with the aim to irreparably undermine the process of repatriation of victims of these crimes
(that is, Palestinian refugees, internally displaced persons, and concentrated populations).
As has been widely documented, JNF offices around the world consolidate the War Crimes associated with the
depopulation of Palestine by means of the planting of parks and forests over the remains of Palestinian villages.
For example, the JNF office in London developed and financed the British Park over the remains of three
Palestinian villages, expediting the destruction of religious and cultural institutions, schools, and archaeological
sites, actions that are expressly prohibited as War Crimes. The JNF office in London continues to work on the
development of the British park, for example, recently providing a recreational garden dedicated to a squadron
of the air force.

Additional notes on prosecuting the JNF office in London
The JNF office in London has no legal right under international law, nor authority in any realm, to work on the
Palestinian lands that they have historically worked upon. All of the lands that have at any time been
administered or worked upon by JNF offices on the ground and JNF offices around the world are, to a first
approximation, entirely in the gift of Palestinian refugees etc. The liabilities of the JNF office in London for
crimes against the Palestinian people are such that their operations must be entirely terminated, pending
prosecution of its officers for (complicity with) War Crimes, Crimes against Humanity, Genocide and
Terrorism.
Please note that the legal representatives of the Charity Commission have contrived to deny a fair trial to
Protected Persons, such as refugees/families with children, who have suffered acts of genocide and ethnic
cleansing, and who have made legal challenges against the JNF office in London. It is unclear why the Charity
Commission has chosen to defend the JNF office over the claims of Protected Persons. Perhaps the Charity
Commission at an institutional level, and/or some of its officers at a personal level, have an interest in
racial/religious privilege – unfortunately, this remains a problem throughout the world. Depriving protected
persons to a fair trial is prohibited (for example, in the above Article 8 of the 1998 Rome Statute relating to
international armed conflict).
Please ensure in your investigations that you obtain all the necessary documents from the JNF office in London.
Their accounts dating back decades are of course important. However, they are not, by Charity Commission
regulations, required to provide details of all of the activities they fund, so the complete records of money
transfers will be required. Records of their historic and ongoing communications will show cooperation and
fidelity with organisations on the ground (not least with JNF offices on the ground involved in the ethnic
cleansing of Palestine) who continue to target the civilian population.
The operations of the JNF office in London are exacerbating the conditions indicated in the above Article 1 and
Article 3 of the 1977 Protocol (I) additional to the 1949 Geneva Conventions. These conditions extend the
application of the Geneva Conventions to the entire history of the conflict and the whole territory of conflict,
which remains mired in a criminal enterprise of colonial settlement involving actors external to the territory.
A resolution to this conflict is not helped by the UK, through its agency (the Charity Commission), providing
standing to the JNF office in London. This appears to make the UK a party to the conflict: it puts us in the
position of an allied or subordinate belligerent in the conquest of Palestine, engaged in contraventions of
international law for military objectives that are not particularly our own. At the least, our interest should be to
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avoid bringing liability upon the UK in a conflict that we would rather see resolved under our stated
commitment to the Protection of Civilians.
__________________________

Fourth crime report, relating in particular to the Rome Statute
In this fourth supplementary report, I would like to report the crimes being committed by the JNF office in
London that contravene the 1998 Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, other than War Crimes. In that
respect, the Rome Statute extends the Protection of Civilians and the application of International Humanitarian
Law to grave crimes without condition (without consideration of whether or not such crimes arise from warfare
or the use of arms).
The Rome Statute is concerned with Genocide and Crimes against Humanity and requires the UK to prosecute
these crimes domestically (under the principles of complementarity and universal jurisdiction). This applies
especially where these crimes originate from the UK and the perpetrators are harboured within the UK, as in
the case of the JNF office in London, and notwithstanding the victims of these crimes being in another land.
I will describe acts of Genocide and Crimes against Humanity as they pertain to Jewish settler colonialism in
Palestine and which are supported by the JNF office in London. Amongst the Crimes against Humanity, I will
highlight the Crime of Apartheid. For background on the current form of Apartheid, please see the linked
reports6.

Genocide and Crimes Against Humanity (in relation to Settler Colonialism)
Here are the relevant articles of the Rome Statute (irrespective of conditions of war or armed conflict existing
on the ground) that apply to the criminal activities of the JNF office in London:
Preamble: “… Mindful that during this century millions of children, women and men have been victims
of unimaginable atrocities that deeply shock the conscience of humanity / Recognizing that such grave
crimes threaten the peace, security and well-being of the world / Affirming that the most serious crimes
of concern to the international community as a whole must not go unpunished and that their effective
prosecution must be ensured by taking measures at the national level and by enhancing international
cooperation / Determined to put an end to impunity for the perpetrators of these crimes and thus to
contribute to the prevention of such crimes / Recalling that it is the duty of every State to exercise its
criminal jurisdiction over those responsible for international crimes…”

6

See for example:

www.btselem.org/publications/fulltext/202101_this_is_apartheid
www.hrw.org/report/2021/04/27/threshold-crossed/israeli-authorities-and-crimes-apartheid-and-persecution
www.hrw.org/reports/2008/iopt0308/iopt0308webwcover.pdf
www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtF3rOdSbr4
www.plands.org/getattachment/e0de52ed-1ccc-4469-bfc3-c8c392d94cc9/financing-racism-and-apartheid
www.jnfebook.net/JNFeBookVol3.pdf
www.waronwant.org/news-analysis/israeli-apartheid-factsheet
www.hsrc.ac.za/en/research-data/ktree-doc/8420
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Article 6 – Genocide: “For the purpose of this Statute, "genocide" means any of the following acts
committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as
such… (b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; (c) Deliberately inflicting
on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part…”
Article 7 – Crimes against Humanity: “For the purpose of this Statute, "crime against humanity" means
any of the following acts when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against
any civilian population… (d) Deportation or forcible transfer of population… (h) Persecution against
any identifiable group or collectivity on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious… (j) The
crime of apartheid; (k) Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering,
or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health… / "Attack directed against any civilian
population" means a course of conduct involving the multiple commission of acts against any civilian
population, pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organizational policy to commit such attack… /
"Deportation or forcible transfer of population" means forced displacement of the persons concerned
by expulsion or other coercive acts from the area in which they are lawfully present, without grounds
permitted under international law… / "Persecution" means the intentional and severe deprivation of
fundamental rights contrary to international law by reason of the identity of the group or collectivity…
/ "The crime of apartheid" means inhumane acts committed in the context of an institutionalized regime
of systematic oppression and domination by one racial group over any other racial group or groups
and committed with the intention of maintaining that regime…”
The JNF office in London is an organ of Jewish settler colonialism. Jewish settler colonialism involves the same
practices towards a native population that characterised previous manifestations of settler colonialism, such as
the transfer of the native population away from the environs of colonial settlements. This is carried out in a
systematic programme to expand colonial occupation of the land and to concentrate the former inhabitants into
ever-diminishing territory, with total disregard for their bodily and mental health. These practices of settler
colonialism may be characterized today as acts of Genocide and Crimes against Humanity as set forth in the
Rome Statute.
As I have mentioned previously, the JNF office in London works in concert with organisations that operate
freely on both sides of the Green Line, including the Benji Hillman Foundation, Nefesh B’Nefesh, HaShomer
HaChadash, the Israeli military, and JNF offices on the ground. These organisations exist to advance Jewish
settlements over Palestinian land, entailing the eviction of Palestinians shepherds and their families, for
example, or the destruction of Bedouin villages. Some of these villages are declared Unrecognized by State
authorities, even though the Bedouin families were relocated there by the Israeli military decades ago after their
previous villages were destroyed under conditions of war.
The JNF office in London supports the recruitment and transport of personnel from the UK to the Israeli
military, as well as the direct relocation of Jewish settlers from the UK to settlements in the Negev and West
Bank. The JNF office in London promotes the vitality of the colonial forces, providing pre-military youth
training programmes, glorifying its combat operations against the Palestinian people, and providing memorials
and recreational facilities for its soldiers. The JNF office in London funds other forms of protection (security)
for Jewish settlements against incursions, sabotage and resistance by the pre-existing population. In these
activities, the JNF office in London participates in armed conflict, as I have covered in my previous report.
Moreover, these activities contribute to the programme of Jewish settler colonialism in Palestine.
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As in previous examples of settler colonialism in history, it is necessary to mask the atrocities inflicted on the
native population with a civilising, pioneering and self-aggrandizing mission. The JNF office in London,
alongside JNF offices around the world, plays a prominent role in this mission, providing a charitable and
environmental face to delude the Jewish public. Trees are planted to curb climate change, while erasing the
ruins of villages to prevent the repatriation of Palestinian refugees. The “nomadic Bedouin” (in fact, who have
lived in villages for generations) are to be “integrated into mainstream society” (concentrated in segregated
townships) while the desert is reclaimed (ancestral Bedouin land is appropriated and redeveloped for
exclusively Jewish occupation).
To use the words of the Rome Statute, these crimes are “committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack
directed against any civilian population”, “involving the multiple commission of acts against any civilian
population, pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organizational policy to commit such attack” and “the
intentional and severe deprivation of fundamental rights contrary to international law by reason of the identity
of the group or collectivity”, “in the context of an institutionalized regime of systematic oppression and
domination by one racial group over any other racial group or groups and committed with the intention of
maintaining that regime” [Article 7 - Crimes against Humanity].
The destruction of and dissociation from your homeland, prevented from repatriation and restitution, existing
for generations in refugee camps, your children’s outlooks affected by a racially oppressive State, is consistent
with “Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group” and “Deliberately inflicting on the
group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part” [Article 6 Genocide]. The JNF office in London promotes such effects through its services (funds raised from UK donors,
as well as providing an environmental facade) to settler colonialism.

The Crime of Apartheid (based on Racial Hierarchy)
The JNF office in London is nominally Jewish, claims a covenant with Jewry, and works to confer privileges on
Jews (particularly in terms of the maldistribution of land). It takes its inspiration not only from European settler
colonialism, but also from the Apartheid era of white supremacy in Africa. The current Apartheid is supported
by like-minded organisations around the world, including white, nominally Christian organisations – where
racial hierarchy trumps religious allegiance, permitting the disenfranchisement of the original Palestinian
Christians in Galilee, Bethlehem etc. Various State actors who bolster the JNF, such as the Charity Commission
of England and Wales, do so because they are susceptible to the selective application of rights and privileges
based on racial hierarchy.
Racial hierarchy (white supremacy) is an essential attribute of Apartheid. Through a belief in racial (and to
some extent religious) superiority, the ascendent population views the native population as subhuman, is
capable of grave violations without empathy, and derives national pride from its dominion. Another attribute
of Apartheid is to appropriate the land by force and to corral the native population into Bantustans, with total
disregard for the indigenous culture and heritage that may be decimated (or itself appropriated). Another
attribute of Apartheid is the advantageous rights and provisions (particularly in relation to land, but also in
terms of political rights) accorded by State and regional authorities to the already privileged population. There
are other attributes of Apartheid that I may discuss below. The JNF office in London seeks to advance, or works
in parallel with, all these attributes of Apartheid.
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The JNF office in London extends the Crime of Apartheid beyond the occupied lands of historic Palestine to
serve the Jewish diaspora, who enjoy privileges of the State (including rights to citizenship) and expansive
access to the lands, which are denied to the original Palestinian population (refugees outside the State, despite
their right to repatriation under international law). In this respect, the JNF office in London, along with JNF
offices around the world, renders a supranational form of Apartheid. In this dystopia, Jews from the UK are
incentivised to emigrate, becoming citizens of a Jewish State, yet are located outside the State (in the so-called
Palestinian Territories) to exploit the water resources and fertile land that is taken from vulnerable civilians
(forced into ever-diminishing territory or refugee camps). Likewise, Jews from the UK may enjoy the range and
vista of the Negev, within the State, while its former inhabitants are pushed into segregated, densely populated,
under-served townships.
A blueprint for Apartheid within the State was conceived in the Jewish settlement of Sansana, just across the
Green Line in the West Bank, previously a military outpost, part of the Har Hevron Regional Council, affiliated
with the Amana settlement movement (the latter having interests throughout the West Bank, Golan Heights,
Galilee, Negev and previously the Gaza Strip). Established in 1999, Sansana was the first project and the base
of the founders of the OR Movement. The JNF office in London began supporting both the Sansana settlement
and the OR Movement in the 00s. The OR Movement promotes the development of Jews-only communities.
Darwinists, they are fearful of cultural/genetic blending, perhaps imagining they are involved in a speciation
event. Not to be contaminated by exposure to the pheromones of the subspecies, Jewish cohorts are dispersed
across the Negev to procreate in environmental cleanrooms.
The activities of the Or Movement and associated state/parastatal actors are terrorist in nature (state-authorised
terror directed at the indigenous population is another attribute of Apartheid) in that they are intended to coerce
the Palestinian population (in the Negev, Galilee, Jerusalem or wherever) to abandon their cultural
characteristics and traditional manner of dwelling, and to compel them to adopt a colonially-mandated
existence in enclaves, deprived of the services of the state that are reserved for the privileged race. Please see
examples of the destruction and forced population transfer from the villages of Al-Araqib and Umm al-Hiran
for the purposes of Jewish settlement, which have been widely covered in news media. The JNF office in London
celebrates the recent occasion with the planting of Hiran Forest for the recreation of its new arrivals.
The Crime of Apartheid confers financial proceeds on the dominant group and impoverishes its victims. Jewish
settlers on both sides of the Green Line are able to lease the land appropriated from refugees (or from otherwise
displaced people) at low cost from state agencies. This is a criminal enterprise in which the JNF office in London
provides seed funding (for the initial development of appropriated land inside the State, or to supplement
criminal organisations active in the installation of settlements outside the State). The revenue from leasing goes
on to promote further such activities, such as the coercive acquisition of land and property under conditions of
occupation, where legal processes are discriminatory on the basis of race (for example, in east Jerusalem). Jews
prosper from the ill-gotten land and property, receiving subsidised housing and utilities from the State, earning
profit from farming and agriculture, industrial parks, mining, etc.

Further notes on prosecuting the JNF office in London
In the supranational context, the extent to which the criminal proceeds of Apartheid and settler colonialism
have fed back to the UK over several decades may have been an impediment to efforts to bring the JNF here to
justice. It would be of enormous benefit to the UK to dissociate from this criminal network. This obsolete cult
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of racial/religious distinction should not hinder British moral authority and influence. In this regard, foisting
Jews abroad should not be credited amongst our charitable endeavours and subsidised by British taxpayers.
It is not for the UK to enable our nationals to usurp the rights, and enjoy privilege over, vulnerable people –
refugees who have suffered ethnic cleansing and family farmers tending an occupied land – who have far
greater need for those rights and protections. Pandering to extremists of a particular variety, to allow them to
travel for the persecution of a people we consider less worthy of Protection, over whose land and property they
have clear criminal intentions, is cowardice and duplicity on our part and an abrogation of multiple
international conventions and UNSC resolutions.
“Domestic courts have jurisdiction over the offences of war crimes, crimes against humanity or
genocide if they are committed in England… Domestic courts also have extra-territorial jurisdiction
over these offences if committed outside the United Kingdom by a national of the United Kingdom, a
resident of the United Kingdom or anyone subject to the Service jurisdiction of the United Kingdom…
Giving domestic courts jurisdiction over these crimes ensures that any national or resident of the United
Kingdom accused of an ICC crime may be brought before a domestic court. This is the case wherever
in the world they have committed their crime, including if they have assisted in the United Kingdom
in the commission of a crime overseas.”7
“Under the principle of complementarity, the Rome Statute gives primacy to national jurisdictions. This
means countries which have capacity are able to investigate and prosecute crimes under the Rome
Statute… The Commonwealth Secretariat has undertaken significant work to promote the Rome Statute
and provides support to further the principle of complementarity. For many years, the Secretariat has
been implementing extensive criminal justice systems in Commonwealth countries. The programme is
aimed at strengthening human and institutional capacity to investigate, prosecute and adjudicate on
criminal matters.”8
__________________________
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Environmental Colonialism – ‘Saving’ Africa from Africans
Robert H. Nelson
Robert Nelson recounts the colonial endeavours of European and American environmentalists in Africa. This paper was
originally published in The Independent Review in 2003*.
__________________________
Religious ideals have always been a central element in the interaction of the Western world with African society.
Religion was a major motivation for the original fifteenth-century Portuguese explorations to discover the coast
of Africa. Henry the Navigator was seeking to reunite European Christianity with the Christian kingdom of
“Prester John”, known to have survived in isolation for approximately a thousand years in Ethiopia. In the
nineteenth century, David Livingstone opened up the interior of Africa in hopes of bringing Christianity to
these domains. Yet the results of these religious missions have not always been very “Christian”. Indeed, the
spread of slavery and other forms of exploitation of ordinary Africans frequently followed in their wake.
The greatest current efforts to “save” Africa are associated with contemporary environmentalism. The results
have not been as devastating as the experience of slavery, yet they have often served Western interests and
goals much more than the interests of ordinary Africans. In some cases, local populations have been displaced
and impoverished in order to create national parks and to serve other conservation objectives. Under the banner
of saving the African environment, Africans in the last half century have been subjected to a new form of
“environmental colonialism”.
Many informed observers have held the view, although not well known to the general public in Europe and
the United States, that environmental activism exhibits a neocolonial character in Africa. Raymond Bonner, for
example, came newly to the African scene in the early 1990s from a long career in investigative journalism. He
found that most of his preconceptions about African wildlife management – typical of popular attitudes shaped
by conservation organizations and an uncritical Western media – were wrong. Indeed, he would write that “the
longer I stayed in Africa … the more I realized that the issues weren’t so simple … I realized that the way I, a
Westerner, looked at wildlife wasn’t necessarily the way Africans did” (Bonner 1993, 7). As Africans achieve
greater political maturity, however, Bonner thought, they will no longer “allow themselves to be dominated by
Europe and the United States … They threw off colonialism” once, and Bonner now predicted that “one day
they will throw off eco-colonialism” (ibid, 286) in the management of their wildlife and other aspects of the
environment.
In further exploring the neocolonial character of Western environmentalism in the African setting, I draw here
on an impressive body of recent scholarly research. Many of these studies are by people who would be placed
on the traditional left of the political spectrum. As seen from their perspective, it is no longer businessmen who

* The Independent Review: A Journal of Political Economy Vol 8 (2003) 65-86. Reprinted with permission of the publisher, © 2003
Independent Institute www.independent.org. Some sections of the original paper have been omitted for brevity. The
omitted text includes discussions of European environmentalism being imbued by religious symbolism (in an age of the
decline of religion) and augmented by myth-creating (as opposed to science).
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are today most likely to be exploiting Africans for their own gain (most current capitalists are actually almost
entirely indifferent to Africa, preferring to put their money elsewhere, where the returns are higher and more
predictable), but rather the activities of the environmental movement.
I am not suggesting that the problems of environmental colonialism have gone entirely unnoticed until now;
some observers, even some within important components of the environmental community, have noticed it.
Indeed, for at least a decade international conservationists based for the most part in southern and eastern
Africa have led a strong movement for community-based natural resource management, CBNRM (Hulme and
Murphree 2001; Western, Wright and Strum 1994). The advocates of CBNRM have argued that successful
wildlife conservation requires the assistance of local African populations (Child 1995; Murombedzi 1992) and
have emphasized the importance of local economic benefits in order to create positive incentives for the
protection of wildlife.
The efforts of such African conservationists, however, have often been undermined by their European and
American counterparts (Hutton and Dickson 2000). Financial contributors and other environmental supporters
in Europe and the United States have found the myths of Africa more attractive than the realities. The
international commitment to CBNRM so far has been more rhetorical than real. Although environmental
colonialism is no longer as overt as it was in the original colonial era prior to the 1960s, it has continued in
practice in the policies of many current African governments.
A number of the leading examples of past and present environmental colonialism are found in Tanzania, even
though this nation is often considered to be among the most enlightened of African countries – a place where
the corruption of government, the exploitation of ordinary people, the divisions of tribalism, and other African
ills have been less severe. Yet in Tanzania, too, the creation of national parks and other game preserves has been
and still is being accomplished only with the displacement of native tribal groups from their historic homelands,
leaving them worse off economically and in some cases in dire poverty today.
__________________________

Hollywood Africa
In The Myth of Wild Africa (1996), Jonathan Adams and Thomas McShane describe how images of nature in
Africa have been crafted to appeal to European preconceptions. The image of the “noble savage” has had an
enduring attraction for many Western minds. Even though Scottish missionary and explorer David Livingstone
knew better, he wrote for the English public in the mid-nineteenth century that “to one who has observed the
hard toil of the poor in civilized countries, the state in which the inhabitants of Africa live is one of glorious
ease … Food abounds and very little effort is needed for its cultivation; the soil is so rich that no manure is
required” (quoted in Adams and McShane 1996, 15). This account exemplified a common depiction of Africa as
a virtual Garden of Eden, innocent of the ills of modern civilization. As Roderick Neumann has observed, “The
identity myth of a colonizing society returning to or discovering an earthly Eden is deeply implicated in the
establishment of national parks [in Africa]” (Neumann 1998, 18). (This romantic image, to be sure, often
conflicted with another common view of Africa as a land of wild savages whom Christian religion and modern
ways of living must rescue from a barbaric condition.)
Today, Africa is still being presented in such Edenic terms. However, the Eden myth with Africans present has
been supplanted by images of an Edenic wilderness in which current Africans, as well as non-Africans (except
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tourists), must be excluded. Neumann aptly comments, “national parks in Tanzania could accommodate the
presence of the noble savage for only a brief time” (ibid, 18). In Western eyes, the original innocence of nature
is now found in places where modern Africans themselves are kept out because they have acquired the technical
power to subject nature to human domination. Thus, the African Eden now survives only in protected places
such as the national parks created in many African countries.
These parks are marketed to Western tourists as places where they can see nature in its “true” form. A recent
promotional brochure of a South African safari operator, for example, explains that:
Tanzania, the land of Kilimanjaro and undoubtedly one of the most beautiful countries of
Africa, boasts some of the most sensational wildlife refuges in the world. Tanzania has long
been considered the finest safari destination in all of Africa and within its borders lie legendary
game reserves and game areas that combine incredible concentrations of wildlife. The
Ngorongoro crater and the Serengeti National Park contain almost two million animals. The
Selous Game Reserve [in southeastern Tanzania] is the largest wildlife reserve in all of Africa,
much of it totally unexplored. Here the lion remains “king of beasts” over large populations of
buffalo. It is remote and peaceful, but more importantly, it is the true Africa, undamaged and
unspoilt. (Mafigeni Safari and Tours 2002)
Such imagery boosts tourist interest in the Selous Game Reserve and serves both the interests of safari operators
and the revenue goals of the Tanzanian national government, but it has almost nothing to do with the reality of
Selous history. Until the end of World War I, Germany controlled the colony of Tanganyika. In 1905, the native
Africans living in the Selous area revolted against their colonial masters. Finding it difficult to defeat the small
guerrilla groups of Africans by direct military means, the Germans adopted a strategy of deliberately starving
the local populations. As John Reader explains in his magisterial history of the African continent, “three
columns advanced through the region, pursuing a scorched earth policy – creating famine. People were forced
from their homes, villages were burned to the ground; food crops that could not be taken way or given to loyal
groups were destroyed” (Reader 1999, 600). By some estimates, as many as three hundred thousand Africans
died, perhaps a third of the total population in the area.
In this fashion, the groundwork was laid for the eventual creation of the Selous Game Reserve, advertised today
as “the true Africa, undamaged and unspoilt”. Reader can hardly contain his sarcasm in describing the ironies
of the situation:
Paraphrasing Tacitus’ verdict on the Roman warfare in Germany, a commentator wrote that
“the Germans in East Africa made a solitude and called it a peace.” The Maji-Maji districts were
at peace again, but it was the peace of the wilderness. Survivors attempting to re-establish
themselves in the region found it transformed, with forest encroaching on village sites and
game reoccupying previously cultivated land. More ominously, the tsetse fly was there too ...
For agriculturalists in the southern regions of German East Africa … vast areas of their
homeland were uninhabitable; from its midst the British colonial administration [which had
replaced the Germans after World War I] carved out the world’s largest game park – the Selous.
(ibid, 600)
To be sure, in an area as large as the Selous, some African populations survived. A population of forty thousand
scattered through the Liwale District had to be removed in order to create the Selous Reserve. In his 1977 classic
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Ecology Control and Economic Development in East African History, Helge Kjekshus (former lecturer at the
University of Dar es Salaam) reports that “the man in charge of the operations, Rooke Johnston … held that
development of the Selous depended on the eradication of all human rights and interests in the areas” (Kjekshus
[1977] 1996, 178). Johnston would write that in this pursuit “I went all out to achieve what I had conceived in
1931 to be the betterment of Liwale District and its people, namely its elimination”. If the Selous appears today
to be “wild Africa”, it is really the product of the extermination and removal of its peoples by deliberate
European strategy in the twentieth century. Earlier, thriving populations of Africans had actively engaged in
the manipulation of the Selous environment for their benefit.
__________________________

The Rinderpest Plague
Most of the national park areas of Africa were not depopulated by military means and administrative actions,
however. Instead, as in North and South America a few centuries earlier, diseases introduced by Europeans
wiped out native populations. Many Africans died from smallpox, which was introduced from Europe and to
which Africans had no natural immunity. Unlike in the Americas, the new diseases in Africa had the greatest
impact on its animal populations. Reader describes the rinderpest epidemic of the late nineteenth century as
“the greatest natural calamity ever to befall the African continent, a calamity which has no natural parallel
elsewhere” (Reader 1999, 589). Between 1889 and the early 1900s, the rinderpest plague killed 90 to 95 percent
of all the cattle in Africa. The rinderpest first appeared in Somaliland and spread rapidly to engulf the entire
continent, reaching as far as Cape Town in South Africa. Goats and sheep also were affected. For the many
African tribes that depended on livestock, their economic means of support was decimated. Whole areas where
livestock raising had traditionally taken place were depopulated. By one estimate, two-thirds of the Maasai
population in Tanzania died as a result of the rinderpest plague (ibid, 590).
The rinderpest affected wildlife as well. Over wide areas of Africa, the existing populations of buffalo, giraffe,
eland, most small antelopes, and warthogs were virtually wiped out. Thus, ordinary Africans suffered the loss
of this traditional source of sustenance as well. The ecological balance that had kept the tsetse fly under control
was in turn disrupted. Cattle grazing traditionally had kept the grasslands from growing into dense fields and
thickets. With cattle removed and much of the wildlife gone also, these grasslands could grow without any
check from the clipping and thinning of animal foraging. The new habitat that grew up was much better suited
to the tsetse fly. In Uganda, an estimated two hundred thousand people died between 1902 and 1906 from
sleeping sickness spread by new hordes of tsetse flies that spread across the landscape.
The native wildlife populations of Africa had long been exposed to tsetse flies and were immune to the sleeping
sickness the flies spread by their bites. Domestic cattle were a more recent arrival to the continent and were
susceptible, along with humans, to the disease. With most of Africa’s cattle now dead, large areas of habitat
were newly available for wildlife without the traditional competition from livestock. Even though the
rinderpest had decimated wild animals as well, they rebounded rapidly. Thus, in the early twentieth century,
free of traditional cattle grazing and other human impacts, large areas of Africa had newly abundant wildlife
populations. For European conservationists, typically ignorant of the recent ecological history of the continent,
this landscape appeared to be the “true Africa” of wild game.
That African conservationists and game park managers lack basic scientific knowledge is an observation of long
standing. In 1973, A.D. Graham would declare, based on his long experience in Kenya and other parts of Africa,
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that “to the scientist it was their abysmal professional ignorance that was so disappointing. Simple facts about
the animals and the wilderness were evidently quite unknown to the conservationists. Yet, almost without
exception, the preservationists themselves claimed a profound knowledge of those very facts; claimed them in
fact with such authority that the uninitiated accepted their distinction without demur” (Graham 1973, 27).
The conservationists actively sought to set aside preserves in natural parks in order to prevent the recurrence
of human impacts. Reader again describes these events – the source of much of the national parkland of current
eastern and southern Africa – with dripping sarcasm:
The overall effect of the rinderpest plague, compounded by initial depopulation and the
subsequent migration of people away from the bite of the tsetse fly, was to shift the ecological
balance of the trypanosome [sleeping sickness] cycle heavily in favour of wild-animal
populations. In East Africa in particular, areas which had once supported large and relatively
prosperous populations of herders and farmers were transformed into tsetse-infested bush and
woodland inhabited only by wild animals. Influential colonists during the colonial period
assumed that these regions were precious examples of African environments which had existed
since time began. Believing that the plains and woodlands packed with animals were a
manifestation of “natural” perfection, untouched by humanity, they declared that they should
be preserved from human depredation for evermore. Most are now tsetse-infected game parks:
Serengeti, the Masai Mara, Tsavo, Selous, Ruaha, Luangwa, Kafue, Wankie, Okayango, Kruger.
(Reader 1999, 592)
Kjekshus similarly reports that long before Europeans arrived in the late nineteenth century, ordinary Africans
had established “a relationship between man and his environment which had grown out of centuries of clearing
the ground, introducing managed vegetations, and controlling the fauna” (Kjekshus [1977] 1996, 181). A main
goal of this active management of the environment was to limit the harmful influence of the tsetse fly, and,
indeed, for centuries such management had succeeded in making the tsetse fly “a largely irrelevant
consideration for economic prosperity”. This happy world was destroyed at the beginning of the twentieth
century when an “eruption of tsetse-borne sleeping sickness epidemics” produced a “sudden human and cattle
depopulation and the attendant loss of control over the environment” (ibid, 181). In the larger scope of East
African history, Kjekshus considers that the social impacts of these ecological developments exceeded even
“earlier events like slave-raiding and intertribal warfare, to which historians have given so much attention”
(ibid, 181).
The creation of a national park in eastern and southern Africa thus typically served to prevent ordinary Africans
from reoccupying areas from which they had been expelled by European military force and disease in the
previous half century. The “true Africa” seen by tourists visiting the parks was the product of the decimation
of traditional African life in the aftermath of the arrival of European settlement.
Ironically, the creation of a park area would also serve to change the behavior of the wild animals. Lions
previously had never allowed humans to approach within a few feet, as is now possible in vehicles in park
areas. The national parks of Africa increasingly are taking on the character of large open-air zoos. The tourists
love the experience because they can see animals that in earlier times would have taken care to stay far removed
from any human presence. If today someone wants to see the behavior of a “natural” lion, he can find the closest
approximations in the areas outside park boundaries, where Africans continue to hunt lions.
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__________________________

The “Paradise” of Serengeti
Kruger National Park in South Africa was created in 1926. The Convention for the Protection of African Flora
and Fauna met in London in 1933. Of this meeting, Jonathan Adams and Thomas McShane write that “the age
of Africa’s national parks truly began with the international agreement of 1933” (Adams and McShane 1996,
47). The events of World War II intervened, but soon afterward the colonial administrations were creating war
national parks across Africa (MacKenzie 1988). In 1951, the British administrators of Tanganyika created the
Serengeti National Park (which had already been protected under a less-formal status), today perhaps the most
famous national park in the world and widely (but of course wrongly) regarded as a surviving remnant of
“original Africa”. The park is 5,600 square miles, about the size of Connecticut.
For several centuries, the Maasai people, themselves invaders from the north, had occupied the Serengeti area.
In the mid–nineteenth century, before the arrival of Europeans, some fifty thousand Maasai occupied large
areas of what is now Kenya and north-central Tanzania. The Maasai lifestyle was based on the raising of cattle,
and therefore the Maasai were among the tribes decimated by the rinderpest. The Maasai also lost large parts
of their land as a result of colonial policies that evicted them in order to make way for European agricultural
settlement. Yet another large part of the Maasai land was taken away for the creation of national parks – not
only Serengeti but Tarangire and Lake Manyara National Parks in Tanzania, as well as the Nairobi, Amboseli,
and Tsavo National Parks in Kenya (along with the Masai Mara National Reserve, also in Kenya).
As a result of the ecological consequences of the rinderpest, in 1951 “woodlands covered the northern reaches
of the Serengeti, though less than half a century earlier the area had been open, grassy plains, inhabited by
people and their animals” (Adams and McShane 1996, 48). Leading conservationists persisted in calling
Serengeti “a glimpse into Africa as it was before the white man ever crossed its shores” (from a 1955 report by
the Royal National Parks Department, quoted in Adams and McShane 1996, 48), but the truth was closer to the
opposite. The European arrival in the late nineteenth century had massively altered both the human and the
wildlife circumstances of the Serengeti. The Europeans who saw wild nature in the Serengeti were actually
seeing the product of their own recent manipulations. The Serengeti was now a large “garden”, some parts the
(unintended) equivalent of wild weeds, other parts more like (intended) domestic plants.
Before the manipulations of the past 125 years,
Tsetse had long inhabited the no-man’s-land between African settlements, such as the ungrazed areas that separated one Maasai settlement from another in and around the Serengeti
Plain. Africans knew of these focal points of infection and avoided them, while Maasai cattle
ate young sprouts, preventing them from maturing into tough, thorny scrub, and thus kept the
tsetse in check. The hunting practices of tribes other than the Maasai also helped deter the
spread of tsetse by regulating wildlife populations that could provide hosts for the flies.
Africans … had thus established “a mobile ecological equilibrium” with wildlife and their
associated diseases.
The equilibrium collapsed when Africans and their cattle began dying in large numbers from
diseases brought by Europeans. On the Serengeti and elsewhere, a vicious cycle began: the
bush returned because cattle no longer kept the bush down, the flies multiplied, further
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lowering both human and cattle populations, leading to more habitat for tsetse, and so on. (ibid,
49)
Yet in areas outside the protected national parks, new forces in the 1950s and 1960s would again radically alter
the ecological order. The new availability of modern medicines led to the recovery and significant increase of
Maasai populations. In the late 1950s, a new campaign was waged against the tsetse fly, using modern
insecticides and traps. As the Maasai experienced greater health and vitality, they returned to older burning
practices on the plains that further reduced the habitat suited to tsetse flies. Maasai cattle numbers again grew
rapidly, pressing against the capacity of the grazing resource to support these numbers, especially in light of
the large areas of traditional Maasai lands now converted to agriculture and set aside in national parks and
other reserves.
The Maasai looked to return to their former grazing lands in the national parks, and in the mid-1950s the
Tanganyika legislature voted to cut the size of Serengeti park in half in order to allow them to reoccupy the
central plain. This change would have provided the Maasai with much-needed flexibility as they moved their
cattle from area to area according to traditional practice. It also would have posed little hazard to wildlife;
populations of livestock and wildlife had previously coexisted in these areas for centuries. Moreover, the
Maasai – unusual among African tribes – have religious prohibitions against the routine killing and eating of
wild animals in times when there was no shortage of food.
Led by famed international conservationist Bernhard Grzimek, president of the Frankford Zoological Society,
the world conservation movement mobilized to block any such Maasai aspirations, however. Because the
British still made the final decisions in colonial Tanganyika, the plan to reduce Serengeti was soon shelved. The
center of controversy then shifted to the Ngorongoro Crater, where the Maasai had begun grazing as a result
of the loss of their traditional grazing areas in Serengeti and elsewhere. Grzimek led a campaign to evict the
Maasai from this area as well in order to create yet another area “free of human impact”. The Ngorongoro
Conservation Area (NCA) was set aside in 1959, and Maasai cattle grazing was banned within the area of the
crater.
In a compromise reflecting a greater recognition of the needs of native Africans, grazing was allowed in the
1960s in some areas outside the Ngorongoro crater but within the NCA. Agriculture was also permitted within
these areas, allowing the Maasai to support cattle populations in part through raising grain. However, in 1975
the Tanzanian government banned agriculture altogether in the NCA, thereby essentially eliminating any
feasibility of sustainable livestock raising there by the Maasai.
The modern environmental movement is no gentle society of aristocrats. The many triumphs of
environmentalism over the past half century have been won by hardball practitioners of politics and media
relations. As John McPhee memorably describes in Conversations with the Archdruid (1971), Sierra Club leader
David Brower pioneered these methods in the United States in the 1950s and 1960s in battles over Dinosaur
National Monument, the Grand Canyon, and other park areas. For Brower and many other environmental
activists to come, factual accuracy would have to take a back seat to practical results when the fate of the earth
was at stake.
While Brower was working away in North America, Grzimek was applying the same kinds of hardball tactics
on the African environmental scene. He produced an internationally acclaimed book and film of the same name,
Serengeti Must Not Die. Although enormously influential, this book was also, as Adams and McShane report in
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hindsight, “another of Grzimek’s propaganda tools, filled with misleading, often falsified data”. The overall
image, immensely appealing in its own way to European and American audiences, was “that Africa is dying
and … what little remains must be saved from mankind” (Adams and McShane 1996, 53) – that is to say, saved
from the Maasai use of the land as it had been taking place for several centuries. Adams and McShane
summarize this infamous episode in conservation history:
In 1959, Tanganyika seemed poised to take the crucial step of allowing local people to share
their land with wild animals in and around a protected area. Bernhard Grzimek, however, was
horrified at the thought of people wandering around in “his” national park, so he fought the
NCA as he fought all the battles over wildlife conservation, with any weapon at his disposal;
“First by soft line, then by hard line, next by bribery, and if necessary by outright blackmail,”
according to one journalist … Grzimek once described himself as “a showman of pity.” Indeed,
his campaigns to save wild animals were based on manipulating the emotions and expectations
of both the general public in Europe and politicians in Africa.
The NCA is today just another park or preserve, and a poorly managed one at that. The goals
set for the NCA in 1959 … have never been realized. The harmonious existence of people,
livestock, and wild animals has not been achieved, and the rights and needs of the local Maasai
community are often ignored. (ibid, 53)
Reflecting similar outcomes across many parts of Africa, Barnabas Dickson commented recently that “when the
effect of past conservation policies on indigenous people is properly recognized, the record is a shameful one”
(Dickson 2000, 176). He describes the “colonial approach to conservation” – often carried forward by new
African governments even in the aftermath of the colonial era – as both a practical failure and “unjust”:
[This] approach involved the state assuming ownership of wildlife and instigating widespread
restrictions on the use of wildlife … [But] it did not work because the rural people living closest
to wildlife had little incentive to conserve wildlife. Since they had no legal claim on that wildlife
they saw little long-term gain from it. On the contrary, it was often a threat to their livelihoods
(when wild animals destroyed their crops) and sometimes to their lives. They had no reason
not to acquiesce in poaching and positive reason to engage in the practice themselves. In these
circumstances, it should not have been surprising that state attempts to protect wildlife often
ended in failure. The colonial approach was condemned as unjust because the colonial
authorities had deprived indigenous people of a valuable resource that, prior to colonialization,
they had regarded as their own. In addition, the state typically sought to protect wildlife under
its nominal ownership by the use of extremely harsh methods, including the extra-judicial
execution of suspected poachers. (ibid, 176)
__________________________

Mkomazi Game Reserve, 1988
One might have thought that the end of the colonial era in Africa would have brought the end of environmental
colonialism as well. The forms of European influence on environmental policy did indeed shift; it was no longer
possible simply to issue an administrative edict from London or Paris. However, African nations and
governments survived in a condition of great dependence on outside donor agencies. For the Africans who
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were fortunate enough to be able to live a Western lifestyle, the money to pay for it typically came from these
agencies and from foreign tourists and other foreign sources. Continuation of the flow of money depended in
significant part on a deep respect for the wishes of Europeans and Americans, including prominently
international environmental organizations and their constituencies.
The European conquest of Africa often exploited the deep divisions among Africans themselves. Much earlier,
the practice of slavery had depended on the Africans’ willingness to capture, transport, and sell slaves to
European (and Arab) slave traders. There have always been Africans who have found that serving outside
needs and demands was the easiest route to their own prosperity and well-being. Their advantage, admittedly,
was frequently derived from the suffering of other Africans. The bonds among different tribes and different
regions of Africa have never been strong. In the most recent illustration of this phenomenon, African
government administrators of protected park and wildlife areas have sought actively to please European and
American donors and clients even as ordinary Africans suffered from their actions. In Kenya in 2002, the
Constitution of Kenya Review Commission, created by the government, listened to local people throughout the
country and reported back that “one of the most common areas of complaint related to the use of land for game
parks but to the exclusion of the local people” (Constitution of Kenya Review Commission 2002). The commission heard of “a sense experienced very widely: that local control of resources, and therefore of their lives,
had been wrested away” by outsiders.
Sharing a long border, Kenya and Tanzania were similar in this respect. In 1988, the local inhabitants of
Mkomazi Game Reserve in northeastern Tanzania were expelled from the area by action of the Tanzanian
national government. In Fortress Conservation: The Preservation of the Mkomazi Game Reserve, Tanzania (2002), Dan
Brockington describes the circumstances that led to this action and the consequences for the people there – yet
another story of environmental colonialism. The new twist, however, is that native Tanzanians stepped into the
shoes of the old colonial overseers. Similar developments occurred widely over the African continent. In nation
after nation, new African governing elites captured old colonial instruments of state control for their own
private purposes (Bayart, Ellis and Hibou 1999).
As Brockington explains, “the rural poor in Africa tend to be weak and marginal to their countries’ affairs”. In
Mkomazi and many other places, “they can be, and often are, ignored by their rulers”. By contrast,
“conservation receives continual and valuable support from a number of non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), which lobby and raise money for conservation causes. They provide valuable funds to African
governments” (Brockington 2002, 10). Foreign tourism also brings in large revenues that can be used to support
the Africans who staff government agencies. The NGOs are important not only for the direct infusions of money
they contribute but also for the political legitimacy they provide. According to Brockington, “the resources
provided by conservation interests, as well as the powerful rhetoric of providing for future generations, may
serve to justify the existence of protected areas to government officials” (ibid, 10) who themselves benefit
significantly from the existence of these areas.
The Mkomazi Game Reserve is located in northeastern Tanzania adjacent to the border with Kenya. The reserve
was formally established in 1951 in order to protect an area with significant numbers of elephants and other
wild animals (the area is part of the broader ecosystem that includes Tsavo National Park in Kenya). In
deference to longstanding use, the grazing of cattle was allowed to continue in the eastern part of the reserve;
in 1969, the western part also was opened to livestock grazing. In subsequent years, the numbers of domestic
animals in the reserve increased rapidly, reaching a total of ninety thousand cattle and thirty thousand sheep
and goats in 1984. As part of this grazing use, some settlement also occurred.
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Arguing that this livestock use was degrading the reserve and reducing its value for wildlife preservation,
international conservation organizations pressed the Tanzanian national government for the expulsion of the
livestock from the reserve. They argued that the heaviest grazing users were not indigenous to the area and
thus had less moral claim to continued use. Initial efforts to remove the livestock had limited success in the face
of local resistance, but in 1986 the Tanzanian Department of Wildlife finally issued an order to remove all
livestock and associated settlement. The actual removal took place in large part in 1988. Although some illegal
use continued, it is estimated that the number of cattle in the reserve decreased by 75 percent. The people evicted
suffered severe and uncompensated economic losses, but, aided by international human rights groups, Maasai
and Parakuyo tribesmen eventually brought court cases seeking compensation for those losses.
In reviewing this history, Brockington finds that the truth is illusive in the midst of numerous claims and
counterclaims. In a complex ecological system – both in human and in plant and animal terms – it would require
large resources to undertake the scientific studies required to disentangle all the various factors. One of the
major uncertainties concerns the impact of grazing. According to one scientific view, “the disturbance caused
by grazing and burning does not necessarily cause damage; it is more likely to result in disturbances that foster
biodiversity. Livestock do not necessarily exclude wildlife, rather the greatest concentrations of wildlife in East
Africa depend on pastures grazed with livestock” (ibid, 56). Indeed, livestock grazing is not a recent innovation
on the continent; it has been a part of the African ecological dynamic for thousands of years. The absence of
livestock does not protect “original nature”, but rather creates something brand new.
All in all, as Brockington concludes, “there is no clear evidence about the effect of people and their stock on the
biodiversity of the Reserve. It remains possible that they enhanced it” (ibid, 73). He also refutes the claims about
the benefits of the absence of a long-term presence of grazing in the reserve. He portrays systematic misuse of
information by world conservation organizations in their enthusiasm to “save” a part of Africa. These
organizations and their allies in the Tanzanian government frequently claimed that the Mkomazi Reserve was
“one of the richest savannas in Africa and possibly the world in terms of rare and endemic fauna and flora”
(Tanzanian Department of Wildlife, Draft Management Plan, quoted in Brockington 2002, 80). The reality is that,
“as regards biodiversity, Mkomazi is species-rich for plants and birds, but not outstanding in global or regional
terms” (ibid, 80). There is nothing extraordinary about the mammal populations, although “invertebrates are
numerous”. Overall, any grand claims for biodiversity in Mkomazi are misleading; the “evaluation of its
conservation value awaits better research in similar ecosystems” (ibid, 80) that may in fact be biologically richer.
Yet the international conservation organizations engaged in a powerful campaign in Europe and America in
the 1980s to portray Mkomazi as a unique biological resource in Africa, thus justifying the removal of the local
African populations from the area.
In Brockington’s view, “the international representation of Mkomaze ends up being an almost Orwellian
rewriting of the Reserve’s, and its people’s, histories” (ibid, 126). The advocates of exclusion of people were
driven by the familiar myths of a “wild Africa” that must be maintained in its “original wilderness” condition.
The emotional power of these images for European and American audiences is not in doubt; nor is their
usefulness for fund-raising purposes. From a crassly cynical point of view, one might suggest that the spreading
of fictions can promote the maximum utility in society: the fictions do make many people feel good. In this
sense, although the international conservation organizations belong in the same category as Hollywood
producers of illusion, the propagation of their myths may actually enhance the world’s total economic product.
It is obvious that Brockington personally is offended by the outcomes he observed in the course of his Mkomazi
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research. Feeding the emotional needs of Europeans and Americans on the backs of the rural African poor is
not a pretty sight. However, at some points in Fortress Conservation, he attempts to adopt an “objective” posture
with respect to the international conservation organizations’ obvious illusions and deceptions:
The case of Mkomazi suggests two reasons for the strength of fortress conservation [that
requires the exclusion of people]. The first is that myths work. The Mkomazi myths can bring
in much revenue. They result in the enforcement of exclusion and the creation of wilderness in
the image desired by the creators. Myths may be wrong, but that is not the point. Myths are
powerful. They motivate people; they help them to organize and understand their worlds; they
provide structure and meaning; they are the source of beliefs, hopes and plans. (ibid, 126)
__________________________

Arusha National Park
Yet another rendition of the myth of wild Africa in Tanzania involves Arusha National Park, set aside as a
reserve in 1953 and made into a national park in 1960. Roderick Neumann examines this case in Imposing
Wilderness: Struggles over Livelihood and Nature Preservation in Africa (1998). Arusha is Tanzania’s third largest
city, the jumping-off point for many visitors to Serengeti National Park and the NCA as well as for climbers of
nearby Mt. Kilimanjaro. Arusha National Park is not in the same category of world attraction, but it does receive
large numbers of visitors, reflecting its close proximity to a major city. Its most prominent physical feature is
Mt. Meru, more than sixteen thousand feet high, which looms spectacularly over the city of Arusha.
This story, as Neumann relates it, is yet another in which “the portrayal of the national park as pristine nature
symbolically and materially appropriates the landscape of Mount Meru for the consumptive pleasures of
foreign tourists while denying its human history” (Neumann 1998, 13). The more recent “European
appropriation of the African landscape for aesthetic consumption” follows directly in the path of an earlier
colonial tradition of “appropriation of African land for material production” (ibid, 9).
Arusha National Park is surrounded by local populations of Meru and other tribes engaged in agriculture. The
relationship between park authorities and the surrounding villages has changed little from colonial times,
characterized as it is by deep suspicions on both sides. The villagers must respect the superior coercive power
available to park managers, but they attempt to subvert park management through poaching of animals,
capture of plants, and other forms of illegal activity that are difficult to detect and prevent. Neumann found
that “much like their colonial predecessors, state authorities [now] present an implied and often explicit image
of villagers as either backward peasants or as criminals” (ibid, 192). For their part, the villagers make “serious
accusations of abuse” with respect to the park guards. In one example, “a villager said that after the right-ofway was closed, the guards would beat people and rape the women that they caught inside [the park]” (ibid,
189).
For the villagers living today in proximity to Arusha National Park, there are clear “parallels between the park
[management] and colonialism”. The people living near the park still experience at present “a humiliation and
deprivation that … cannot do other than resurrect memories of the worst injustices of the colonial government”
(ibid, 194). For one thing, the park was largely formed from lands that had been taken from local Africans in
order to make them available for German and then British settlement. After the colonists left, local Africans had
hoped to recover their lands, but that recovery was not to be. Now additional lands are being taken over for the
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park with no more regard for local feelings than existed during colonial times. “As a local villager whose family
farm was partly taken over by the park expressed bitterly, ‘Do you think we have independence [uhuru]? Isn’t
this like colonialism [kama ukolini]?’” (ibid, 194).
Ordinary Africans’ experience of the management of Arusha National Park, as Neumann explicitly
characterizes it, amounts to “the new colonialism” (ibid, 194). Tanzanian park authorities and others in the
Tanzanian government justify the park as a boost to tourism and thus as a source of large revenues generated
for the support of state institutions at the national level. The tourists are attracted in part because of beliefs they
have about the history and purposes of the national parks of Tanzania, however fictional the basis for those
beliefs may be. Such beliefs also benefit international environmental organizations for revenue-raising purposes
and serve to legitimize the neocolonial practices of the current Tanzanian park authorities. In terms similar to
those employed by other recent scholars, Neumann describes the situation as follows:
The European settlers are now gone. Significant portions of their former estates lie not in the
hands of [indigenous] Meru farmers, but behind the boundaries of the national park. The land
has taken on new meanings derived from European representations of Africa … The late poet
and author Evelyn Ames was much taken by Arusha National Park, describing her experience
there as … like being “alone in Eden.” In her account of leaving the park we can hear many of
the themes of nature that African national parks were meant to embody for Europeans: the
park is primordial, undisturbed, unchanging, and pure in the absence of humans … The
representation of Arusha as a prehuman remnant providing refuge from society is also
developed in another popular depiction, where the park provides “a sense of complete
withdrawal from the world of man and of immersion in the peace of unspoilt nature.”
Tanzania’s independent government has accepted the national park model based on these
Western ideals of pristine nature. Arusha National Park remains principally an attraction for
tourists to experience “primeval Africa.” (ibid, 177)
Neumann recognizes that the allusions to Eden are more than a metaphor. Western conservation efforts in
Africa are infused with a missionary spirit; at the famous Arusha conference in 1961, “conservationists were
encouraged to ‘work among the masses with missionary zeal’ and ‘to awaken African public opinion to the
economic and cultural values of their unique heritage of wildlife’” (ibid, 141). It is easy to see in such efforts
“striking parallels with the efforts of early Christian missionaries, particularly their ideas about Africans as
‘natural Christians.’ Likewise it appears that Africans were [now] regarded as ‘natural conservationists’” (ibid,
141). The Christian religion, unlike many other faiths, has always assumed that its values are universal, in the
end meant to spread across the entire world.
As related in Genesis, God created the world. To see nature unaltered by human hand, to enter into nature
“undisturbed” and “unspoilt”, is to encounter a direct product of the divine handiwork. God is not literally in
nature – such a supposition would be the heresy of pantheism – but the experience of “original nature” comes
close to putting a person in the very presence of God. The tourists who flock today to Africa’s national parks
are a modern version of the pilgrims who have long flooded Rome or descended on Lourdes in southern France.
As the visitors to “original nature” in Africa have received spiritual nourishment and replenishment,
accommodating their needs has proved good business for many Africans.
At present, serving the needs of wildlife pilgrims is the most rapidly growing area of the economy of African
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nations such as Tanzania, which lacks any base of manufacturing or other industry. The Africans need not share
the spiritual motive – Neumann comments that “of all the inherited colonial institutions, wildlife conservation
was least understood within African culture” (ibid, 141) – but they can well appreciate the economic gains that
tourism brings.
In some parts of Africa, to be sure, the economic benefits have not been as great, and the motives or capacities
of African national governments have been insufficient for the protection of wildlife even in park areas. The
bushmeat trade has decimated wildlife populations over parts of West Africa including the parks. John Oates
(1999) argues that the old colonial approach – protected areas with local Africans excluded by direct coercive
means – may be the only workable solution to protect the wildlife in such cases. He criticizes environmental
leaders for their unwillingness to confront the real world, as they pretend that local “community-based”
approaches to conservation can succeed everywhere. Although the themes are now altered, even the
community-based style of international environmentalism remains a political crusade to save the world. This
newer form of environmental thinking also includes a greater element of guilt about the past. Formal
appearances are changed, but the old colonial attitudes are still manifested, and efforts on the ground to protect
wildlife or to help the African poor commonly fail. According to Oates, many
international conservation planners [now] stress the need to “empower” local people. This
form of paternalism seems to be an entrenched feature of Third World development and
humanitarian aid projects, which are typically planned and implemented by highly educated
middle-class Westerners. The project planners and managers generally maintain (or improve)
their own lifestyles, while displaying attitudes that seem to be colored both by colonial-style
paternalism toward people they regard as the benighted peasants of the Third World, and by
guilt for the perceived wrongdoing of their colonial antecedents. This pursuit of a mixture of
material and socio-political aims has become endemic in Third World conservation projects
initiated by Westerners and, as I have argued, has its roots in the liaison that developed in the
1970s between international conservation and development organizations. (Oates 1999, 234)
__________________________

Conclusion
The national parks of Tanzania and other African countries have today become grist for the script-writers of
environmental fantasies. A cynic might say that this “Disney-land management” of Africa’s park areas is their
actual highest and best use. Fantasy sells, and millions of people in Europe and the United States, living in
London, New York, and other urban centres, enjoy images of the Garden of Eden, whether in Africa or
elsewhere in the world. By contrast, the rural people in these areas who are directly affected by the setting aside
of surrounding park lands constitute a small and less-moneyed minority that has less political influence both
with their own national governments and in international arenas.
__________________________
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